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Foreword
In 1968 the Kennedy Foundation and like,

Chicago-Park' District tried an experiment. We
organized a national sports competition for the
mentally retarded. called it the Special Olympics.
and invited participation from all over Ihe coon-

..!)try.
Many experts said it was doomed to fail. Re-

tarded children, they said, could never run 300
yards. swim the' length of a pool. or travel by
airplane a thousand miles from their homes or
institutions.

But, as the opening parade went by 'that duly
day at Soldiers quid; we knew beyond a shadow/
of a doubt that.the experts were wrong.

There were floor hockey players from Can-
ada in their bright. uniforms. Dozens of athletes
frinn almost every slate in the union. AF they
marched past the reviewing stand, th,:y heard the
bands playing and parents and friends cheering
just for them for the first time in their lives.

And once the games began, they displayed a
spirit of courage and determination that overcame
all the labels, all the obstacles the world has im-
posed,on-these

Since 1968 the Special Olympics has grown
beyond our dreams. -All 50 slates and the District
of Columbia nowhave Special Olympics meets,
and Puerto Rico Canada and France are deeply
committed to the Special Olympics program.

Why is it that 100,000 volunteers and 325.000
mentally 'retarded. youngsters are deeply. whole-
heartedly involved in this program?

Why is it that dozens of distinguished athletes
are helping to train the Special Olympics athletes
mulleid sports clinics?

I think it's because Special Olympics has taught
us all something very precious. In an age of super-
professionalism and commercialism in athletics.
the Special. Olympics reminds us of the true
meaning of sportsmanship. character, courage
and competition.

These boys and girls run and jump and swim
out of the sheer joy of exercise. They love the
crowds, the cheers and the medalsbut more
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than anything. they love the chance to play. And
isn't play what athletics is really all about?1

In our competitive .society, we've learned to
value the strong, the quick and_the successful.
The Special Olympics teaches-us -that.iliere are
other qualities to be prized in athletics as well.
Qualities/ of courage and generosity that these
special children have in rare abundance.

1 can never forget the crippled boy who ran
his race on crutches. The blind boy who followed
the voice of his coach down the track. The little
girl wtm stopped at the finish line to wait for a
friend. The young man who loved running so
much that he didn't stop at the finish line but tried
to run another lap around the track.

And I can never forget the parents and friends
who hugged their children as they crossed the fin-
ish line no matter where they placed. Feeling
pride in their achievement, perhaps for the first
lime in their lives.

The Special Olympics Games provide never-
to-be forgotten memories for all who participate.
But the heart of the Special Olympics is not the
local or national games. It is the day-by-day
chance the special child gets to exercise, play.
join in team sports. swim, learn skills, share in all
the joyful experiences that are so essential for
all children. It is here That the child learns the
worth of accomplishment that helps him in
school, in work, in his future life.

But to do this, the child must have the help
of parents, leachers, teenage vnlonteers, physical
educators and sports specialists.

This manual was commissioned by the Ken-
nedy Foundation to provide a handbook for vol-
unteers who want to organize gameS, team sports
and recreation for special children on a ye4.1r-
round basis. These programs can be conducted at
institutions, schools. day camps, municipal play-
grounds and swimming pools, everywhere there
is room to run or jump or throw a hall.

We dedicate this manual to all volunteers
1.vho will make parents proud of their children.
kind children proud of theMselves.

iii

1/.1
Etin:ce Kennedy Shriver
President
Special Olympics. Inc,



A Word About Competition

Competition. like play, progresses through
definite and identifiable stages in which a young-
sterstriyes to attain a goal that is important to him.
He

Competes with himself to improve his, own
performance as he tries to do more sit-ups or
push-ups, jump rope longer, or throw a ball
higher into the air and catch it.
Competes with himself against his own best
performances as he tries to run' the 50 yard
dash or swim the 25 yard freestyle faster,
jump higher or further, or throw a softball
further.
Tries to attain specific goals to receive a
medal, certificate, patch; ribbon, points, other
recognition, or the personal satisfaction that
comes from success.

Cooperates with others to achieve a mutual
goal such as winning a relay, simple game, or
lead-up activity.

Competes with others to win a position on a
team or a place in a group in which only a
certain number can participate and/or com-
pete against other teams or groups.

Individual and group competition parallel
individual and group play. Since Special Olym-
pics events are mostly individual in nature, they
provide yeungstern with individual challenges and
the inner satisfaction of success and accomplish-

ment. This niiitiyates each competitor to try harder
to do better as he strives to improve his previous
best performances.

Help each youngster learn to play hard and
compete to the fullest so as to create a success
cycle and overcome the pattern of failure and
frustration that often plagues retarded youngsters
who have not had opportunities to play, partici-
pate, compete, and achieve. One successful expe-
rience usually leads to other achievements which
in turn hell; to develop self-confidence and the
belief that "I can" and "It will" rather than "I
can't" and "I won't."

. It is important to tell youngsters that they may
do their best to winpractice hard all season,
take. part in every workout, and ,run or swim as
fast as they can in competitionand still not coma
in first. When they understand this, they have won
a victory for themselYes, over themselvesal-
though someone else/ finished first, the Special
Olympics has become' a truly educational and last-
ing experience, Do not insult their intelligence by
telling them they'yl won when it is obvious they
haven't!

When retard Al youngsters become active
participants, trye s, and doers rather than passive
spectators, sitter , and watchers. they've started
to develop conf donee which leads 19 success in
all walks of Iyy econstructive competition con-
tributes mighOly to participation, achievement,
and victory.
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A SPECIAL NOTE
TO

SPECIAL OLYMPICS
COACHES AND ORGANIZERS

Activities described in this manual are not suited for every retarded child
and adult. The retarded display such a wide range and variety of abilities
and limitations that understanding and discretion are required in designing
individual and group programs.

Therefore, it is strongly recommended that you recruit professional guid-
ance and supervision.. The Special Olympics couching staff will probably
always be comprised mainly of individuals with limited knowledge of ex-
ercise and sportteachers. parents, high school and college students,
businessmen, and other volunteers. However, they should have the benefit
of advice 'and assistance from a trained professional in physical education
or sport. lie can provide direction and control in planning anti conducting
your Special Olympics training program to insure a'happy, healthful, pro-
ductive and safe learning expel 'once for all ynur young athletes.

As with any sport program, every participant should have a medical exami-
nation prior 19 participation in training or competition. This has been a.
problem in many communities but now hundreds of doctors across the
United States have volunteered their services as Speaial Olympics team
doctors and as Medical Directors fnr Special Olympics Games. They pro-
vide assurance that the participants are physically and emotionally ready
for the Special Olympics experience and prescribe the special c, 'e and
precautions necessary for some children. They also insure that h fining
and competition are conducted in a safe and healthful environment.

For assistance, we suggest that you contact your city or county medical
association or the local chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics.

vi



To the Coach
In the past seven or eight years, physical edu-

cators, recreatOrs, coaches, and classroom teachers
have joined forces to increase educational, rec-
reational, and spork opportunities for mentally
retardell y!. 4gsters and adults. These efforts
have been u:,:ed tremendously by volunteers
parents, high school and college students, com-
munity leaders, and others like you have become
actively involved in helping the retarded succeed
and become more independent while having fun.
Most volunteers have been exceedingly successful
in working with and coaching retarded youngsters
in sports, games, and similar fun activities. Many
programs and opportunities for..Fetarded could not
have been attempted, much less continued, with-
out the dedication and unselfish contributions of
volunteers of all ages.

In recent years, teachers, coaches, and other
leaders have learned that

Mentally retarded boys and girls can succeed,
even excel!, in sports and games.

Volunteers' can coach and work successfully
with retarded youngsters.

Competition can spur retarded youngsters to
undreamed of achievement.

Success can enhance self-image and self-
discipline of mentally retarded.
Achievement in play and sports can provide
the retarded with self-confidence needed to
stimulate achievement in other aspects of life.
Individuals with learning problems can profit
substantially from participating in sports,
physical fitness, and recreational activities
accomplishments and positive attitudes de-
veloped on the playing field can affect per-
formances in the home, in the classroom, and
on the job.

Mentally retarded individuals are more like
their nonretarded peers th 0' differ-
ent. They respond effeL.R.el to methods,
activities, and procedures that have been
successful with the nonretarded. While-intel-
lectual and academic differences between
retarded and nonretarded cannot be over-
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looked, activities and approaches used most
successfully with mentally retarded reflect
likenessesnot- differenceswith good, logi-
cal. sequential' physical activity programs.

WHERE YOU COME IN

As a volunteer in the Special Olympics pro-.
gram you will work with individuals to help them
become physically fit, .to inspire them with the
desire to compete, achieve, and lead more mean-
ingful lives as a result of acquiring skills in a vari-
ety of ..iictivities and through taking part in sports.

You, will not be alone in this endeavor. You
can get help, direction, and assistance. from
coaches, physical education teachers, and recrea-
tion specialists in your community. Ask them to
hold clinics for you, to suggest appropriate mate-
rials and resources, and to help you in your coach-
ing assignments. They can provide you with the
know-how for success. Sonic may even spend a
practice session with you and the youngsters.

THE SPECIAL OLYMPICSWHAT IT IS

The Special Olympics were organized in 1968
by The juseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation to pro-
vide mentally retarded youth eight and over with
opportunities to participate in a variety of sports.
and games on local, state, regional, national, and
international levels.

Spediel Olympics programs are not intended
to lake the place of physical edUcalion and recrea-
tion programs now being conducted in schools,
communities, day care centers, and residential
facilities. They are not designed to serve as a
complete physical education or sports training
program. Basic objectives are to

EnCourage development of comprehensive
physical education and recreation programs
for mentally retarded in schools. day care
centers, and residential facilities in every
community.
Prepare the retarded for sports competition
particularly where no opportunities and pro-
grams now exist.



Supplement existing activities and programs
in schools, communities, day care centers, and
residential facilities.
Provide training for volunteer coaches to en-
able. them to work with youngsters in physical
fitness, recreation, and sports activities.

It's important that youngsters participate in
well-rounded physical education programs all
year long. It is not enough to train them only in
Special Olympics activities for a few weeks and
consider the job done. Youngsters need lots of op-
portunities to run, jump, swint, and throwthey
learn to move and then move to learn.

Early in the school year concentrate on a vari-
ety of activities such as soccer, football, lag, racing,
jumping, jogging, tumbling, and gymnastics; for
some, the entire emphasis n ay be on simple-fun.k

games. As time for Snecial 0 ympics in your com-
munity 'draws near, place greater emphasis on
Special Olympics events. Encourage all to partici-
pate and prepare 'for cempetitiod:' guide young-
sters into activities they enjoy the most along with
those in which they have had greatest success.
Organize regular classes like team practices with
different teaching and coaching.stations for vari-
ous events. In track, for example, have stations
for running:jumping. throwing, and practicing the
relay. Circulate and observe you ngsters hone-
fully you'll have an assistant or two to help so
each station is well supervised; u$v. capable
youngsters as event leaders or station assistants.
When Special Olympics are over, return to the
comprehensive; program. If operating 'strictly an
Out-of-school program, start preparing specifically
for Special Olympics early in the year.

Within the present framework of the ``Special
Olympics program track and field, swithming,
gymnastics, floor hockey, and volleyball volun-
teer coaches can plan a wide variety of physical
education, recreation, and sports activities to,keep
kids fit and to change the pace of formal practie.
Other actn7ities that motivate youngsters to par7
ticipate and succeed include:

Competition with other groups.
Field trips to see local teams play.
Outings and picnics.
Hiking and cycling.
Movies of athldtes and games.

Speakers such;as outstanding local athletes or
coaches.

A COACHING GUIDE FOR YOU

This manual has been prepared to help you
work with youngsters.' It contains sections on gen-
eral conditioning and fitness as well as separate
se.ctions on track'and field, swimming and volley-
ball. Each section provides helpful information on

fundamentals, form, and conditioning for specific
events, teaching activities and progressions, pre-
paring for competition, and strategy; lesson cycles
are guides for planning and conducting practice
sessions.

This Special Olympics Instructional Manual
is all that volunteers and others with little back-
ground or experience in physical education or
athletics need to conduct a Special Olympics pro-
gram. However, greater. understanding of activi-
ties, methods, and cycles results from planned
inservice programs-. for persons working with
youngsters in the Special Olympics program. In-.
service sessions can include

How to work with retarded boys and girls
How to use the manual and cycles.

Opportunities to try different. activities and
methods outlined in cycles.

Films, talks, and demonstrations. by local
coaches and their teams, question and answer,
sessions, as well as instruction on using the
manual are appropriate and helpful inservice
activities and approaches.

Motivation and stimulation are essential to
successful performance. In addition to motiva-
tional devices described in track and field (pp.
41 - 44), and swimming (p. 111) sections, try these
approaches

Set up special awards such as hardest work-
er, most improved, most courageous, best per-
former in e chevent in each age group.
Present m als, dards of merit, crests, certi-
ficates, rib ens. 'patches, and other special
recogn end of year, or at periodic des-
serts,. parents days or nights, assemblies, dem-;
onst rations, or other special events.

- Make a youngster want to participate and he
will to the best of his ability. Setting realistic,
meaningful, challenging, and attainable goals is
important to the development of positive play and
competitive practices.

Help youngsters set
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Immediate goals for each workout or practice
session.

Intermediate goals for a week or month.

Seasonal goals which can be revised if
achieved ahead of schedule.

While keeping the eye on the ball is vital to
hitting, shooting, and kicking, Frank Robinson,
Kareem jabber, Tom Dempsey, and countless other
successful athletes stress the follow through the
ability to finish a job. When you help a youngster
set goals for every practice session, every week,
every month, and .every season, see that he keeps
his eye on the ball and follows through. Work with
youngsters to keep them running, jumping, and



swimming toward their desired goals. Encourage
them to stick to it and take pride in what they are
doing. Praise them, encourage them, make them
taste success.

YOU AND THOSE YOU COACH

In addition to learning to teach fitness activi-
ties and fundamental sports skills, develop a posi-
tive understanding of the mentally retarded. To
succeed in working with the retarded and to pro-
vide them with opportunities through sports and
games, you need to

Understand the prdblems of retardation and
to acc4t and respect each retardate as an
imlividual of worth and dignity.
Establish rapport with individuals and the
group as a whole.

. Plan and conduct comprehensive fitness, ath-
letic, and recreation programs.

Participate in training programs to increase
understandiwiz ind appreciation of mentally
retarded it.,,prove skill and competency
in coaching ,-;:wr:Oic Special Olympics events.
Be flexible: and able to change approaches to
meet needs of individual youngstershave
the courage to make changes and adjustments
to improve team and individual performances.

Many believe that the attention span of the
mentally . retarded is extremely short. It is true
that some mentally retarded individuals do' ex-
hibit a short attention Span: but this is often
caused by disinterest, boredom, and lack of moti-
vation and understandingit is not an inherent or
universal characteristic. When motivated and
interested in an activitywhen they cansee prog-
ress in an activity . that has meaning to them
many mentally retarded of all functional levels
and ages show great patience and ability to stick
to a task. Should attention wander and interest
wane, change activities frequently and keep for-
mal practice sessions short; approach the specific
fundamentals and skills in a variety of ways with
different activities.

Recognize that each youngster is an individ-
ual with different skills, ideas, attitudes, and
interests. Work with each individual and strive
to provide direction, leadership, and know-how
for youngsters to achieve, succeed, and have fun.
While respecting the rights of individuals. be firm
and consistent in dycipline. Purposeful activity
is one of the best ways to avoid disciplinary prob-
lemskeep youngsters busy, happy, and playing
hard and they will have neither time nor inclina-
tion to misbehave.

VALUES OF SPORTS

On the field of sport and in play are sown
seeds of character and discipline so vital to an
individual's future success and' happiness. As
youngsters learn skills of a sport, they also acquire

'habits and attitudes that may be more important to
their future development than success on the
field. They can learn to

AVM graciously and to Iase gracefullydon't
brag in victory or alibi in defeat.
Play the game hard in an effort to winwin-
ning isn't everything but the desire to win is
everything.

Be loyal to teammates, cooperative with
coaches and finials, and courteous to team-
mates, coaches, officials, and oppfments.

Respect those of different races or creeds.

Be considerate of those' with. less ability and
respect those with more ability.
Develop self-discipline.
Suppress selfish desires for the good of the
team.

3

Those who direct sports programs for Ameri-
can youth play a vital role in imparting these im-
portant lessons. Set an example by what you do as
well as by what you saykids would rather see a
sermon than hear one; be active, workout with
youngsters, and earn their respect. As you work
with youngsters, set a good example

Be a good sport and keep sight of the real
goals of the Special OlympicS program..

Treat each ytiungster fairly regardless of his
athletic ability.

.

Be firm, understanding, kind, and patient
they make winning people.
Respect opponents and be a lady or gentleman
at all times when talking with officialsbe
careful not to criticize officials or their deci-
sions in front of participants.
He the kind of coach for whom you would
want yobr youngster to play.

Life's prizes are not wan by those who are
endowed with nature's giftsthey are won by
those with a will to win.
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TEACHING AND COACHING TIPS
Move an individual through a deSired mo-
tion, movement, or skill such as the crawl or
backstroke in swimming, throwing a softball;
or the serve in volleyballthis is an excel-
lent coaching device.
Coach to physical and intellectual levels of
youngsters who are at different stages of
de'i,elopment and skill. Recognize this, work
with it, and be sensitive to each youngster's,
abilities, interests, and experienceuse ac-
tivities and approaches that are neither too
difficult nor insult the_intelligence of the
individual.
Keep instruction slow, deliberate, sequeft-
tial, and concretemake haste slowly but
surely. _

Keep the fun in fundamentals. When young-
sters enjoy what they're doing,,they are more
likely to partiCipate and succeed. They'll all
be champions in their own eyesand in
yourswhen they are motivated to play and
try age
Select -devices and methods that challenge
youngsters with different abilities..
Bc resourceful, have initiative, be imagina-
tive; try new ways, modify' old approaches,

--make equipment, and have the courage to
experiment. :

Keep all youngsters active.

Keep verbal directions simple and brief.
Demonstrate and participatethe retarded
are great mimics and will follow your ex-
ample.

Praise and encourage youngsters. Even if
the at !mpt is unsuccessful, praise the effort
and s le part of the attempt that is done
well. I e specific in praise "nice serve,"
not"good boy."
Keep practice time on specific activities
short. Performance may be best the first few
limeS. a skill is triedshift, activities often
width\ a practice session:
Introduce new actiVities early in a practice
session before youngsters get tired; vary the
tempo of a workout to reduce the fatigue
factor.

Be patient.

Use visual aids as supplementary coaching
tools.

Review and repeat skills, drills, and games
in many different ways.
Stimulate and motivate youngsters to suc-.
ceed -by using appropriate motivational de-
vices.

SELECTED BASIC REFERENCES
k
American Association for Health, Physical Edu-
cation and Recreation. The Best of Challenge.
Washington, D.C.: The Association (1201 16th St.,
N.W.), 1971.

American Association for Health, Physical Educa-
tion and Recreation. Recreation and Physical Ac-
tivity. for the Mentally Retarded. Washington,
D.C.: The Association (1201 16th St., N.W.), 1966.
American Association for Health, Physical Educa-
tion and Recreation. Physical Activities for the
Mentally Retarded: Ideas for Instruction. Wash-
ington, D.C.: The Association (1201 16th St., N.W.),
1968.

Athletic Institute, The Volunteer Coach-Leader.
Chicago, Illinois: The Institute. (805 Merchandise
Mart).
Klappholz, Lowell (Editor). Physical Education
for the Physically Handicapped and Mentally
Retarded. New London, Connecticut. Croft Educa-
tional Services (100 Garfield Ave.), 1969. Order
from Physical Education Publications, P.O. Box 8,
Old Saybrook, Connecticut 06475.
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Fitness and ConditiOhing

Five fitness cycles have been designed to help
mentally retarded boys and girls get into and r--
lain good physical condition so they can experi-
ence success in and enjoy a variety of physical
activities. Rookie, winner, star, champ, and super
champ cycles reflect a youngster's status in each
of nine-fitness components:

1. Bending and stretchingmove the trunk and
upper 'body forward, backward, or sideward.

2. Flexibilitystretch front and hack of thighs.
3.; Arm/shoulder endurance use arms and shoul-

ders for longer periods of time.
4. Abdominal enduranceuse abdominal muscles

for longer periods of lime,
5. Balancemaintain good posture and alignment

of body parts while moving or not moving, in
. various .positions, and on stationary or moving

objects.
6. Power/speedincrease force and qttickness of

leg movements.
7. Agilitychange direction of body movements.
8..Coordidationcombine movements of differ-

ent parts of the body into smooth, synchro-
nized, and graceful patterns.

9. Cardiorespiratory enduranceincrease the
ability of the heart and lungs to sustain vig-
orous activity for longer periods of time.

The most balanced conditioning program is
achieved by using one activity from each of the
nine components every practice session. Flow-
eVer, a balanced program can still be achieved by
selecting activities from components 1-3-5-7-9 (as
numbered above) one day and from components
2-4-6-8-9 tho next; continue in this alternate pat-
tern. All activities can be selected from the same
levelrookie, winner, star, champ; super champ
or from different levels for each component ac-
cording to individual needsbending/stretching,
rookie; flexibility, winner; muscular endurance,
super champ; abdominal endurance, star; balance,
champ. .

With some youngsters, especially young, tim-
id, and inexperienced, it may be necessary to em-
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phasize one or two components. Gradually, add
activities from one or two other .components as
youngsters become more proficient in learning
patterns and movements. Continue this process
until one activity from each component is included
in each practice. Each practice session should
include a minimum of 10 minutes of conditioning
activities.

Generally, if a youngster is unable to perform
at least one activity from each component al the
rookie level, schedule more fun activities of an
informal nature rather than stressing the competi-
tive aspects of Special Olympics. Work with
coaches, teachers, and parents in other schools,
residential facilities, day ,care centers, activity
centers, or'communities to arrange informal play
or field days. These same activities can be a val-
uable supplement to regular Special Olympics
programs by providing more and van d opportu-
nities for all youngsters.

Variations have been provided or each ac-
tivity to add interest, challenge, and variety to
conditioning routines. Some variations are more
difficult than the basic activity while others are
less difficult. Variations are one more way to pro-
vide a gradual progression from level to level and
to zeroin on each child's needs. Each variation
does one of the following:

Changes the activity while retaining the basic
position.
Changes the basic position while retaining the
activity.
Changes both basic positionand activity.

Catchy names have been given cycles and ac-
tivities to create interest, attract attention, and
motivate kids. Nothing is sacred about these
names. Let 'yoTingsters develop their own names
for cycles and activities.

Many basic activities and variations are self-
testing and ., self-motivating. Youngsters can see
their own progress when they can do an activity
more times or do it faster. Motivate them even
further with such approaches as:

"1-loW many times can you push-up (sit-up)
from when I say go until I say stop?" After a



brief rest challenge youngsters to do as many
'Push-ups (sit-ups) in the same lime. This illus-
trates an interesting and fun approach in which
activity and rest are alternated in various com-
binations.
"Do 10 push-ups (sit-ups) as fast as you can."
Time oungsters and after a brief rest see if
they 00 10 push-ups (sit-ups) faster.

Keep personal records and squad charts to
recognize stccess and progress and to show indi-
vidual sqtkal members how much they have im-
proved in various activities.

Use individual 'workout sheets as a guide for
recording progress and determining when a

youngster is ready to try another variation or
move to the next level. Encourage youngsters to
take copies of workout sheets home as a guide to
home conditioning on nonpraclice days. A sample
workout sheet is shown on the next page.

Music can be used in many' waysas back-
ground for activity, as a change of 'Pace. for vari-
ety. and for basic ,activily. Often just the rhythm
of music helps youngsters perform better. Bend-
ing and stretching activities-are more fun done to
records such as Bunny Hop. Records such as Al-
phabet Song (Golden Records LP 114, Affiliated
Publishers. 630 Fifth Avenue. New York. New
York 10020), Physical Fitness for Pre-School and
Kindergarten (RRC 703, Rhythm Record Company.
9203 Nicholas Road, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73120). and Chicken Fat (CF 1000, Capital Records)
include many of the nine components and offer
another fun way to fitness.

To help youngsters develop understanding
and ability to perform. use any or all of the fol-
lowing teaching procedures:-

Manual guidanceguide youngster through
desired movements so that he gets the feel of
the activity. For example, move a youngster's
right hand to his left toe and his left hand 10
his right toe to do the windmill.
Tactiletouch body parts to be moved so the
youngster feels what parts of the body to
move in each activity. For example, touch his
left, loe and right hand to indicate parts .he is,
to move in the windmill.
Sightuse demonstrations. pictures, films.
slides, loop films,.and other-visual devices to
show a youngster what he is to do. For exam-
ple. have him perform the windmill with you.
Imitation is a good way for youngsters to

-learn when they have good models.
Auditorygive verbal instructions or prob-
lems for youngster to solve. For example.
ask him to do a windmill or if he can touch
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one hand to the opposite toe. \
Signalsuse signals, signs, words, numbdrs,
colors. drum beats, or similar cues. For (ix-
ample, the word red, a single blast of a wins-

'tle, or two beats on a drum can mean, "Go a
windmill." This approaCh is .fun for youn -
sters who have to be alert to look and lime i
for signals telling them when to start, slop,
speed up. slow down, change directions, and
so on. Lel youngsters lake turns giving signals.

How you use these lesson cycles and how
long you 'spend on each cycle depends on each
individual situation. Factors influencing use of
cycles include ability of youngsters, number of
participants. number of volunteers, and length and
frequency of practice sessions. In the first practice
session find out where all youngsters are in terms
of physical conditionsearch for fitness levels in
each component by:

Asking them to do simple activities in rookie
and wi'uner cycles.

Ni.Observing them in simple activities such as
running. skipping. touching toes. or jumping
up and clown. .,

Watching them play simple games requiring
Them to perform movements used in condi-
tioning and fitness cycles: play records and
watch youngsters move in rhythm and per-
form activities in time with the records.
As you use the cycleS the progression within

each component wilV-become obvious: what a
youngster learnszaS a rookie helps him to be a
winner. Therezis some relationship in learning
and developMent between components in condi-
tioning. cycles. For example, simple windmill
movements are made more complex in wood-
chopper: push -tips are added to squat thrust se-
-quence. Change emphasis in a given exercise to
stress different fitness components; learn move-
ments and patterns in" early cycles and use -them
for more difficult purposes in later cycles.

To use cycles effectively:
Be prepared to deal with individual strengths
and weaknesses.
Emphasize areas of deficiency. If a young-
ster is having a particular problem in the area
of flexibility or balance, stress these compon-
ents in his conditioning- program even if it
means placing less emphasis on other aspects
of,,lbe program, particularly his strong points.

...

Vary formal condilioning activities by using
fun approaches suggested in cycles and in-
corporating other fun-type activities de-
scribed following the lesson cycles.



SPECIAL OLYMPICS WORKOUT SHEET

Name Date

Fitness Component Coach/Teacher Instructions Parent/Attendant Comments

Bending/
6:retching

flexibility

MuScular HOW TO USE WORKOUT SHEET Encourage persons working
Endurance with youngster in home/

ward/cottage situation to
Provide information-to help and guide par- send information about sup-
ents, ward attendants, cottage parents, big plemental workouts includ-
brothers, or youngster himself plan condi- ing personal comments and

Abdominal tinning and fitness activities for fun and observations, improvement
Endurance recreation. and progress, questions, and

Include information such as levels and names suggestions..
of ,exercises/activities, instructions, and
hints for each exercise/activity including Adapt. or modify this form

Balance number of repetitions and/or sets, games, or develop one designed to
\and fun activities that emphasize fitness meet specific needs of
components. youngster. For example,
Provide additional information- and com- eliminate names of fitness
mento help persons who use this workout components on workout
sheet concentrate on interests, needs, and sheet and simply provide

Power/Speed
abilities of youngster. blocks to Bit activities and

to record progress over a
Take exercises/activities/variations from specified time, period. Be
conditioning\ and fitness section, place in- sure time peribd workout
formation in appropriate spaces on this form, sheet covers is short soand send to person who is to work withAgility changes in exercises/activi-
youngster at home, onward. or in cottage. ties can be made as young-
Include information for -general workouts in ster improves, progresses,
which all fitness components are emphasized and has new needs. Consid-
or to concentrate on weak or poor compo- er reproducing workout

Coordination nents in need of special attention. sheets with rookie, winner,
star, champ, and super

Devise ways so youngster who cannot read champ exercises/activities.
can also use this workout sheet: drawings, Although this approach doesstick figures, or other pictorial means can not provide the flexibility
communicate what and how each exercise/ to individualize to meet

Endurance
Cardiorespira tory activity is done. .oungster's needs, it is prac-

Motivate youngster to participate at times heal and a time saver.
other than in formal practice sessions by pro-
viding special rewards and recognition for Conditioning and fitness ac-
home /ward /cottage workouts. tivities are fun and reward-General

Suggestions Help each youngster develop a positive at- ing for youngsters. How well
titude toward and love for participating regu- they succeed, how much fun
larly in vigorous physical activities. they have, depends on you.
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CONDITIONING AND FITNESS CYCLES

ROOKIE WINNER STAR CHAMP SUPER CHAMP

1 Bending/
Stretching Wing Stretcher Body Bender Trunk Twister Wood Chopper standing Elbow

Knee Touch

2 Flexibility Touchdown Windmill Sitting Windmill Sitting Crossover
Inverted Bridge/
Arch

3 Muscular-
Endurance
(Arms-Shoulders)

Support/Walk
Activities

Modified Push-Ups Push-Ups Special Push-Ups In-Orbit Push-Ups

4 Abdominal
Endurance

See-Saw Sit-Ups Bent/Leg Sit-Ups Curl V-Up

5 Balance Bask:: Body
Balances

Balance In
Motion .

Stork Stand
Progression

And Away We Go Boards and Beam

6 Power/Speed Vertical Jumps Piston Partner Push Inverted Bicycle Mountain Climber

7 Agility Side Step Shuttle Run Dodging Run Zig-Zag Run Bbomerang

8 Coordination Jump and Turn Jumping Jack Sensational Seven Squat Thrust Series Astronaut Drills

9 Cardiorespirato
Endurance

respiratory
Bench Step The Runner Crazy Legs Run/Walk Roadwork

NOTE: A balanced program results from selecting one
activity per practice session from each of the nine cate-
gories. However, a balanced program results from selecting
activities from congonents1-3-5-7-9 one day and 2 -4.6-
8 -9 the next day,. continuing in this alternate manner. All.
activities can be selected from the same level (rookie,
winner. star, champ, super champ) or from different levels
for each component according to individual ability and level
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(bending/stretching, rookie; flexibility, winner; muscular
endurance, super champ; abdominal endurance. champ;
balance, rookie). Supplement fitness, conditioning, and cycle
activities by using confidence and obstacle courses, resist-
ance or weight training, team log activities, and chair
activities. Details and teaching suggestions can be found
following cardiorespiratory activities, pp. 36 - 40, in this
section.



BENDING/STRETCHING

ROOKIE

Wing Stretcher

Stand erect, raise elbows to shoulder height.
touching clenched fists in front of chest: keep
palms down.

Body Bender

Thrust elbows backward vigorously and return.
Keep elbows parallel to floor.
Keep head erect.

Voriotions:

Touch fingertips.

Extend arms to sick and back to front in opening and closing pattern.
Change speed and vigorousness of movements.

Stand with feet slightly
apart.
Keep feet still, toes
pointed straight ahead,
head and eyes straight
ahead

WINNER

Bend backward as far Bend forwarirris far
as possible. as possible.

Return to starting Return to starting
position. position.

NOTE: Bend from hips so only upper body moves.

Variations:

Bend left as far as
possible.

Return to starting
position.

Repeat pattern to
right.

Clasp handsbehind head on neck/on hips, or hold against legs.
Place feet 9(oser together or farther apart.

Change speed and sequence of activity.

10



Trunk Twister
STAR

Stand with feet shoulder width apart, hands on
hips.

Keep feet still, toes pointed straight ahead, head
and eyes straight ahead.

Variations:

Clasp hands on neck behind head.
Place feet closer together or.farther apart.
Reverse direction so half of time is spent moving left to right and half right to left.

Change speed of activity.

Bend and twist left as far as possible: continue
across front of body to right: continue twisting
and arching backward to left.

Keep back parallel to floor while moving across
in front of body.

Arch back when moving in backward direction.

Wood Chopper
CHAMP

Stand with feet slightly more than shoulder width
apart.
Grasp left thumb with right hand and rest both
hands on right shoulder.

Variations:
Change speed of activity.
Place handS on hips; reach between
legs, touching hands on floor as far
behind heels as possible.
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Swing arms vigorously to the left as if swinging an
ax; bring hands down and as far back between
legs as possible: bend knees-to get hands further
back on downward swing. -

Return to standing position with hands on left
shoulder.

Continue in alternate manner down between legs
and return to opposite shoulder.



Standing Elbow Knee Touch
SUPER CHAMP

Stand with feet as far apart as possible.
Place hands behind head with fingers interlaced.

Bend forward at waist.
Touchboth elbows to thighs (knees, ankles, toes,
floor); keep knees straight.

Variations:

Touch head and forearms to floor.
Place feet closer together or farther apart.
Touch alternatelyright elbow to left thigh (knee, ankle) and left elbow to right thigh
(knee. ankle).

Touchdown

Stand with feet comfortably apart.
Stretch hands and arms over head.

FLEXIBILITY

ROOKIE

Bring arms down touching fingertips (knuckles,
closed fists, palms) to thighs (knees, shins, ankles,
toes, floor); keep legS straight.

Variations:
Touch both hands in front of (outside of, inside of) right (left) foot.
Move feet closer together.
Stand on bench (curb of track, raised board, brick, cinder block) and bring fingertips as
far below level of feet as possible.
Hold beanbag in. right (left) hand, drop it to side. and pick it up with left (right) hand,
NOTE: Keep legs and arms straight.

12



Windmill

Stand with feet shoulder width apart. hands
on hips.

Sitting Windmill

WINNER

et

Twist and bend the trunk, bringing right (left)
hand to left (right) thigh (knee, shin, ankle, toe);
keep arms and legs straight.
Return to starting position.
Continue alternating sides.

Variations:
Extend arms sideward at shoulder level, palms down.
Move feet closer together or farther apart.
touch floor as far outside of foot as. possible.
Touch floor behind heels.

STAR

Sit with legs spread slightly more than shoulder
width apart.
Place hands on hips.

Touch right (left) hand to left (right) thigh (knee,
shin, ankle, toe); keep arms and legs straight.
Return to starting position.
Continue, alternating sides.

Variations:
Extend arr .s sideward at shoulder level, palms down.
Place hands behind head with fingers interlaced; touch elbows.
Touch both hands to left (right) toe; hold chits (nose, chest) to knee (floor outside of
knee).. alternate sires.
Grasp right (lefh-knee (calf, shin, ankle, 10e) with both hands; hold chin (nose, fore-
head, chest) to knee (floor outside of knee, floor inside of knee); alternate sides.
Move legs closer together or farther apart.
NOTE: Keep legs straight.
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Sitting Crossover

Sit with legs spread as
far apart as possible.

Place hands on floor
outside of hips.

CHAMP

I

Keep left leg straight as
it crosses over right leg;
touch left heel outside
of -right ankle.

Return to starting posi-
tion.

Continue, alternating
sides.

Variations:
Touch heel as far past ankle as possible.

Touch toe instead of heel.
Move hands further back from hips (lean on elbows). .

Lie flat on the back; extend arms straight to the side from shoulders, palms uptouch
.

alternately right toe to left hand and left toe to right hand (see illustration below).

Touch both legs together to right, then left.

The credit belongs. to the man who is actually in
the arena, whose face is marred by dust and
sweat, and blood, who knows the great enthusi-
asm, the great devotions, and spends himself in
a worthy cause.

Theodore Roosevelt

14
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SUPER CHAMP
Inverted Bridge/Arch

Take position on hack with knees bent and
heels tight against buttocks.
Place hands oh floor near ears with fingers
spread and pointed forward (similar to
back roll).

'Keep elbows and arms parallel.

Lift stomach and arch body until arms and
legs are as straight as possible make a high
bridge.
Hold for increasing lengths of time.

Variations:

Move feet away from buttocks.
Keep top of head in contact with floor.
Continue in up and down pattern as a reverse push-up.
Sit and place hands on floor outside of hips; keep legs straight lift buttocks off floor
as body is straightened and neck extended.

MUSCULAR ENDURANCE: ARMS AND SHOULDERS

Basic starting position for activities at all levels unless otherwise indicated:

Place palms of hands on floor just under and
Slightly outside of shoulders.

Point fingers forward.

Keep body straight.

Focus eyes slightly in front of hands.

Variations:

Use at all levels and with most activities.

Move arms closer together or farther apart.
Raise upper body by placing hands on a bench
(seat of a chair, log, cinder block, partner's.
back).

Raise legs by placing feet on a bench (seat of a
chair, box, log, cinder block. partner's hack).
Use knuckles (closed fist, linger tips) instead
of palms of hands.

15
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ROOKIE

Support/Walk Activities

Use basic starling position (p. 15)
unless otherwise indicated:

Straight Arm Support/Walk

Support for five (10, 15. 20. 30) seconds.

Keep feel in placeuse hands to move body
in circle around feet.

Bent Arm Support/Walk

Bend elbows to approximately 90 degrees and
support for five (10. 15. 20. 30) seconds.

Keep feet in place use hands to move body
in circle around feel: keep elluiws bent. .

Coffee Grinder

Support body on right arm and both feel; keep
arms and legs fully extended with feel slightly
apart movefeet and body in circle using
right arm as a pivot; repeal using left arm.

Seal Walk

Support- body on hands and feet: keep feet
together and legs straight: walk forward with
halids: drag legs behind.

Wheelbarrow

Walk on hands while Partner holds and guides
by holding ankles.

WINNER

Modified Push-Ups
Use basic starling position (p. 15) unless otherwise indicated.

p

Knee Push-Ups.

Support weight on hands andknees feel off
floor.

Bend elbows and touch chin (nose, forehead,
chest) to floor.

Return tooristiki position and continue in
this manner.

16

Wall Push-Ups

Stand with feet together 18 lo 24 inches from
a. wall; extend arms from shoulders with
hands flat against wall approximately shoul-
der width apart.
Bend elbows and touch chin (nose, forehead,
chest) to wall.

Return to original position and continue in
this manner.
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STAR

Push-Ups

Use basic starting position (p. 15) unless otherwise indicated.

Bend elbows and touch chin (nose, forehead,'
chest) to floor.

One Leg Push-Ups

Perform as Push-Ups (above) except raise and
. keep one leg extended throughout Ike ex-

ercise.

Chinese Push-Ups

Make a window by allowing the thiunbs.and
forefingers just to touch each ether.

Bend elbows and touch noise in ByLld.ndow.
Return to original position and continue in
this manner.

Return to original position and continue in
this manner.

Tiger Ptish-Ups

Stand with back to wall and heels one to two
feet from the wall.
Place feet on wall and walk backwards up
Wall until body. is fully exterided and sup-
ported on hands.

Hold this position for five (10, 15, 20, 30) sec-
onds,

CHAMP

or
Bend elbows and touch chin (nose, forehead,
chest) to floor; return to original position and
continue in this manner.

Special Push-Ups

Use basic starting position (p. 15) unless otherwise indicated.

Pile Driver

Push vigorously into air and clap hands (hands
and feet) together while in air.

17

Chest Slap .

Push vigorously into air and slap chest with
both hands while in air.



SUPER CHAMP
In Orbit Push-Ups
Use basic starling position (p. 15) unless, otherwise
indicated.

C,

Behind Back Push-Ups ,.7-
Push vigorously ififo air and clap hands to-
gether behind back while' in air. (Do only on
mats, grass, or other soft surfaces).

Superman Push-Ups

PlacQ right hand directly under chest and left
hand on rightpush up.

Extension Push-Ups

Extend arms fully above head and raise Wody
from fingertips and toes.

ABDOMINAL ENDURANCE

Basic starting position for all activities at all levels unless otherwise indicated:

kl

Extend legs with ankles about a foot apart.
Grasp hands behind neck with finger's inter-
laced.

Variations:
Use at all levels and with most activities.

Extend arms fully overhead; fold arms across
chest; place arms at sides.
Hold legs and ankles down (partner or hooked
under bar, chair, table, bench).
Spread legs farther apart; bring legs closer
together.

18

Helpful Hint:

Increase or deCrease the difficulty of activi-
ties by changing arm and leg positions in dif-
ferent combinations.

i

Warning:
Do not allow youngsters to bounce back off

floor when doing a series of sit-ups.



See-Saw

ROOKIE

Sit with partner on floor and place legs inside
(outside) of partner's legs; one partner lies
On back: hold hands throughout activity.
Change positions so that partner on back is
pulled to sitting position while other partner
lies on back.
Continue in see-saw fashion.

Sit-Ups

Variations:

Change speed of activity.
Reduce amount of pulling assistance by top
partner.
Increase resistance provided by top partner
by pushing instead of pulling.
Come half way up and hold in this position
for five (10. 15. 20, 30) seconds.

WINNER

Sit-up and turn. "trunk to right (left) touching
left (right) elbow to right (left) thigh (knee).
Return to starting position.
Repeat using opposite elbow and thigh (knee).

-19

Variations:

Touch left elbow to left thigh (knee) and right
elbow to right thigh (knee) simultaneously.
Hold broom stick or wooden' dowel behind
back and under arm pits.



Bent-Leg Sit-Ups

Bend knees keeping feet flat on floor with
(without) ankles held.
Sit-up and turn trunk to right (left) touching
left (right) elbow to right (left) thigh (kneel.

Curl

STAR,

Return to starting position.
Repeat using opposite elbow and thigh (kneel.

Variation:

Touch left elbow to left thigh (kneel and right
elbow to right thigh (knee) simultaneously.

CHAMP

Sit-up until waist (belt level) is just off floor.
Return to starting position.

Continue in slow rhythmic pattern.

V-Up

Variation:

Hold position for five (10, 15, 20. 30) seconds.

SUPER CHAMP

Lift trunk and legs simultaneously to form a V.
Keep arms and legs straight, trying to touch
toes with fingertips.
Return to starting position.

Continue in slow rhythmic pattern.

Variation:

Hold V-position for five (10, 15,20, 30) seconds.
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BALANCE

ROOKIE _

Basic Body Balances

Helpful Hints:

Make designated movements without moving
other parts of the body.
Perform activities with eyes open and then
closed.

Take position on hands, knees, and feet with
legs and arms about shoulder width apart.
Move left (right) arm forward (backward. side-
ward) to shoulder level.
Extend left (right) leg backward.
Move arms and legs in various combinations

Lift both arms.
Lift both feet.
Lift arm and leg on same side of body.
Lift arm and leg on opposite sides of body.
Lift both arms and one (other) foot.
Lift both feet and one (other) arm.
Lift both feet and both arms (balance on
knees).

Variations:

Lift knees and support self on hands and toes: move arms and legs in various com-
binations
V -Lift left (right) arm forward (backward, sideward) to shoulder level.

Extend left (right) leg backward.
Lift arm and leg on same side of body.

V Lift arm and leg on opposite sides of body.
Kick both feet into air.

Sit, raise buttocks off floor, and support body on hands and feet: move arms and legs
in various combinations
./ Extend left (right) leg forward.

Extend left (right) arm backward (forward, sideward):
V Lift arm and leg on same side of body.

Lift arm and leg on opposite sides of body.
Kick both feet into air.

Lie on side with arms, one on top of other, ex-
tended overhead and legs, one on top of
other, fully extended; raise top arm and leg
vertically attempting to make_ contact with
hand and foot without bending elbow or
knee; hold for designated count or length
of time.

Balance in Motion

Lie on back, bring legs to 45 degree angle.
extend arms forward to touch toes. and hold
balance on buttocks.

NOTE: Start youngster, if necessary, flat on
his back or stomach rather than in
support positions.

WINNER

Helpful Hints:

Challenge youngsters by having theniper-
form a variety of Basic Body Balances in mo-
tion such as animal walks, imitative activi-
ties, and in other original ways.

Add variations by having youngsters move in
different directions (foward, backward. side-
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ward, over and under obstacles), in different
ways (lift, carry, or extend arms and legs in
various combinations), and at different
speeds (slow, slower, fast, faster).

Perform activities with eyes open and then
closed.



Beetle

Creep on hands and knees.

Monster

Support body on hands and feet; walk, keep-
ing arms and legs straight.

Bear Walk

. Support body on hands and feet: walk by
moving right arm and right leg together, then left
arm and left leg: keep arms and legs straight.

Lame Dog

Support body on hands and feet, elevate left
(right) leg. and move on both hands and right
(left) foot; change position of feet after going a
designated distance.

Crab

Sit. raise buttocks off floor, support body on
hands and feet. and move backward (sideward).

Spider
Sit, raise buttocks off floor, support body on

hands and feet, and move forward (sideard).

Seal

Support body on hands and feet; keep feet
together, and legs straight; walk forward with
hands; drag legs behind.

Coffee Grinder

Support body on right arm and both feet:
keep arm and legs fully extended with feet slightly
apart: move feet and body in circle using right
arm as a pivot: repeat using left arm.

Leaning-Tower-----
Support body on extended right arm am:I-hand

and side of right foot; -hold left arm against side
and place left leg on top of right leg; extend left
arm straight up and hold position for five (10. 15.
20) seconds; return to starting position. extend left
leg straight up and hold for designated time; re-
turn to starting position, extend both left arm and
leg and hold for designated time. Rest between
different movements if necessary and repeat
movements with right arm and leg.

Crazy Knees

Balance and walk on knees.

STAR

Stork Stand Progression

Helpful Hints:

Make designated movements without moving
other parts of the body.
Hold each position for five (10, 15, 20, 30) sec-
onds.
Peform activities with eyes open and then
closed.

Stand on left foot with hands on hips and right
foot placed against inside of left knee; re-
verse and stand on right foot with left foot
placed against inside of right knee.

Variations:

Fold arms across chest.

Hold hands against thighs.

Extend arms above head.

Extend arms to sides at shoulder level.
Extend arms in front of body at shoulder level.
Hold one arm in one position and other arm
its another position (such as high -low: front -
back: up-down; front-side).
Hold free foot close to ground (forward. back-
ward, sideward, different heights).
Bend forward at waist until upper body is
parallel to floor: extend free leg directly back
until foot is held about shoulder level: keep
extended leg straight, head up, and arms di-
rectly to sides at shoulder level.

Perform other tasks while holding balance
Bounce a ball.
Play catch.
Hold objects (beanbags, weighted bleach
bottles) of different weights in each hand.
Balance objects (beanbags, balls) on differ-
ent parts of body (palm of hand, back of
hand, arm, elbow, head, shoulder).
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CHAMP
And Away We Go

Helpful Hints:

Use lines on floor. designated rows of floor
tiles, tempra. contact paper, chalk, or mask-
ing tape lines, or items such as clothesline
stretched on floors as boundaries.

Make boundaries increasingly narrow until
youngsters are performing activities on line
or object.

Make boundaries in different shapes (circles.
triangles. squares, rectangles. diamonds.
snail, maze).

Add variations by having youngsters move in
different directions (toward, backward. side-
ward), over and under obstacles, in different
ways (lift, carry. or extend arms in various
directions) and at different speeds (slow.
slower, fast. fasted.

Add additional variations by having young-
sters move on different parts of foot (toes.
heels. outside. inside), perform other tasks
(bounce a ball. play catch, hold objects of
different weights in each hand, balance ob-
jects on different parts of body. jump rope.
turn a hoop. wheelbarrow). and use different
locomotor movements (walk, jump. hop.
slide. leap, gallop).

Balance Board Activities
Helpful Hints:

Make balance. boards 16" x 16" x 1/:" with two
2" x 4" bases 16" (8". 4". 2". 1") per board.

Introduce activities with balance hoard flat
on floor and then place two 16" x 2" x 4"
bases under balance hoard so that height off
floor is increased gradually: cross cross other
2" x 4" bases under main balance hoard to
increase height even more.

Reduce support under balance board by us-
ing smaller 2" x 4" bases.

Use only one 16" base the width of the bal-
ance board: turn length of balance board:
reduce support by using smaller 2" x 4" bases:
secure supports 4" and smaller with a wing
nut or wooden peg.

Use other objects such as tires and inner
tubes.

Devise other types of balance hoards that of-
fer additional challenges for youngsters'
curve bottom support. make balance board it-
self smaller, attach top of board to springs.
Perform Basic Body Balances (p. 21) and
Stork Stand Progression (p. 22).

Activities

Perform Basic Body Balances (p. 21) and Stork
Stand Progressions (p-22 ).
Perform see-saw activities . when balance
board is supported on one 2" x 4" base.

Use tiles, wooden blocks, contact paper cut in
various shapes. cinder block. bricks. or other
objects for youngsters to move across while
performing various activities.

Perform activities with eyes open and then
closed.

Activities

Perform Basic Bady Balances (p. 21), Balance
in Motion Activities. (p. 21). and Stork Stand
Progression (p. 22) within increasingly narrow
boundaries.

Walk (heel-toe, touch knee to heel) between
designated pointsincrease distances and
reduce width of boundaries gradually.
Perform jump turns of increasing amounts
(quarter. half, three-quarter. full, one and a
quarter) within increasingly narrow bound-
aries.

Perform various combinations such as walk
from one point to another in one manner and
return in another (walk to a point, turn. con-
tinue in another ay).
Devise own activities, combinations, and
routines.

SUPER CHAMP
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Work with a partner in different activities
on balance boards of various sizes and shapes.

Devise own activities, combinations, and
routines.

Balance Beam Activities

Helpful Hints:

Use regulation low or high balance beam.

Devise own balance beam from 2" x 4"
boards: construct so either 4" or 2" side can
be used.

Introduce graduated balance beams in which
secticms get increasingly narrow (6". 4". 2".
1 "): place in different patterns (straight. W,
V. N. M. 14,
Perform activities with eyes open and then
closed.

Activities

Perform Basic Body Balances (p. 21). Balance
in Motion Activities (p. 21). Stork Stand Pro-
gression (p. 22) and And Away We Go Pro-
gression (p. 23) on increasingly narrow bal-
ance beams.

Perform various combative (hand wrestling.
chicken fighting, bulling) activities with a
partner.
Devise own activities. combinations, and
routines.



POWER/SPEED

ROOKIE

Vertical Jumps

Stand near a wall. Swing arms and reach as
high as possible while
jumping.

Variations:

Mark wall with chalk at peak of jumprecord best jump and try to make a higher
mark each practice session.

Touch (grasp) a broom stick (wooden dowel, ruler, yard stick, toy, stuffed animal)
held at increasing heights near wall by partner or coach.
Make an all out jump and mark height in some way; jump five (10, 15. 20) times or for
five (10. 15, 20) seconds and try to better first jump on as many of following jumps as
possible.
Move away from wall and jump as high as possible.
lump on inner-tubes (bounce boards, tire casings, trampolets, or other bouncy objects)
to help get feel and idea of lifting the body into the air.

Piston

WINNER

Sit on floor with back straight, legs extended,
feet together, and back of thighs flat on floor.
Grasp hands behind neck with fingers inter-
locked and elbows as far back as possible.
Lift one heel about six inches off floor and
bring knee as far back toward chest as pos-
sible.
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Return to starting position by straightening
leg.
Continue for designated repetitions or length
of time.
Repeat using other leg.



Variations:

Place hands on floor near buttocks.

Place hands on hips.

Fold hands across chest.

STAR

Partner Push

NOTE: B indicates bottom partner.
T indicates top partner.

Touch heel to floor on each extension.

Alternate legs.
Use both legs simultaneously.

(B) Lie on back with hands flat
on floor near thighs and
legs extended upward at a
45 degree angle.

(T) Place chest on soles of
partner's feet: extend legs
back so body is straight:
grasp partner's legs and/
or keep your legs a shoul-
der width apart for bal-
ance and control if nec-
essary.

(T) Force partner's legs to his
chest.

(B) Resist partner's movement
and let legs bend slowly
until knees touch chest
(most youngsters can resist
strongly enough to prevent
any movement of their
legs: work to obtain appro-
priate amount of resis-
tance).

(B) Extend legs and push pati-
ne( back to starting po-
sitiOn.

(T) Provide appropriate
amount of. resistance.

Reverse positions after
designated length of time
or number of repetitions.

Variation:

Use one leg for designated period and then the other: (T) legs in same position as
above or outside leg near buttocks of partner and inside leg extended straight back and
behind body.

The test of our progress is not whether we add
more to the abundance of those who have much:
it is whether we provide enough for those who
have too little.

Franklin D. Roosevelt
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Inverted Bicycle

Lie on back with legs and hips raised to verti-
cal position with elbows on floor; support hips
with hands.

CHAMP

Move legs vigorously as if pedaling a bicycle.

Variation:

Leaa back on elbows and pedal with legs extended about 45 degrees.

SUPER CHAMP

Mountain Climber

Squat with hands on floor; point fingers for-
ward and extend one leg fully to rear.

Variation:

Work both legs simultaneously rather than alternately.

Reverse position of feet by bringing rear foot
to hands and extending front foot backward in
one motion.
Continue in rhythmic pattern.

If you would cultivate the intelligence of your
pupil, give his body continued exercise, make him
robust and sound in order to make him wise and
reasonable.

Rosseau
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AGILITY

ROOKIE

Side Step

Mark three lines as shown: substitute ropes
for marked lines.

Start with both feet on center line.
Move left foot over left line.

Variations:
Use two lines instead of three.
Move both feet over outside line when step-
ping in either direction.
Jump so both feet go over outside line when
moving in either direction.
Place right foot on (over) left line and return
to center line; place left fcot on (over) right
line and return to center line; continue this
pattern.

Jump and make a quarter (half, three-quarter)
turn landing on (beyond) an outside line: re-
turn 9 starting position by jumping and turn-
ing in opposite direction.
Do continuous series of quarter (half. fully
turns in clockwise (counterclockwise) direc-

Shuttle Run

Mark two lines as shown; substitute bicycle
tires (automobile tires, hoops, ropes, or simi-
lar objects) for marked lines.
Start behind one line and run back and forth
between lines for designated number of laps
or period of time.

6 0 0

Return to center line.
Move right foot over right line.
Return to center line.
Continue in this manner.

Lion landing on (beyond) each outside line
and/or on center line each time.
Move feet so they land between lines; return
to starting position and continue this pattern.
Hop alternately landing with left foot between
center and left lines and right foot between
center anti right lines; hop rhythmically tak-
ing two hops left and then two right or four
lvfi and two right; develop own patterns.
Start outside of right line; hop landing between
right and center lines on left foot: change feet
landing on right foot; hop landing between
center and left lines on left foot: change feet
landing on right foot: hop landing outside left
line on left foot; return to starting position
moving to right and leading with right foot.

WINNER
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Variations:

Increase the number of laps or time of run.
Increase distance between lines.
Touch lines with specific parts of body such
as feet. hands, knees. elbows, head.

Place specific parts of body in objects in vari-
ous combinations (e.g.. right hand and left
foot: left elbow, left knee. and head).
Transfer objects from one line (object) to the
other.
Walk, jump, hop, gallop, skip, or imitate ani-
mals such as crab, spider, seal, bear, lame
dog.



Dodging Run

STAR

Set up chairs (bleach bottles. milk cartons.
bowling pins. tires) as shown.
Start at base line and run to left of first object.
to right of second object. to left of third ob-
ject. around the fourth object. to right of third.
to. left of second. to right of first. and back to
base line.

Zig Zag Run

Variations:

Increase or decrease number of objects and/
or distance between them.
Go completely clockwise (counterclockwise)
around each object before moving to the next
one.

Alternate directions around objectsgo com-
uletely clockwise around the first, counter-
clockwise around the second, and so on.

Walk, jump. hop. gallop, skip. or imitate ani-
mals such as crab, spider. seal, bear, lame
dog.

Start on stomach (back) at starting line; rise
on signal, run to second line, return to first
object, follow basic in-and-out pattern up and
back, and then run to second line and back to
starting line.

CHAMP

Place six tires (chairs, bowling pins, milk car-
tons, bleach bottles, mark., on floor) in two
lines as shown.

Number each object with one, three, and five
on left and two, four, and six on right; use

contact paper arrows of different colors to
show pattern if necessary.
Start at one, run to two and touch it. run to
three and touch it, continue in order to four,
five, six, three, four, one, two.
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Variations:

Increase number of objects and/or distance
between them.
Touch objects with specific parts of body such
as feet, hands: knees, elbows. head; touch all
objects with :id MO (different) parts of hudy.

Boomerang

Run completely around each object.

Walk. jump, hop, gallop. skip, or imitate ani-
mals such as crab. spider, seal, bear, lame
dog.

SUPER CHAMP

Place three chairs (tires. bowling pins, milk
cartons, bleach bottles. marks on floor) as
shown.

Number objects one, two. and three as shown:
place contact paper arrows on floor if neces-
sary to show pattern.

Start at baseline and run clockwise around
each chair in succession. one, then two. and
three, and finally back to baseline.

Variations:

Make a figure-eight pattern around two
chairs.

Add a fourth chair and run clockwise pattern.
Make alternate figure-eight patterns around
north-south (two-four) and east-west (one -
three) chairs (four chairs in all).

Develop own patterns and movements around
chairs.

Increase number of trips or time patterns.
Walk, jump. hop. gallop, skip, or imitate ani-
mals such as crab, spider, seal, bear, lame dog.

COORDINATION

ROOKIE

Jump and Turn

Draw a circle on the floor approximately 18
inches in diameter with at least eight equally
spaced lines coming from center of circle.
Stand in middle of circle with feet pointing to
one line.

Jump and turn as far as possible and land with
both feet together on another line,
Continue to jump in this manner in the same
(opposite) direction.

Variations:

Jump to assigned lines or a designated distance
such as quarter (half, three-quarter, full,
one-and-a quarter) turn, or until racing a des-
ignated object such as a clock (window, chalk-
board, basket, office, door),
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Use bicycle tires, automobile tires, hoops,
ropes, contact paper targets. or similar objects
of different size?-as a substitute for circle.
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Jumping Jack

WINNER

Start at attention.
Swing arms sideward and upward; touch
palms above head keeping arms straight.

Move feet sideward and apart as arms are
moved.
Return to starting position and repeat as
often as desired.

Variations:

Move feet only.
Bring arms only to shoulder level.
Raise arms straight forward.
Touch fingers to shoulders.
Combine different arm and foot movements.
Co through basic movements lying on floor.

One

Storting Positions

Stand with hands at sides and
feet slightly more than shoul-
der width apart.

Two

Stand at attention.

Is

STAR

Sensational Seven

Movements

(a) Move feet together and swing arms overhead and clap.

(b) Return to starting position and repeat as often as desired.

(a) Move (jump) feet apart and swing arms to side at shoulder
level.

(b) Move (jump) feet together and swing arms to front at
shoulder level.

(c) Move (jump) to (a) position.
(d) Return to attention and repeat as often as desired.
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Three
Stand at attention.

Four

Stand at attention.

Five

Stand at attention.

Six

Stand with feet apart and
arms to side at shoulder
level.

(al Move (jump) feet apart and swing arms to front at shoul-
der level.

(b) Move (jump) feet together and swing arms to sides at
shoulder level.

(c) Move (jump) to (a) position.
(di Return to attention and repeat as often as desired.

(al Move (jump) right foot in front; left foot lands in starting
position and swing arms to front at shoulder level.

(b) Move (jump) right foot to side; left foot lands in starting
position and swing arms to side at shoulder level.

(c) Move (jump) to (al position.
(di Return to attention.
(el Continue with left foot aril repeat as often as desired.

(al Move (jump) right foot in front; left foot lands in starting
position and swing arms to side at shoulder level.

(b) Move (jump) right foot to side; left foot lands in starting
position and swing arms to front at shoulder level.

(c) Move (jump) to (al position.
(d) Return to attention.
(el Continue with left foot and repeat as often as desired.

(a) Move (jump) right foot to front, left foot to rear and be-
hind right; swing arms to front at shoulder level.

(b) Move (jump) feet apart and swing arms back to side at
shoulder level.

(c) Move (jump) left foot to front, right foot to rear and be-
hind left, and swing arms up over head and clap.

(4) Move (jump) feet apart and bring arms to side at shoulder
level (starting position).

(el Repeat as often as desired.

Seven
Stand with feet apart and (al Move (jump) right foot to front, left foot to rear and be-
arms to front at shoulder hind right; swing arms topside at shoulder level.
level.

(b) Move (jump) feet apart and swing arms up over head and
clap.

(c) Move (jump) left fo'ot to front, right foot to rear and be-
hind left; swing arms to side at shoulder !evel.

(d)- Move (jump) feet apart and swing arms to front at shoul-
der-level (starting position'.

(el Repeat as often as desired.

SENSATIONAL!!!!
Variation:

Devise your own combinations with different arm and foot movements.
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Squat Thrust Series

CHAMP

Start at attention.
Bend knees and,place hands on floor in front
of feet with arms between (outside of. in front
of) legs.

Thrust legs hack so body is straight from
shoulders to feet (push -up position).
Return to squat position and then to attention.
Repeat as often as,desired.

Variations:

Add a push-up to the sequence.
Increase one push-up (two counts) with each repetition.
Include any of the more difficult push-ups (pp. 16-18).
Use one arm only.
Touch fingertips to-toes and keep,knees straight; squat and extend arms forward at
shoulder level; place hands on floor and thrust legs back and forth returning to squat
poSition with arms extended from shoUlders; touch fingertips to toes and return to
standing position and then to attention.

Astronaut Drills

SUPER CHAMP

Helpful Hints:
Conduct drills quickly and in rapid succes-
sion.

. ,

Have youngsters move from position to posi-
tion on signal.
Vary, order in which directions are given to
keep youngsters alert.
Add new positions to those listed.,

Go!

Run in place keeping knees high and pumping
arms vigorously.
Front!

Move to prone position keeping palms of
hands flat on floor directly under shoulders and
legs together and straight.
Back!

Lie flat on back with arms extended along side
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Of body, palms down, and legs together and
straight.
Side!

.
Lie on either side (indicate right or left side

if youngsters identify right from left).
Leg-Up!

Lie on side and .lift top leg straight up from
hip; hold this position until next direction is given.
Push-Up!

Do push-ups until next direction is given.
Sit-Up!

Do sit-ups until next direction is given.

Putting It Together:

Go! - Back! - Front! - Go! - Side! - Leg-Up! -
Left-Side! - Back! - Go! Push-Up! - Back! - Sit-Up! /
- Go!



------
CARDIORESPIRATORY ENDURANCE

ROOKIE
Bench Step

Helpful Hint:
Use music. including rek:ords to sound- a -ca-
dente: drums. cymbals. clappii g, or words
are also effective for this purpose

Use benches (chairs, stools) that are at least
15-inches high.

race bench and-alternately step up and down
to a rhythm of left up, right up, left down,
right down.

Tile Runner

Repeat for 30 seconds (one to five .minutes) at
30 (20, 40) steps per minute; increase time
and/or speed as'youngsters get in better con-
dition.

WINNER

Run in place landing low on balls of feet.

Variations:

Litt feet only about an inch off floor.
Run for a designated number of steps or spe-
cific length of timeI20, 30, 60 seconds); rest
for a specific length of time. and then run
again; increase length of run and number of
running periods and decrease length of rest
peiyods.
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Lift knees to waist or higher and pump arms
vigorously...

Run ujishort steep hills (walk or jog down).
Run up flights of steps (walk clown).

Hold arms so 'hinds are at thigh (waist, ab-
domen, chest) level and touch knees to hands.
Do as Tortoise and Hare running very slowly
and then very rapidly.



STAR

Crazy Legs
(Run in Place Windshield Wiper Pogo
Spring)

Helpful Hints:

Perform each of three activities for a desig-
nated length of time or a stipulated number of
steps.

Add variations to challenge youngsters and to
maintain interest.

Run in Place

Run in place landing low on balls of feet.

Variations:

Bounce on both feet.
Lift knees high.

Lift feet only about an inch off floor.

Variations:

Change movement on signal (i.e., Run Pogo
Spring Windshield Wiper; Pogo Spring
Run Windshield Wiper; Windshield Wiper

Pogo Spring Run).

'Windshield Wiper

Moye legs alternately astride and together.
Varialions:

Crisscross legs.

Move legs. alternately astride and crisscross.

Pogo Spring

CHAMP

, Run/Walk

Run and walk predetermined distances.
*Increase length, time, and speed of running

gradually and decrease amount of walking.
Set up tracks or courses in gymnasium, on
blacktop area, tennis court, playfield, around
baseball or softball diamond, or between two
points; use chairs (tires, bleach bottles, milk
cartons, bowling pins, traffic cones, marked
lines) to set off track, or course.
Use patterns such as

V Run short sides and walk long sides.
Run long sides and walk short sides.
Run a short and long side and walk a short
and long side.

-
Move legs alternately ro-ri4vd and back..

Variation:

Move legs alternately forlward/back and
astride/together.

Perform each activity in sequence for a desig-
nated number of counts (four, eight, sixteen);
continue for a designated length of time or a
stipulated number of total counts.

Rini a short and long side and walk a short
side; run a long.a.m.l. short side and walk a
long. side; continue to run two sides and
walk one side.
Run three sidesshort, long, shortzand
walk one long side.
Run three -sideslong, short, longLand
walk one short side.

Run four sides (one lap) and walk two sides
(half-lap). . I

Run two laps and walk\ one lap.
Run four laps, and walk half-lap.
Increase running and decrease walking as
condition and ability of youngsters im
kove.

Helpful Hints:

Devise a variety of. ways to make this activity
more enjoyable chase the youngster; have
him chase you; run with h m; introduce
games.

Time youngsters for various distances and
laps to encourage them to run faster and
longer.
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SUPER CHAMP.

Roadwork

Helpful Hints:
Set up jogging-running courses on park greens.
stadium turf, golf courses, wooded areas. and
similar places.
Use natural surroundings fallen tree
branches and trunks, fences, small ditches.
culverts, hills, fogs, large rocks, and other ob-
stacles found in the local environment.
Adapt less natural outdoor surroundings such
as playgrounds, stadiums, school yards, large
open areas. residential facility campuses,
home yards, as well as indoor areas such as
gymnasiums, halls, multi-purpose rooms.
auditoriums, and cafetoriums for roadwork.
Include a variety of activities in each road-
work session locomotor activities such as
walking, jogging, shuffling, running, sprinting;
formal exercises, stunts and self-testing ac-
tivities, partner, activities, combatives; incor-
porate other locomotor activities such as
jumping, hopping, skipping, galloping, leaping,
and sliding.
Develop patterns, distance, and length of time
for roadwork sessions according to age, ability,
and condition of youngstersan entire prac-
tice session or a conditioning/fitness session
can be developed around roadwork.
Play follow the leader, changing leaders often
and having last youngster run to front to be-.
come leader.

Adjust speed of run to slowest individual in
group and time and length of session to indi-
vidual with least stamina.

Sample Roadwork Session

(35 to 45 minutesadapt and shorten accord-
ing to each individual situation)

Run in place until entire group has assembled.

Jog 50 to 200 yards while swinging' arms in
various ways.

Jump to head an imaginary soccer ball or to
touch the leaf of branches of a treesee who
can jump the highest.
Swim an imaginary river, pond, lake. or pool.
Balance in a variety of ways.
Jog 75 to 150 yards and change to race walking
for an additional 50 to 100 yards.

Do simple individual tumbling stunts such as
forward, backward, and side rolls.
Carry a partner piggy-back: change after 25 to
30 yards.

Shadow box several rounds with an imaginary
opponent.
Run between two points with a partner.
Jog at a faster pace for 50 to 200 yards.

Jump over various obstacles or barriers: hop
over others.
Sprint 50 yards with a partner.

Walk or amble 100 yards.
Do push-ups, sit-ups, partner pull-ups. piston,
partner-push, and other exercises.

Jog 100 to 200 yards---zig zag fashion.

Play follow the leader.
Jump and vault over various objects.

Walk at a fast pace for 100 yards.

Get a partner for combative activities such as
hand wrestling. hand-tug-o-war. chicken fight.
Do a variety of individual stunts such as cart-
wheel, walk on hands, handsprings.
Run at easy, steady pace for 100 to 200 yards.
Get a partner for various partner stunts such
as centipede, wheelbarrow, fireman's carry.
Sprint back to start gradually increasing dis-
tance of sprint from 100 to 400 yards.

If a man does not keep pace .

With his companions, perhaps it is because
he hears a different drummer.

Let him step to the music which he hears,
however measured or far away.

Henry David Thoreau
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TEAM LOG ACTIVITIES

Team log activities get youngsters used to
working together. cooperating, and learning the
importance of teamwork through a form of resis-
tance exercises.

Helpful Hints:

Obtain logs 12 to 14 feet long, six to eight
inches in diameter, which weigh between
100 and 300 pounds. depending upon size,
strength. and ability of youngsters.
Sand logs, fill all cracks with putty or plastic
wood, and coat with shellac, floor sealer, or
other type of durable finish.
Mark each log so youngsters know where to
'Mond and where to grip the log.

Starting Positions

Right (left) shoulder

Lel five or six youngsters about the same
height work as a unit; all youngsters on same
side of log unless otherwise indicated.
Provide a variety of lifting signals for young-
sters; use verbal commands. whistle, visual
signals, drum beat; encourage groups to de-
velop their own ways of coordinating move-
ments.

Increase cadence and speed of movements as
youngsters gain experience and confidence in
handling logs.

-Devise your own bending, lifting, tossing ac-
tivities involving combinations .of movements
and positions (sitting. standing. kneeling).
Adapt activities for relays, games, and in
other fun ways.

Waist

Balance log on shoulder with both hands: Hold log waist high with arms straight and
spread feet slightly more than a shoulder width fingers laced underneath log; bend body slightly
apart. back with chest lifted and arched; keep feet slight-

ly more than a shoulder width apart.

Chest

Hold log high on chest with both arms under
and around the log; keep upper arms parallel to
ground and feet slightly more than a shoulder
%vidth apart.

Activities Starting Positions Movements

Straddle Jump Hold log in any starting Jump feet together and apart in various cadences.
position.

Log Rolling Take positionyonne side of log Roll log with one hand (two hands, one foot, two
according Idway in which it is feet, head).
to be rolled.

Push-Up Lie on floor; hold loo in chest Lift log straight up frorn.chest; return to chest
position. position.

Sit-Up Lie on floor; hold log in chest Move to sitting position; return to lying position.
position. /
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Forward Bender

Overhead Lift

Overhead Toss

'Team Toss

Log Push

Pivot Circle

Wagon Wheel

Obstacle Course

Hold log in chest position
with knees slightly bent.
Start from right shoulder posi-
tion; try from kneeling or
sitting position, as well as
standing.

Start from right (left) shoulder
position; bend the kneds to a
quarter-squat position.

Have two teams stand facing
each other about three to six \,
paces apart; start log in waist
position and move it to bend
of both arms holding with an
underhantl grip.

Have two teams lie down on
floor with log between them:.
have each youngster place his
hands on log and push as hard
as ilossible.

Hold log in chest position; try
other starting positions for
variation.

Have three youngsters on one
side of log and three young-
sters on other side of log with
all facing the log.

Have four youngsters hold
log, two at each end; place
logs at regular intervals.

Bend forward from waist; return to upright
position.

Lift log overhead and down to left shoulder; lift
from left shoulder returning log to right shoulder.

Straighten knees and tossiog into air; catch log
with both hands and lower it toward opposite
shoulder; lower body to quarter-squat position as
log is caught; continue tossing, catching, and
changing shoulders.

Toss log to other team which catches it and tosses
it back; continue tossing log back and forth.

Force other team back across line or goal.

Mcve in circle with one of end men serving as the
center or pivot point: move forward (backward)
in various ways (walk, run, jump, hop, skip.
gallop).

Walk around in a circle; vary speed; change to
fast walk (run, jump, hop. skip. gallop).

Adjust height of each log so youngsters hurdle,
vault or jump over them, crawl under or climb
over them, or perform a combination of activities.

Wagon Wheel
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RESISTANCE ACTIVITIES
(V/eight Training)

Resistance activities are to develop strength
and endurance by making muscles work harder
and longer. Weight training or lifting is the most
common type of resistance activity; barbells, bars,
and weights are not needed for these activities!
Effective and inexpensive substitutes include:

Broomsticks or wooden dowels with objects
such as doorknobs attached.

Car axles.

Folding chairs.

` Window sash weights.
Homemade barbells constructed with broom-
sticks or wooden ,dowels and different size
tin cans filled with various amounts of ce-
ment.

Bleach bottles filled with sand-increase
amount of sand as youngsters get stronger.
Stuffed animals-increase weight by putting
more buckshot or sand in stuffed tiger, cat, or
dog.

Logs-use regular fireplace logs or make spe-
cial exercise logs about 10-12 inches long, five

Activities

Press Start weight from chest.

Starting Positions

Behind
Neck
Press

to ten inches in diameter, and about one-tenth
of the youngster's weight.

Helpful Hints:

Concentrate on arms, shoulders, and chest
since legs are best developed by running.

*Perform a given activity between eight and
twelve times. More than 12 times indicates too
little weight and it should be increased; less
than eight times indicates too much weight
and it should be decreased.

Perform all activities in a slow, smooth, and
controlled manner.

Complete all movements and go through a full
range of motion in all activities.
Emphasize proper breath control by inhaling
when lifting and exhaling while returning
weight to starting position.

Place feet a natural standing width apart and
space hands evenly on bar unless otherwise
indicated. 7

M ovements

Lift 39.4111F6w6f..ho%tiln---oone continuous
moVement; extend arms fully until elbows
are straight; lower weight to chest.

Start weight from chest.-- Lift weight over head and lower to a posi-
tion behind neck; lift and lower weight
from behind neck.

Perform same movements as in press.Bench Lie on floor or bench; start weight
Press from chest.

Military Sit on chair, bench, or floor; start
Press weight from chest.

Curl Start weight at thigh level with palms
of hands facing away from body.

Reverse Start weight at thigh level with palms
Curl facing toward body.

Rowing Place fept slightly more than shoulder
width abort: bend forward from waist until
upper body is parallel to floor; hold-
weight off floor at ankle level.

Upright Hold weight at shoulder level with
Rowing hands as close together as possible; keep

elbows higher than bar at all times.

Lie on floor or bench with arms extended
over head; keep arms straight at all times.

Pull Over

Bent Arm Lie on floor or bench; keep elbows bent
Pull Over fully throughout movements.
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Perform same movements as in press or
behind neck press.

-Bend1elbows and lift weight to shoulder
level without bending or rocking body;
lower weight to starting position.

Perform same movements as in curl.

Lift weight until it touches chest; lower
weight to starting position.

Lower weight until elbows are straight; lift
weight to starting position.

Lift weight until it is directly over chest;
lower weight until it rests on thighs; lift
weight to position ovechest and then to
starting position.

Bring weight as far forward as possible;
return to starting position.



Variations:

Perform all activities with individual resistance objects held in one or both hands.
Introduce a variety of swinging activities with individual resistance objects held in
one or both hands:

Swing weight freely.

Swing weight between legs.
Pick up weight, swing it high above head (in front or to side of body). bring it down,
and plaice at side of one foot.

Swing weight from side to side turning, body as far as possible.
Twist and turn weight over!

CHAIR ACTIVITIES.

Chairs are adaptable to a v , of fitness
activities that interest v ers of different ages
and at various ional levels. Any kind of chair
a 0.11 n andle easily becomes a fitness chair.

air activities can be done in classrooms, at
home, or in other small spaces; they provide
ready-made rainy-clay activity. Place chairs in
rows so activities can be individual or group in
nature or clone as a routine.

Stand up/sit down stand up and sit down on
command or signal; perform at various speeds.

Around the chairwalk, jog, skip, hop, gal-
lop, slide, leap, or run around own chair,
Around the rowrun, leap, slide, gallophop:
skip, jog, or walk. around chairs in own row;
use various animal walks and imitative ac-
tivities.
Around all the rowsmove to the front of
own row; youngsters in right-most row start
to run around all rows, circling to the right. As
the last person in each row begins to run,
youngsters in the next row fall in behind him
and start 'o run; run in place while waiting to
run. Add variety by having the group run the
first lap, skip the second, gallop the third,
and walk the fourth.

Circle activitiesperform various activities
listed with chairs in circle rather than rows;
place a mat in the middle of the circle and
have individuals perform stunts or other ac-
tivities when they are called; play follow the
leader with each youngster getting a chance
to be leader; introduce add-on so that each
participant does a new stunt in addition to the
ones performed by those who went before
him; play various circle games.

Chair steps/tep on and off chairs to com-
mands up right, up left, down right, down
left; vary the tempo.
Chair jumpstand on chair, jump off and
land on both feet; follow with a stunt or ac-
tivity of another kind.
Lift the chairlift the chair on command and
perform various resistance activities (see
p. 38 for specific activities and additional sug-
gestions).

Chair obstaclesuse chairs as obstacles for
youngsters to move around, go over and
under, perform activities On and with, and to
devise their own confidence courses.

Frequently it is attention rather than skilled
guidance that these children need, and neglect
often results from the belief of the staff that they
lack the expertise to accomplish meaningful
results.

Dr. Edwcird J. Waterhouse
New Zealand
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CONFIDENCE COURSES

Confidence courses promote fitness -through
continuous movement in overcoming a series of
obstacles requiring use of one or more components
of fitness. Obstacles provide increasing challenges

,for youngsters- and promote confidence in their
ability-and in themselves as each successive hur-

-dle is cleared,
Confidence courses can include ropes, cul-

verts, horizontal/parallel/turning/stall bars, hori-
zontal ladders, beams/boards/rails, walls, fences,
jungle gyms, tires, ramps, and anything else to
challenge and excite youngsters as they climb,
swing, hang, crawl, creep, balance, push, pull,
and jump. Plan confidence courses with obstacles
of various sizesone scaling wall will challenge
some youngsters, be too low for others, and look
like a mountain to still others. Two or three scal-
ing walls of different heights provide for the
timid._ unskilled, and awkward and at the same
time challenge the bold, skilled, and agile. These
courses can be used for overall conditioning, to

ovi ercome weak areas, and for work in specific
Special Olympics events.

; Devices incorporated into obstacle courses
can be flexible and used in many ways:

Have youngsters run over confidence course
one, two, or three times, or go as far as they
can in a specified time: regulate intensity of
workout by controlling number of times
course is covered or repetitions at each ob-
stacle or station, or by total amount of time
allocated.

Use each obstacle as an activity or exercise
station to emphasize specific component of
fitness. Post printed cards at each station to
tell exactly what is to be clone. For nonreaders,
use drawings, stick figures, or pictures to ilk
lustrate activities; use squad leaders, older
youngsters, or aides to assist at different sta-
tions.

SELECTED CONDITIONING/FITNESS REFERENCES
American Association for Health, Physical Education.
and Recreation. Special Fitness Test Manual for the
Mentally Retarded. Washington, D.C.:Tlte Association
11201 16th St.. N.W.), 1968.

Department of the Army. Physical Conditioning (TM
21-200). Washington. D.C.: Department of the Army,
1957.

Hayden, Frank J. Physical Fitness for the Mentally
Retarded. Ontario, Canada: Metropolitan Toronto Asso-
ciation for Retarded Children, 196.1.

Hillcourt, William. Your Guide to Fitness. New York,
New York: Western Publishing Co., Golden Press Divi-
sion. 1968. (Distributed by the Quaker Oats Company.
Chicago. Illinois.)

President's Council on Physical Fitness. Adult Physical
Fitness: A Program for Men' and Women. Washington,
D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1963,

President's Council on Youth Fitness. Youth Physical
Fitness: Suggested Elements of a School-Centered Pro-
gram (Parts One and Two). Washington. D.C.: Super-
intendent of Documents. U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1961.

Royal Canadian Air Force. Royal Canadian Air Force
Exercise Plans for Physical Fitness. Mt. Vernon, New
York: This Week Magazine.

Sandard Brands, Incorporated. Mr. Peanut's Guide to
Physical Fitness. New York, New York: Standard Brands
Educational Service (P.O. Box 2695. Grand Central
Station), 1967.
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Track and Field
Youngsters must he in good physical condition

to he successful in track and field. Someone must
stimulate them to It'ain, run, compete, and strive
continuously to develop fitness fur track and
field. Start each practice session with appropriate .

conditioning and warm-up activities as described
in the conditioning and fitri:ess section (pp.
40). Since flexibility and loosh muscle action are
vital to success in ail Special Olympics track and
field events. bending. stretching, and flexibility
exercises must he stressed. A special series. Flex-
ible Five, (p. 64), deSigned tO develop flexibility
of thighs and calves. must he part of every prac-
tice session and premeet warm -up to prevent sore
muscles and injuries and to promote hest per-
formances.

Tee, practice cycles have sheen developed to
help- coaches organize and plan practice sessions.
In addition. fundamentals. teaching progressions.
drills, exercises, fun activities, and helpful hints
are provided for each event. Cycles and informa-
tion about each event can he adapted regardless
of abilities of youngsters. available facilities, and
time for practice. Cycles are based on the follow-
ing assumptions:

Practice sessions are held five days a week
with Friday set aside for competition.
Each itractice session lasts 60 minutes with
75 minutes preferred.

Cycle 1 is largely exploratory in nature and
designed to help determine each youngster's back-
around, experience, and ability in fundamental
skills needed for success in Special Olympics
track and field events. Cycles 2-7 provide oppor-
tunities for youngsters to learn and practice all
events. Cycles 8-1(1 are designed to prepare
youngsters to compete in specific events.

It is imperative that milers he identified early
so they can begin the arduous training as soon as
possible they must have at least ten weeks prac-
tice before actual Special Olympics competition.
In addition to the 10 week practice period, all
youngsters interested in running the mile should
be encourageil to workout four to six weeks before
formal practice begins. Refer to conditioning and
fitness section (pp. (i - 40) for specific suggestions.

The 300 yard run is considered the- key run-
ning event for all participants other than milers.
All 50 yard sprinters and relay men can benefit
by training for the 300 since it is basically an en-
durance sprint involving all skills needed in the
shorter distances. Participants in other events

.-must run to condition their legs for jumping and
throwing. They must have variety in their work-
outs since too much jumping or throwing causes
leg or arm fatigue, reduces competitive efficiency.
and makes injuries more likelyuse 300 yard
practice patterns to provide balanced preparation
for high jump. standing long jump. and softball
throw.

Teach everyone the fundamentals of relay
running since preparing for this event is fun and
gives youngsters the kind of responsibility that
comes with being on a team and working closely
with other youngsters.

Develop team spirit by impressing each young-
ster with the fact that he is not alone when com-
peting in the 50 yard dash, the 300 yard run, the
mile, or facing a bar inches over his head. The
whole team is rooting for him, pulling for him, and
encouraging him to rim faster, jump higher. throw
further, and to win. but most of all to do his hest.
And each in turn, as a loyal teammate, must en-
courage others to try harder, play harder, and do
well.

Out of Special Olympics comradeship and
mutual experiences come friendships that may
last a lifetime and which transcend the immediate
benefits of athletics and sports as important as
they are.

Success in track and field requires willingness
to work, get in condition, stay in shape. and master
fundamentals of specific eventsself discipline,
attention to minute details, and hours of practice
will make anyone a champion. Youngsters should
supplement formal practice with workouts at
home or in the residential setting, on weekends
and on nonpractice days. Send suggested activities
to and meet with parents or ward attendants to
suggest home, cottage. or ward conditioning, run-
ning. jumping, and throwing, activities. Motivate

-youngsters, give theM status and recognition, and
make them taste success. Here are some motiva-
tional tips
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GUIDE TO SPECIAL OLYMPICS PERFORMANCES

50 Yard
Dash

300 Yard
Run

8 9 Years
-------

k. q 1 <1..41* I

0 ..44' 024 'i.t%
0 -`-- 1.1?' Z` g2 .e

4it .1- cp 0
10.7 9.9 8.9 8.6 7.2

Boys sec sec. sec.

11.4 10.5 9.1
Girls sec. sec sec.

94 84 77
Boys sec. sec sec.

Girls
103 93 84
sec. sec. sec.

sec. sec.

8.8 7.1
sec. sec.

74 62
sec. sec.

79 67
sec. sec

Standing
Long Jump

Boys 3'0" 3'10"

Girls 2'10" 3'4"

Softball
Throw

High
Jump

Boys 44' 58'

Girls 22' 34'

Boys

_ .

10 12 Years

42.

.k.`" <`:-. q 140 + 1i- cl .t.
QC) *% 4% c,

---6-6-.- iiii--79 7.2-- 6.6
________

sec. sec.

9.5 8.8
sec. sec.

sec. sec. sec.

8.1 7.4 6.4
sec. sec. sec.

82 72 65 52 38.8
sec. sec. sec. sec. sec.

88 78 69 52 41.7
sec. sec. sec. sec. sec.

4'5" 4'9" 5'6" 4'2" 410" 5'4" 7'1"

3'9" 41" 5'0" 3V" 4'3" 4'11" 60"

73' 85' 122' 76' 95' 114' 136'

46' 58' 98' 42' 56' 71' 102'

Girls

100 Yard
Dash
(for Relay)

Boys

Girls

One Mile
Run

Boys

Use chart as a guide to evaluate a your.-:;ster's relative ability and
performance in each Special Olympics event. Times. distances.
and heights can be used for motivational purposes. individual
goals. or as a basis for team/class/squad honor roll. Make ad-

711"

7'5"

197'

146'

justments in listed times. distances. and heights according to
local and state situations and levels of youngsters. In every case.
make steps challenging and'attainrrmnt of each level a significant
accomplishment.

Practice form, reaction, and gun starts where
50, 300, and relay actually begin to accustom
youngsters to starting where competitive
events begin.

4 No special mention or emphasis is placed on
practicing in lanes. Youngsters, whether they
have difficulty or not staying in straightaway
or curve lanes, need to run in lanes during
most all practice sessions.
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Friday practice sessions are planned in terms
of competitive efforts and activities. After the
third or fourth cycle, substitute formal time
trials, intrasquad meets or practice maila-
graphic, telegraphic, or regular practice meets
with other schools, teams, classes, or squads.

Encourage youngsters in field events to prac-
tice form, work on drills, and go through move-
ments while others are taking their turns or
practice efforts; plan practice sessions so no
time is wasted and everyone is constantly in-
volved in constructive activity.



13 - 15 Years 16 - 18 Years 19 Years up

(r.. <4,6 42- Q-(c. e e
+ e- At 0 ++ e- Af`,tf Gs- V- 01'

42P e;C e e qs) e e ck, i1/40 eP e c,"
8.1 7.5 7.1 6.6 6.0 7.9 6.9 6.3 6.0 5.8 7.8 7.1 6.5 6.1 5.9

sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec sec. sec.

9.4 8.6 8.0 7.4 6.6 10.0 9.0 8.2 7.2 6.5 9.9 9.0 8.5 7.2 6.7

sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec.

70 61 58 50 34.1 63 56 51 42 32.8 63 57 52 40 31.8

sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec.

90 80 72 54 40.7 95 82 73 43 40.8 90 80 71 52 44.6

sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec.

5'3" 5'9" 6'4" 7'11" 10' 5'6" 6'2" 7'2" 8'5" 9'6" 510" 6'6" 7'1" 8'2" 9'6"

4'0" 4'6" 51 6'3" 710" 4'1" 4'9" 5'3" 6'1" 71" 4'3" 4'9" 53" 5'10" 7'4"

111' 13T 159' 191' 253' 125' 159' 176' 230' 263' 126" 159' 187' 216'. 250'

46' 65' 84' 111' 158' 50' 62' 81' 118' 157' 50' 61' 84' 118' 141'

3' 4' 41" 41 0" 52" 4' 4'6" 410" 5'2" 510" 4' 4'6" 41 0" 52" 51"

2' 3' 3'6" 3'10" 42" 3' 3'6" 3'10" 4'2" 4'4" 2'6" 3' 3'4" 31" 4'

14.1 13.5 12.7 11.8 11.0 13.9 12.9 12.0 11.3 10.8 13.8 13.1 12.1 11.3 10.9

sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec, sec. sec. sec. sec. sec.

15.1 14.5 13.7 12.8 12.0 14.9 13.9 13.0 12.3 11.8 14.8 14.1 13.1 12.3 11.9

sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec. sec.

7:00 6: 1 5 5:45 5:15 4:54 7.00 6:15 5:45 5:15 4:54

Practice Cycles 2-7 are based on -

10 minutes warm-up
10 minutes special exercises
20-25 minutes track event
15-20 minutes field event
5-10 minutes relays, fun activities, and warm-

down.
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Practice Cycles 8-10 are based on-

15 minutes warm-up and Flexible Five
45-55 minutes track or field event
5-10 minutes relays, fun activities, warm-clown



,Award cardboard crests or red, white, or blue
ribbons or patches for achievement, effort, or
improvement.

Let youngsters. %year different color shirts.
shorts, armbands, or other identifying devices
at; performances improve.

Establish individual, group. or squad projects
such as mileage clubs. Record, chart, or graph
miles an individual, group. or total squad runs
or jogs over a stated period of time. For exam-
ple, set up squad goals such as 1000 miles, run
from New York to Chicago or from your town
to the site of the state Special Olympics. Put a
map in a prominent place and mark it with
colored chalk, ink, or string to indicate prog-
ress.

Post an honor roll of youngsters who have
met stipulated standardslaps run per week,
limes /heights /distances for events, improve-
ment. or unusual effort and sportsmanship.
When a youngster makes the honor roll a sec-
ond time. place a colored star, pin, or mark
next to his name; use different colors each
time he makes the honor roll, Plan an honor
roll with enough categories so every young-
ster has a realistic goal to shoot for and an
opportunity to gain recognition.
Set up a Hall of Fame, to recognize particularly
outstanding performances by youngsters who
set Special Olympics records, win state or
regional championships, or place in Interna-
tional Special Olympics competition.

Be resourceful and use imagination and initia-
tive to overcome inadequate facilities and equip-
ment. For example, if you don't have a track. run
on playfields, park grounds, golf courses, cross-
counir courses or in gyms and halls; make your
own oval around a playfield or blacktop area.
Arrange to use a nearby track occasionally so
youngsters get accustomed to running on a track
and won't be awed by it in competition.

Study the entire track and field section before
youngsters report for the first pfactice; review
often. Get an overall view of cycles and their rela-
tionship to fundamentals and leaching activities
for each event. Make adjustments in terms of
times, repetitions. sets, and rest intervals to meet
needs and abilities of individual youngsters.

Track and field can provide many retarded
youngsters with their. first opportunity to experi-
ence success and break the failure-frustration
cycle. You play a vital role through Special Olym-
pics in helping boys and girls become participants,
competitors. and winners, and to shed the shackles
of being passive spectators and inactive losers.
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USING TRACK AND FIELD CYCLES

Every youngster except those specifically
training for the one mile run participates daily
in both track and field events during Cycles
2-7.
Cycles 0 -I0 are to prepare! youngsters for.pri-
mary competitive events. Participants in more
then one event divide time according to
events
.' Spend one (lay on one event and the next

(boy. on another, continuing this alternate
pattern.

Split practice sessions so some time is spent
on each event daily: in shortening workouts
do so without interfering with major
emphasis in either event.

Determine exact approach. and procedure
for each multi-event competitor according
to his events and specific needs.

Daily practice sessions in every event empha-
size specific aspects of that event; recognize
points of emphasis so adjustments can be
made for individual youngsters. Practice regi-
mens are vigorous, strenuous, and psychologi-
cally taxing; they are sequential, progressive.
realistic, and designed to bring the best out
of each participant. Since cycles are guides,
not gospel. they can be modified and adapted
to age, ability, condition, and interest of each
youngster. Adjustments can be made by re-
ducing number of repetitions and/or sets,
and/or lengthening rest intervals and/or times
of runs.

Intervals between runs and sets consist of
easy :finning, jogging, or walking, never sit-
ting or lying down. These intervals are ex-
pressed in terms of time or distance to ensure!
control between runs and at the same time
provide flexibility for coaches to adapt to
participants and situations. Back-to-back
refers to runs repeated with little or no rest
interval.

Discretion and good judgment determine
whether or not to time specific workouts or
parts of practice 'sessions: time of season, type
of workout, event, and individual needs of
youngsters influence when 'or when nut to
time rims in practice.

Cycles for 50 yard dash and 300 yard run are
combined: emphasize 300 as an endurance
sprint to help those in shorter dash develop
endurance for running trials, semifinals, and
finals and prepare them to participate in the
440 yard relay.



Warm-up/
conditioning/

. fitness activities

Special exercises
and drills

Screening
activities

Review or teach different exercises and activities described in section on conditioning
and fitness (pp. 6-40): use various patterns according to each youngster's abilities.
levels of fitness. experience. and background: vary from day-to-day to ensure balanced
program and to be sure youngsters become familiar with good warm-up procedures.
Consider such patterns as:

2 minutes each of components 14-5-7-9 or 2-4-6-8-9

3 or 4 minutes of two or three different components making sure nine is included
every practice session

1 minute each of components 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8 and 2 minutes of nine.

Introduce Flexible Five (p. 64); make sure 'youngster can perform one exercise before
moving to next one: add a new exercise each day: use two-three minutes daily for every
youngster after all exercises are.learned.

Include exploratory and problem-solving locomotor. jumping. and throwing activities
such as:

Walk (run, jump, hop, skip, gallop) fast (slow, faster. slower) in straight (zig, zag.
curve) lines: go forward (backward. sideward) on toes (heels. outside of feet. inside
of feet): take giant (baby. scissors. loud, quiet. soft, fast, slow) steps: go under
(over, around, through. across) objects.

Jump (hop) in various ways; into (out of, over) objects:

Include approaches and activities outlined in Cycles 1 and 2 in volleyball section
(pp. 98.99).

Introduce a variety of fleeing-chasing and dodge games, tag activities. relays, and other
fun things for youngsters: incorporate activities and gamei such as hopscotch, red
rover. Simon (Samson) says. red light.

N
Devise specific activities to get an idea of youngsters' abilities, strengths, and weak-
nesses

Look for youngsters who. never get caught in tag, get hit indodge, who catch other
kids easily in fleeing-chasing and other running games. who seen to run forever, and
who just look fast running.

Line youngsters up and have them run across playground, gym. blacktop area, or
field as fast as they can. !

Measure and mark a 20 yard straightaway in gym. on playground. in hall, on black-
top area, or on trackstart youngsters any distance from one line-10 yards is
good: have .them run as fast as they can past a second line timing them only be-
tween marked 20 yards. iThis Flying Twenty is a good indicator of natural speed
since it eliminates starting technique. Have an assistant or another youngster stand
at first line and hold his hand above his head until runner passes that line at which
time he drops hand; start watch on signal and stop it when youngster crosses sec-
ond line to get time for Flying Twenty.

Have youngsters jog easily, do bending-stretching exercises, or other relaxing activities
for several minutes at end of workout to warm-down and ease out of the vigorous period
of exercise with a slow decrease in the intensity of activity.
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CYCLE -2

.

Monday Tuesday

Warm-up

. .

Continue to review or teach different activities
6-40). Make sure. warm-up is balanced and yqungsters
difficulty of all exercises and rated activities.

described in section on conditioning and fitness (pp.
are challenged to increase repetitions and

.

Special Exercises

I.

Be sum Flexible Five (p. 64) is a part of every practice
time on each special exercise listed, emphasizing:

Foot Plant

Bouncers (p. 71) l'
Back -to -front (p. 69)

.

session for every youngster. In addition spend

-.,
Knee Action

Hill work-up (p. 69)
In-and-out (p. 71)

-
.

.

Track
Events

s

t

20.25 min. roadwork (p.n35)
.

10.15 min. 50 yd. speed repeats (p. 69).

Run 4 - 220's in 35.40 sec. with 2 min. or 220
between runs.

i

Field
Events

.

Standing Long

Provide awariety of opportunities for fun jump-
ing (p. 81) including problem solving ap- -
proach applied to jumping (p. 81): observe and
note needs and abilities of youngsters.

N. .

.

.

Jump Week

Introduce fun activities such as animal imitations
(p. 22). leap frog, jumping various objects ( p..
81). jumping relays and games (p. 81) and re-
view Monday's activities.

-
.

,

,

Mile Run

s

.
30 min. roadwork (d. 35).

i
d repeats (p. 69).15 min. 50 yd. spect

\ ,

1 .

\. \

.

Run 4 - 220's in 35 to 40 sec. with 2 min. or
220 between runs.

Repeat, 4 - 220's as above after 8-10 min.

15 min. wind sprints (p. 71).

.

,.

Fun
Warm-
Down

-- II
a

Introduce basic relay concepts and teamwork with
.1

sessions with easy joggir!g, bending-stretching, or
line shuttle and other types of fun relays. Finish practice
other relaxing activities to warm-down.
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Wednesday Thursday Friday

Body Angle

Tire pull (p 69)
Form running 4.4a, 69)

Arm Action
.

Arm exercises (p. 69)
Back-to-front (p. 69)

Total Running Form

Speed repeats (p. 69)
In-and-out (p. 71)

10 min wind sprints (p. 71)

5 min hull work-up (p. 691
-

5 min. hill work-down (p. 69)

Hun as many 50's as possible in 5 min.

Run 2 - 440s with 4 min. or 440 between
runs.

Run 4 - 220s in 35.40 sec. with 2 min,
or 220 between runs.
'
Run 8 i 10's with 1 min. or 110 between
runs.

Run as many 50's as possible in remaining time.

. ..-

Run an all out 220

Do field event portion of workout and then
.complete track event portion.

Run an all out 220.

Run an all out 110.

Run an all out 50.

Allow sufficient rest between runs so
youngster has recovered almost fully.

,

Spend 35 min. on special abdominal ex-
orcises (p. 83).

Work on getting height into jump with
drills such as balloon/fluff ball (p. 83).
vortical jump (p. 24). jump over objects
1p 81. p. 83).

Finish wqii jumping relay or games.

Spend 3-5 min. on special abdominal
exercises (p. 83).

Work on takeoff selecting appropriate i

activities from chart on p. 83.

Finish with jumping relays or games.

Spend 3.5 min. on special abdominal
exercises (p. 83). ^.

Work on coordinated arm and leg action
during preliminary part of jump: select
appropriate activities f OM chart on p. 83.

Take 6.10 all out jumps.

Finish with jumping relays or games.

Run 2 440s as close to desired mile
pece as possible with 4 min. or 440 be.
twean runs.

Repeat a total of 3 sets of 2 440s with
68 min. between sets.

10 min. wind sprints (p. 71). ,

.-:

Run rhythm workout (p. 76) running N.
880. 440 all at same pace-L/180w sufficient
rest interval to help runner hit same pace.

Practice starting form and mechanics rest
of practice sessionip. 72).

.

.

-..

Run an all out 880.

After 10 min. run an all out 440.

After 5 min. run an all out 220.

After 2 min. run 2 back-to-back all out
110's.

Finish practice session with continuous
running.
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CYCLE 3

Monday Tuesday

Warm-up Continue balanced warm-up (pp. C40) and see that youngsters increase repetitions and difficulty
of all exercises and related activities challenge each youngster to do his best.

Special
Exercises Include Flexible Five (p. 64) daily. In eddition, spend time on each special exercise listed. emphasizing:

Foot Plant

Hill workup (p. 69)
Backtofront (p. 69)

Run tall (p. 69)
In-and-out (p. 71)

Knee Action

2045 min. roadwork (p. 351cover greater
stance faster than last Monday.

Track
Events

Field

Events

10.15 min. 75 yd. speed repeats (p. 69)

Run 4 - 220's in 32-37 sec. with 2 min. or 220
between runs.

High Jump Week

Introduce high jumping concepts with center
jump. side jump. jump-twist. and pick up
(p. 85).

Review high jumping concepts as practiced on
Monday.

Introduce high kicking and lead leg drills from
chart on p. 88.

Finish off with 1 or 2 leg power drills from chart
on p. 88.

Mile
Run \

30 min. roadwork (p. 351cover greater
distance faster than last Monday.

15 min. .75 yd. speed repeats (p. 691.

Run 4 - 220's in 32.37 sec. with 2 min. or 220
between runs.

Repeat 4 220's as above after 6.8 min.

15 min. wind sprints (p. 711.

Fun
Warm -
Down

Introduce basic relay concepts and skills involved in 440-yard relay, including carrying (p. 781, passing
(p. 791, and receiving (p. 80) baton: include and devise fun activities for these purposes. Finish practice
sessions with warm-down activities.



Wednesday Thursday Friday

Body Angle

Fall drill (p. 69)
Form running (p. 69)

Arm Action

Tire pull (p. 69)
Backto-front (p 69)

Total Running Form

Speed repeats (p. 69)
In-and-out (p. 71)

10 mm. wind sprints (p. 71)

5 min. hill workup (p. 69)

5 min. hill workdown (p. 69)

Run as many 50 s as possible in 5 min.

Run 2 440's with 3 min. or 330 between
runs.

Run 4 220's in 32.37 sec. with 1 r.,1 min.
or 150 between runs.

Run 8 1 10's with 1 min. or 75 yds. be-
tween runs.

Run as many 50's as possible in remain-
ing time

Run an all out 300.

Do field event portion of workout and
then complete track event portion.

Run an all out 300.

Run an all out 220.

Run an all out 110.

Run an all out 50.

Allow sufficient rest between runs so
youngster has recovered almost fully.

Review high jumping concepis to make
sure takeoff foot and action in air are
consistent.

Review high kicking and lead leg drills
placing greater emphasis on use of arms
in explosive lat.

Introduce alligatbr pit (p. 87). sandbag
drill (p. 87), and goal post drill (p. 87).

Review high kicking. lead leg, trail leg, and
landing drills previously introduced.

Use 1 2 3 jump (p. 86) at easily cleared
heights to emphasize form, flow, and
rhythm of jump.

Review drills, exercises, and activities
that emphasize-parts of form and jump
most in need of practice.

Introduce proper foot plant and heel bang
with 1 2 3 jump drill (p. 86.

Finish with easy form jumping.

Run 3 440's at pace of Friday's all out
880 with 4 min. or 440 between runs.

Run a total of 3 sets of 3 440's with 6.8
min. between sets.

5 min. wind sprints (p. 71).

Run 2 - 880's as close to desired mile pace
as possible with 5.6 min. between runs. .

Run 2 440's at same pace as 880's with
4 min. or 440 between runs.

Practice starting form and mechanics rest
of practice session (p. 72).

Run an all out V..

After 10.12 min. run an all out 880

After 6.8 min. run an all out 440.

After 5 min. run an all out 220.

After 2.3 min. run two sets of back-to
back 110's with 2-3 min. between sets.

Finish practice session with continuous
running.
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CYCLE 4

Monday Tuesday

Warm-up
Be sure balanced warm-up is continued. Experiment
lengths for exercises, repetitions, and combinations
after different warm-up routines.

with different warm-up patterns involving various
of activities; discuss with youngsters how they feel

Special
Exercises

.

Include Flexible Five (p. 64) daily. In addition, spend

Foot Plant
.

Bouncers (p. 71)
Form running (p. 69)

time on each special exercise listed.

Knee Action

Tire pull (p. 69)
Back-to-front (p. 69)

Track
Events

.

20.25 min. roadwork 1p..351cover greater
distance faster than last Monday.

Soft Ball Throw

10.15 min. 100 yd. speed repeats (p. 69)

Run 4 - 220's 2.3 sec. slower than Friday's all
out 220 with 2 min. or 220 between runs.

Week

.

Field
Events

Emphasize fun, form, and

Provide a variety of oppor-
tunities for fun throwing
(pp. 89 -90) including prob
lom solving approach applied
to throwing (p. 891; cb-
serve and note needs and
abilities of youngsters.

accuracy, not distance.

Introduce fun activities such
as dodge games, throwing
at targets or objects. ball
handling/throwing/catching
relays, and improvised games
like garbage man (p. 901

Mile
Run

_--------
,

30 min. roadwork (p. 351cover greater dis
lance faster than last Monday.

15 min. 100 yd. speed repeats (p. 69).

Run 4 - 220's in 30-35 sec. with 2 min. or 220
between runs.

Repeat 4 220's as above after 4-6 min.

15 min. wind sprints (p. 71).

Fun
Warm-
Down .

Continue work on carrying (p. 781, passing (p. 791.
in small groups and introduce 5 man continuous
activities.

and 'receiving (p. 80) baton; have youngsters work
relay (p. 791. Finish practice sessions with warm-down

I
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Wednesday Thursday Friday

Body Angle

Fall drill (p. 69)
Hill work-up (p.

Arm Action

Arm exercises (p. 69)
Arm accelerator (p. 69)

Total Running Form

Speed repeats (p. 69)
In-and-out (p. 71)

+O.

5 min. hill work-down (p. 69)

5 min. wind sprints (p. 71)

Introduce starting form and mechanics
(p. 72) - 10 min.

Run as many 50's as possible in 5 min.

Review starting form and mechanics.

Run 2 - 440's with 2 min. or 220 between
runs.

Run 4 - 220's 2-3 sec. slower than Friday's
all out 220 with 2 min. or 220 between
runs.

Run as many 50's as possible in remaining
time.

Run an all out 330.

Do field event portion of workout and then
complete track event portion.

Run an all out 300.

Run an all out 220.

Run on all out 110.

Run an all out 50.

Allow sufficient rest between runs so
youngster has recovered almost fully.

Spend 3.5 min. on special
warm-up activities starting
with easy throwing. gradually
increasing distance and
intensity.

Introduce step pattern (p.
91) working with each
youngster at his level in
sequence.

Spend 2-3 min. on grip drills (p. 90).

Finish with throwing relays
or games.

Spend 3.5 min. on special throwing warm
up activities.

Review step pattern seeing if youngsters
can move to next level.

Throw at 1/2 - 1,4 effort over objects
(p. 92) emphasizing form.

Finish with throwing relays or games.

Spend 3.5 min. on special throwing warm-
up activities.

Continue to review and progress on step
pattern.

Spend 2.3 min. on grip drills.

Throw for form and accuracy using some
of suggested activities.

Finish with throwing relays or games.

Run 4 - 440's at pace of Friday's all out 1/4
with 4 min. between runs.

Run a total of 3 sets of 4 - 440's with 6.8
min. between sets.

5 min. wind sprints (p. 71).

Run rhythm workout (p. 76) starting at
1/4 mile and based on 3'4 mile time from
last Friday.

Practice finishing drills (p. 73).

Run 1 mile all out.

After 10-15 min. run another all out mile.

Finish practice session with continuous
running.
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CYCLE 5-

Monday Tuesday

Warm-up Increase challenge of exercises and activities in
and pattern of each: continue to experiment with

warm-up (pp. 6.40) by changing complexity. number.
different patterns and routines.

Special
Exercises

- Include Flexible Five (p. 64) daily. Spend time on

Foot Plant

Bouncers (p. 71)
In-andout (p. 71)

each special exercise listed.

Knee Action

Hill workup (p. 69)
Form running (p. 69)

Track
Events

20.25 min. roadwork (p. 35 cover greater
distance faster than last Monday.

10.15 min. 100 yd. speed repeats (p. 69).

Introduce concept of float with neutral-man-
neutral (p. 71).--- -- .

Field

Events

Standing Long

Review jumping mechanics and form by having
youngsters jump for fun in games, relays. and
similar activities and take part in drills and
other exercises described on chart on p. 81.

Jump Week

Spend 3-5 min. on special abdominal exercises
In. 83).

Work on prelrminary part of jump and takeoff
selecting approprie activities from chart on
p. 83.

Finish with jumping relay or game.

Mile
Run

30 min. roadwork (p. 35) ibover greater dis
tance faster than last Monday.

/
15 min. 100 yd. speed repeats (p. 69)in
crease number over last/Monday.

Run 4 - 220's 1.2 sec. slower than all out with
1'h min. or 150 yd. between runs.

Repeat 4 - 220's as above after 3.4 min.

15 min. wind sprints (p. 71).

.
Fun

Warm-
Down

Review and refine relay concepts and skills ca
%Ise 5 min. continuous relay (p. 79) with teams
stssion with warm-down activities.

rying (p. 78). passing (p. 79). receiving (p. 80) baton:
youngsters make up themselves. Finish every practice

. .

I I
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Wednesday Thursday Friday

Body Angle

Run tall (p. 69)
Fall drill (p. 69)

Arm Action

Tire pull (p. 69)
Arm exercises (p. 69)
Arm accelerator (p. 69)

Total Running Form

Speed repeats (p. 69)
Inand-out (p. 71)

5 min. hill work-down (p. 69).

,Review float with neutral-man-neutral
followed by 2 - 150 shift gears (p. 71)
with 2-3 min. or 150 between runs.

Run as many 75's as possible in re-
maining time.

Take 6.8 form starts after review of start-
ing form and mechanics.

Run pyramid (p. 71).

Run an all out 300.

Do field event portion of workout and
then complete track event portion.

Run an all out 110.

Run an all out 50.

Allow sufficient rest between runs so
youngster has recovered almost fully.

Spend 3-5 min. on special abdominal
exercises (p. 83).

Work on height and in air part of jump
selecting appropriate activities from chart
on p. 83.

Review takeoff.

Finish with jumping relay or game.

Spend 3-5 min. on special abdominal
exercises (p. 831.

Work on landing, selecting appropriate
drills from chart on p. 83.

Review takeoff and in'air parts of jump.

Finish with jumping relay or game.

Make an all out jump take 20 addi-
tional jumps and see how many surpass
initial effort.

Review portions of jump in need of most
practice and work.

Finish with jumping relay or game.

Run 5 - 440's 4 sec. faster than pace of
Friday's all out mile with 4 min. between
runs. ,

Run a total of 3 sets of 5 - 440's with 6.8
min. between sets.

5 min. wind sprints (p. 71).

Run 3/4 - 9 sec. faster than Friday's all
out effort.

After 10.12 min. run 880 at same pace
as V..

After 5-6 min. run 2 - 440's at same pace
with 2-3 min. between runs.

Run 2 back-to-back all out 220's.

Run 1 mile all out.

After 10.15 min., using remainder of
practice session, run a total of one mile
using any combination of distances with
running tine 30 see. faster than mile
just completed.
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CYCLE 6

Monday Tuesday

Warm-Jp
Let youngsters experiment with their own warm-up
tance to ensure balance and sufficient intensity
each youngster.

patterns (pp. 6.401provide guidance and anis-
according to age. ability. experience. and condition of

Special
Exercises

Include Flexible Five (p. 64) daily. Spend time on

Foot Plant

Hill work-up (p. 69)
Back-to-front (p. 69)

each special exercise listed.

Knee Action

Tire pull (p. 69) /
In-and-out (p. 71)

/

Track
Events

20.25 min. roadwork (p. 35) cover greater
distance faster than last Monday.

.

. .

Jump

Review float with several repeats of neutral-
man-neutral followed by 3.4 150 yd. shift gears
with 2-3 min. or 150 between runs (p. 71).

Introduce finishing mechanics and form (p. 73).

Week

Field
Events

High

Review portions of high jump developed and
practiced during Cycle 3: determine basic
needs of each youngster.

Spend 3-5 min. on high kicking and lead leg
drills (p. 88).

Determine exact takeoff point (p. 86).

Use 1 2 3 jump (p. 86) approach
emphasizing takeoff.

Mile
Run

30 min. roadwork (p. 351cover greater dis-
tance faster than last Monday.

15 min. 100 yd. speed repeats (p. 691in-
crease number over last Monday.

Run 6 - 220's 1.2 sec. slower than all out with
1' min. or 150 between runs.

Repeat 6 220's as above after 3.4 min.

10 min. wind sprints (p. 71).

Fun
Warm-
Down

Continue to have all youngsters practice relay skills.
activities (p. 79) for fun to end practice. Remember
activities and patterns. //

Use 5 man continuous relay (p. 79) and other relay
warm-down activities; experiment with different

I I
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Wednesday Thursday Friday

Body Angle

Hill work-down (69)
Form running (p. 69)

Arm Action

Arm exercises (p. 69)
Arm accelerator (p. 69)

Total Running Form

Speed repeats (p. 69)
In-and-out (p. 71)

rake 6.8 form starts followed by 6.8 all out
tun starts going 20.30 yards per start.

leview finishing mechanics and form (p. 73).

lun pyramid (p. 71).

5 min. hill work-down (p. 69).

Run 4 - 220's2-3 sec. slower than all
out with 2 min. or 220 between runs.

Repeat 4 - 220's with 5 min. between
sets.

Run as many 50's as possible in remaining
time.

Run an all out 440.

Do field event portion of workout and
then complete track event portion.

Run an all out 300.

Run an all out 110.

Run an all out 50.

Allow sufficient rest between runs so
youngster has recovered almost fully.

Spend 3-5 min. on high kicking and lead log
drills (p. 88).

Check takeoff point jump several times to
check this point.

Review trail leg drills.

Jump for form (p. 87) emphasizing action
over bar (p. 86).

Spend 3.5 min. on high kicking, lead
leg, and trail leg drills (p. 88).

Jump for form, emphasizing action over
bar and landing.

Use 1 2 3 jump (p. 86) emphasizing
lead leg and arm action.

Do high kicking, lead leg, and trail leg
drills (p. 88).

Compote in time -trial jumping (p. 87).

Jump for form 2.3 inches below height at
which missed three times.

Run 6 - 440's 4 sec. faster than pace of
Friday's all out Milts with 4 min. between
runs.

Run a total of 3 sets of 6 - 440's with 4.6
min. between sets.

5 min. wind sprints (p. 71).

Run rapid rhythm (p. 76) workout using
Friday's mile time as basis for starting
time.

Repeat rapid rhythm workout starting at
880 this time.

Run 1 mile all out.
--

Run 880 all out after 10.12 min.

Complete practice session with continuous
run on golf course, cross country course.
around building. through woods, or on
track.
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CYCLE 7

Monday Tuesday /
Warm-up

Have youngsters continue to experiment with their
vigorous warm-up (pp. 6-40).

own warm-up patterns emphasize balanced and

Special
Exercises

aclude Flexible five 1p 64) daily. Spend time on

Foot Plant

Bouncers Ip. 711.
Jump rope.

each special exercise listed.

Knee Action

Run tall (p. 69).
Back-to-front (p. 69).

Track
Events

20 -!5 min. roadwork (p. 351cover greater
distance faster than last Monday.

10-15.min. 100 yd. speed repeats (p. 69).

Run 440 overdistance (p. 7 1).

Repeat 440 overdistance after almost WI
recovery.

Field
Events

Soft Ball Throw

Review throwing mechanics and form by having
youngsters throw for fun in games. relays. and
similar activities and take part in drills and other
exercises described on pp. 89-93.

Week

Spend 3.5 min. on special throwing-warm up ac-
tivities and 2-3 min. on grip drills.

Work on step pattern (p. 91) emphasizing
form. rhythm. flow. sequence. and increased
speed.

Make 6.10 throws at 4. effort.

Finish with throwing relays and games.

Mile Run

30 min. roadwork (p. 351cover greater
distance faster than last Monday.

15 min. 100 yd. speed repeats (p. 69)in-
crease number over last Monday.

Run 2 - 440's 2-3 sec. slower than all out with
2.3 min. or 440 between runs.

Run 4 220's al out with 1'h min. or 150
between runs.

Run 4 - 110's all out with 1 min. between runs.

Run wind sprints (p. 71) remaining time.

Fun
Warm-
Down

Divide youngsters into groups' of five to practice
relay (p. 791. Let each youngster warm-down in

relay fundamentals (pp. 78.80) and for continuous
his own way.

I
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Wednesday Thursday Friday

Body Angle

Tire pull (p. 691.
Fall drill (p 69).

Arm Action

Hill work-up (p. 69).
Inand-out (p. 71).

Total Running Form

Speed repeats (p. 69).
In-and-out (p. 71).

-11.

Review starting form (p. 72) and
mechanics; take 6.8 form starts (p. 72)
and 6.8 gun starts.

Run superduper (p. 7 1).

Repeat superduper after almost full
recovery.

5 min. hill work-down (p. 69)

Run go-man-go (p. 71).

Repeat go-mango after almost full re-
covery.

Review finishing form and mechanics
(p. 73).

Let youngsters select 2 of following 3
events to run all out 300, 110. 50.

Run first event. complete field event. and
then run second event.

Spend 3.5 min. on special throwing warm
up activities and 2.3 .min.,on grip drills.

Review step pattern (p. 91).

Throw over objects at different distances
(p. 92).

Make 8.12 throws at 3: effort.

Spend 3.5 min. on special, throwing warm-
up activities and 2.3 min. on grip drills.

Review step pattern

Throw for form (p. 92).

Make 10.15 throws at 34 effort and 3.6
all out throws.

Finish with throwing relays and games.

Make an all out throw take 20 additional
throws and see how many surpasi initial
effort.

Review portions of throw in need of most
practice and work.

Finish with throwing relays or games.

Run 8 - 440's 4.sec. faster than pace
of Friday's all out mile with 3 min. be-
tween runs.

After 6.8 min. run 4 back-to-back 110's
all out.

Run 3/4 9 sec. faster than Friday's mile
pacewait 2 min. and run all out 440.

After 8.10 min. run 880 6 sec. faster than
Friday's mile pace wait 1 min. and run all
out 440.

10 min. 100 yd. .speed repeats (p. 69).

Run 1 mile all out.

After 12-15 min. run 880 all out.

Run mile in pattern described for Friday
in Cycle 5.
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CYCLE 8

Monday Tuesday

Warm-up

Have entire squad warm-up together; include
(pp. 6.40), Flexible Five (p. 64). and special exercises
youngster to experiment with different warm-up
condition, and track/field events.

easy jogging balanced conditioning-fitness activities
to help individuals. Continue to encourage each

patterns and routines according to his age, physical

50 Yard
Dash
and
300 Yard
Run

5 min. drills emphasizing foot plant (p. 70).

5 min hill work-up (p. 69).

5 min. backto-front (p. 69).

Run 4 - 220's at desired 300 pace with 2 min:
or 220 between runs.

Repeat 4 - 220's with 5.6 min. between sets.

10 min. 100 yd. speed repeats (p. 69).

5 min. drills emphasizing knee action (p. 70).

5 min. hill work-down (p. 69).

5 min. in-and-out (p. 71).

10 min. on starting form and mechanics at start
of 50 or 300 (p. 72).

Run overdistance 440 (p. 71),

Repeat overdistance 440 after almost full re-
covery.

5-10 min. 50 yd. wind sprints (p. 71).

Mile
Run

Run 4 440's 4 sec. faster than Friday's mile
pace with 3 min. between runs.

Repeat .4 440's after 5.6 min.

15 min. 100 yd. speed repeats (p. 69).

Run 3 - 880's at desired mile pace with 4.6 min.
between runs.

Run 4 - 440's at desired mile pace with 2.3 min.
between runs.

Run 5 - 220's at desired mile pace with 1 min.
between runs.

Standing
Long Jump

5 min. additional abdominal exercises (pp. 18-20).

5 min. vertical jump, jump and reach (p 24).
or other power exercises.

15 min. drills and activities (p. 83) emphasiz-
ing takeoff.

10 min. drills and activities emphasizing pre-
liminary pan of jump (p. 83).

10 min. 50 yd,_ speed repeats (p. 69).

5 min. additional abdominal exercises (pp. 18-20).

10 min. drills and activities (p. 83) emphasizing
in-air form.

10 min. drills and exercises emphasizing landing.

10 min. form jumping.

10 min. wind sprints (p. 7 1).

Hih Jumpg

10 min. additional stretching, high kicking
(p. 86) and trail leg drills (p. 87).

15 min. jumping at easy heights to determine
needs of each jumper.

Obtain exact takeoff point (p. 86) and start-
ing point (p. 86).

10 min.50 yd. speed repeats (p. 69).

10 min. additional stretching. high kicking
(p. 86) and trail leg drills (p. 87).

Check takeoff point (p. 86) and adjust.

15 min. 1-2.3 jump (p. 86) emphasizing foot
plant and takeoff.

10 min. 1.2-3 jump emphasizing arm action
IP. 86).

5 min. in-and-out (p. 71).

Softball
Throw

5 min. additional arm/shoulder exercises
(pp. 15-18).

10 min. easy warm-up throwing.

15 min. throwing over objects (p. 92) to
obtain angle of release.

5 min. grip drills (p. 90). .

10 min. throw for form (p. 92).

5 min. 50 yd. speed repeats (p. 69).

5 min. additional arm/shoulder exercises
(pp. 15-18).

10 min. easy warm-up throwing.

15 min. throw with emphasis on step pattern
(p. 91).

5 min. grip drills (p. 90).

10 min. throw for form (p. 92).

5 min. hill work-up (p. 69).

Fun and
Relay

Activities

Review mechanics of carrying (p. 78). receiving
ing between incoming and outgoing runners (p. 80);
tice sessions. Consider fun relays and games too.

p. 79). passing (p. 80) baton: start emphasizing tim-
include 5 man continuous relay near finish of prac-

Make sure all warm-down sufficiently. . :

I I
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Wednesday Thursday Friday

5 min. drills emphasizing body angle (p. 70).

5 min. tire pull (p. 69).

5 min. form running (p. 69).

Take 6.8 reaction starts 1p . 72), and 6.8
gun starts.

Run 2.3 - 125 yd. neutral-man-neutral
(p. 71) with 2.3 min. between runs.

Run go-man-go (p. 71).

Do form running remaining time.

5 min. drills emphasizing arm action
(p. 70).

.

5 min. hill work-up (p. 69).

5 min. hill work-down 1p. 69).

15-20 min. roadwork (p. 35).

10 min. 100 yd. speed repeats (p. ',., fl.

_

Run competitive 50.

Repeat 2 more competitive 50's spaced
as semifinals and finals.

OR

Run competitive 300.

Both events:
Discuss all parts of competitive effort.

Work on parts of race in need of additional
attention.

Run 44 mile at desired mile pace.

After 10 min. run 880 at desired mile
pace.

After 5 min. run back-to-back 440's at
desired mile pace.

100 yd. speed repeats remainder of prac-
tice session.

Roadwork (p. 35) or continuous running
entire practice session.

Run one mile all out.

Discuss strategy, tactics, and similar
phases of mile run.

End with an all out 880.

5 min. additional abdominal exercises
(pp. 18-20).

Take 25 all out jumps to determine
where best effort occurs (p. 84).

Run in-and-outs (p. 71) remainder of
session.

-

5 min. additional abdominal exercises
(pp. 18-20).

Roadwork (p. 35). continuous running or
fun activities for rest of practice session'.

.

Warm-up as for meet including pre -
competition jumps.

tlTake 3 competitive jumps.

Take 6 more sets of 3 competitive jumps.

Work on parts of jump in need of addi-
tional attention.

10 min. additional stretching. high kicking
(p. 86) and trail leg drills (p. 87).

._,
Check takeoff point (P. 86) and adjust.

15 min. high bar drill (p. 86) emphasizing
trail leg action and landing (p. 87).

Check starting point (p. 86) and jump at
easy heights from it. .

5 min. 50 yd. wind sprints.

10 min. additional stretching, high kicking,
(p. 86), and trail log drills (p. 87).

15 min. extra drills including ones for each
portion of jump.

Time trial jumping (p. 87).
."jump for form during remaining time.

Warm up as for meet.

Jump as in competition, continuing 3
heights above official miss.

Start at last height and use inverted jump
(p. 87) drill back to original starting
height.

.

5 min. additional arm/shoulder
exercises (pp. 15-18).

10 min. easy warm-up throwing.

Take 25 all out throws to determine
where best effort occurs (p. 93).

Run 50 yd. wind sprints (p. 71) rest of
practice session.

.;5 min. additional arm/shoulder exercises
(pp. 15-18). I

I

10 min. easy warm-up throwing.

Roadwork (p. 35), continuous running.
jumping or fun activities for rest of
practice session.

Warm up as for moot including precompo-
tition throws.

fike 3 competitive throws.

Take 6 more sets of 3 competitive throws:

Work on parts of throw in need of addi-
tional attention.
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CYCLE 9

Monday Tuesday
.

Warm-up

z-, Continue to have entire squad warm-up as a unit
routines according to specific events for which youngster
track/field events themselves. Discuss with each
"tines .-- remember, Most youngsters do not warm-up

..

but place greater emphasis on individual patterns and
is preparing and in terms of special needs

youngster how he feels after various patterns and rou-
enough, not too much.

of.

50 Yard
Dash
and
300 Yard
Run

'

....

.

5 min. drills emphasizing foot plant (p. 70).

5 min..hill.Workup (p. 69). .

5 min. back-to-front (p. 69).

Run overdistance 440 (p. 71).

Run 2 superdupers (p. 71) with 3.4 min.
between runs.

5.10 min. 50 yd. winsprints (p 71).:

5 min. drills emphasizing knee action (p. 70).

5 min. hill work-down (p..69).

5 min. in-and-out (p. 71).

Run pyramid (p. 71).

5.10 min. 50 yd. wind'sprints(13. 7 1).

.

.

_

.

/

Mole Run

Run 4 440's 4 sec. lamer than pace of season
mile time objective with 2-3 min. between runs.

Repeat 4 440's after 4-5 min.

Run 4 all out 220's with 1 min.1
between runs.

1 I

i ;

I

Run rhythm workout (p. 76) based on season
mile time objective.

.

Standing
Long Jump

1

5 Min. additional abdominal exercises,
(pp. 18.20).

5 min. jump without using arms (p. 83).

15 min. jump for height (p. 83).

10 min. jump for form emphasizing spring, power.
height (p. 83).

10 min. 50 yd. wind sprints (p. 71).

5 min. additional abdominal exercises
(pp. 18-20).

Take 25 all out jumps to determine where best
effort occurs (p. 84). i..

Run inandouts (p. 71) remainder of
session.

High Jump

-

' I

10 min. additional stretching, high kicking
(p. 86). and trail leVrills (d. 87).

Check takeoff and starting points (p. 86).

Jump for form (p. 86).

Run 4 - 220's with 2 min. or 220 between
runs.

10 min. additional stretching. high kicking
- (p. 86). and trail leg drills (p. 87).

Check takeoff point and adjust (p. 86).

'15 min. 1 - 2 - 3 jump (p. 86). emphasiz-
ing foot plant.

15 min. 1 - 2 - 3 jump emphasizing lead
leg and arm action.

5 min. in-and-out.;

Softball
Throw

5 min. additional arm/shoulder exercises
(pp. 15-18).

10 min. easy warm-up throwing.

10 min. throwing emphasizing step pattem (p.r9 1).

5 min grip drills (p.' 90).

10 min. throwing over objects (p. 92).

5.10 min. 50 yd. speed repeats (p. 89).

5 min. additional arm/shoulder exercises, .

(pp. 15-18).

10 min. easy warm-up throwing.

Take 25 all out throws to determine when best
effort occurs (p. 93).

Run 50 yd. sprints (p. 71) remaining portion of
session.

II

Fun and
Relay
Activities

Experiment with youngsters in different combinations for relay teams; emphasize working together and
getting timing as units; refine mechanics of carrying (p. 78). receiving (3,79), and passing (p. 80)
baton. Include practice relays and other relay activities. Continue to stress warm-down oven at this
stage of program and in warm weather. ,

--- -----
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Wednesday Thinsday Friday

5 mm drills emphasizing body angle
Ip 70i
5 min tire pull Ip 69)

5 min form running ;p 69)

take 6-9 reaction starts Ip 72) and
6-8 gun starts (p 72)

Work on float with either neutral-man-
neutral (p 71) or shift gears Ip 71) '

5- 10 min 50 yd wind sprints 1p 71)

Run competitive 50.

Repeat 2' more competitive 50's spaced
-:,as semifinals and finals

--.. OR
Run competitive 300

.

Both Events.'
Discuss start. form, pace finish of com-
petitive ePort. Use drills. exercises.-and
activities in areas in need of additional
attention.

____._. .....
5 min. drills emphasizing arm action
(p. 70). \

-..N
5 min. hill work-up (p. 69).

5 min hill work-down (p. 69).

5.10 min. form starts (p. 72).

5-10 min. finishing drills (p. 73).

10-20 min. roadwork (p. 35).

.

Run rapid rhythm workout 1p 7b) based
on season mile time oblect-.1.)

.. ----

Repeat rapid rhythm workout starting at
880 Mien 10.12--min

.

Roadwork (p. 35) or continuous running
entire practice session -

Run 1 mile all out.

Discuss pace. film. endurance. speed, and
other aspects/of mile run.

End with another all out mile run.

5 min additional abdominal exercises
1pp 1820)

15 min 011:Ta drills according to needs of
individual lumperS

.

20 rain form jumping emphasizing part of
Jump in need of extra attention

5 min 50 yd speed repeats (p 69)

5 min. additional abdominal exercises
(pp. 18-20).

Roadwork (p. 35). continuous running or
fun activities entire session.

Warm up as for meet. including pre-
competition jumps.

Take 3 competitive jumps.

Discuss form and other aspects of jumps.

Take 9-15 more all out jumps in sets
of three.

10 alit) additional stretching. high kicking
(p 86) and trail leg drills (p 87)

Check starting point 1p 86), including
form approach 1p 86)

t 5 min high bar drill (p 861.edtphasizing
trail leg action and landing

Jump for form Ip 86)

5 men 50 yd speed repeats Ip 69)

10 min. additional stretching. high kicking
Ip, 86). and trail leg drills (p 87).

15 min. extra drills including ones for
each portion of jump.

Time trial jumping (p. 87).

Jump for form during remaining time
emphasizine parts of jump needing addi-
tional practice.

....

Warm up as for meet.

Jump as in competition continuing two
heights above official miss.

Start bar over and jump as in competition
continuing for rest of session.

\t

S min additional arm/shoulder exercises
ipo 15.18) .

10 min easy warm-up throwing

Divtde entire time among drills and
activities to emphasize major throwing
needs (pp 8993)

5 min MI work.up (p 69)

5 min. additionalarm/shoulder exercises
(pp 15.18).

10 min. easy warm-up throwing.

Roadwork (p. 35). continuous running. jump-
ing or fun activities remainder of practice
session.

Warm-up as for meet including pre-
competition throws.

Take 3 competitive throws.

Discuss form and other aspects of throws.

Take 9.15 more all out throws in sets of
three.
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CYCLE 10

Monday Tuesday

Warm -up

Emphasize premeet warm-up procedures throughout week: make minor adjustments and help each
youngster know and feel when he is ready for his event. Make sure everyone knows how long he must

warm-up before his event. exact number of activities and exercises to include. procedures immediately
before competition. and what to do between events and before. second events.

50 Yard
Dash
and
300 Yard
Run

5 min. hill work-up (p. 69).

5 min. hill work-down (p. 69).

5 min. form running 69).

Run 4 - 220's 2.3 sec. faster than 300 pace
with 2 min. or 220 between runs.

Run 4 - 110's all Outwith 2 min. or 110
between runs.

Run 4 - 50's all out with 1 min. or 50
between runs:

.
Work on finishing drills (p. 73).

5 min. form dnlls (p. 69).

5 min. hill work-up (p1 69).

5 min. form running (p. 69).

6.8 furm starts (p. 72).

8.12 reaction and gun starts mixed (p. 72).

Run 2 go-man-go (p. 71) with almost full
recovery between each run.

Work on finishing drills (p. 73).

Run in-and-outs (p. 71) remainder of session.

One Mile
Run

Run 6 - 440s at desired pace -2-3 min. be-
tween runs.

Run 4 - 440's 4 sec. faster than pace.

Run 2 back-to-back all out 440's.

Run 880 at desired pace.

Repeat 880 at this pace 2 or 3 more times
after almost full recovery.

Standing
Long Jump

5 min. additional abdominal exercises
(pp. 18-20).

15 min. exercises. drift. practice on preliminary
part and !mkeoff (p. 83).

15 min. exercises. drills. practice on in air and
landing part of jump (p. 83).

6.12 jumps (p. 83).

5 min. 50 yd. wind sprints (p. 7 1).

5 min. additional abdominal exercises (pp.18-20)

Take 12-15 all out jumps to check pattern of
best effort (p. 84).

Jump for form remainder of session.

5 min. 50 yd. speed repeats (p. 69).

High Jump

10 min. additional stretching. high kicking, and
trail leg dnlls (pp. 86-87).

15 min. 1.2-3 jump (p. 86) emphasizing foot
plant and arm action.

15 min. 1-2.3 jump -high bar (p. 86) com-
bination emphasizing action over bar and landing.

10 min. jump for form 2-3" under season's best
height.

5 min. 50 yd. wind sprints (p. 71).

10 min. additional stretching. high kicking. and
trail leg drills (pp. 86-87).

Check starting point (p. so).

6.8 form approach (p. 86).

Jump for form with full approach 2.4" under,
season's best height.

Move bar up 2" at a time making 3 attempts
at each height. until bar is 4" over season's best.

5 min. in-and-out (p. 71).

Softball
Throw

5 min. additional arm/shoulder exercises (pp. 15-

18).

10 min. easy warm-up throwing.

15 min. exercises. drills. practice on step pattern
(p. 91).

15 min. exercises. drills. practice for height and
angle of throw (p. 92).

6.12 form throws (p. 92).

5 min. 50 yd. wind sprint 1p. 71).

5 min. additional arm/shoulder exercises
(pp. 15-18).

10 min. easy warm-up throwing.

Take 12 - 15 all out throws to check pattem for
best effort (p. 93).

Throw for form remainder of session (p. 92).

5 min. 50 yd. wind sprints (p. 71).

OEM

Fun and
Relay

Activities

Divide squad/class into relay teams keeping competing units together: review mechanics as neces-
sary: emphasize timing between runners and overall teamwork: run total relay at least once per day -

start teams at different times (2. 3. 5. 10 sec. apart) to make all teams run faster. Complete each ses-

sion with appropriate warm-down activities.
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Wednesday Thursday Friday

15 min. drills and exercises emphasizing
most needed aspects of form.

6.8 easy form starts (p. 72).

Run 2 or 3 neutral-man-neutral (p. 71)
or shift gears (p. 71) to work on float
(p. 70).

Complete session with continrius run-
ning. roadwork. in-and-out or other easy
and relaxing run.

Run 34 at desired pace wait 2 min. and
run all out 550 yds.

Repeat 4i as above after almost full re-
covery.

5 min. additional abdominal exercises
(pp. 18-20).

20 min. exercises. drills, practice on por-
tions of jump in most need of additional
attention (p. 83).

10 min. jump for form (p. 83).

10 min in-and-out (p. 71).

10 min. additional stretching, high kick-
ing, and trail leg dnlls (pp. 86.87).

20 min. exercises. drills. practice on por-
tions of jump in most need of additional
attention (p. 88).

10 min. jump for form (p. 86).

10 mm. 50 yd. speed repeats (p. 69).

5 min. additional arm/shoulder exercises
(pp. 15-18).

10 min. easy warm-up throwing.

20 min. exercises. drills. practice on por-
tions of throw in most need of additional
attention (pp. 89-93).

10 min. throw for form (p. 92).

10 min. 50 yd. speed repeats (p. 69).

For All Events:

Give youngsters option to

Take day off. 'I

Warm-up, jag, run easy.

Do roadwOrk (p. 35).

Take a long continuous run.

Work On some phases of form in event.

Dress in uniform and take a sun bath.

Do. drills, exercises, and other activities to
polish form in event.

Participate in other events especially those
involiiing skills and activities different
from competitive event.

Take part in relays, games, and other fun
activities

Participate in activities of their own choos-
ing

V

For All Events:

Have each youngster participate in events
in which he will participate in competition.
spaced like actual meet.

Divide squad into two or three teams and
conduct competition as actual meet.

Invite other schools. classes. squads, cen-
ters. or agencies to participate in a prac-
tice or regular meet.

Add special events or activities so each
youngster has additional opportunities to
participate and compete in events similar
to his primary event.

Let each yoUngster take part in his events
as well as one or two additional ones of
his choice.
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FLEXIBLE FIVE

Flexibililyof !highs and calves is vital to suc-
cess in track 'and field. Therefore. special, bend-
ingistrelching and flexibility exercises described
in conditioning and fitness section must be earl of
every !rack and field practice session. Flexible
Five has been designed to give special alienlion to
flexibilily for boat !rack and field compelilors.
Youngslers should do Flexible Fit after basic
conditioning and illness activities.

Calf Stretcher stand in from of Iree. fence,
wall, or similar object; extend arms forward
and louch objem %viih finger tips; keep heels
flat on ground Ihroughoul exercise; bend arms
and !ouch chest 10 object; start with heels near
(Mem and gradually move heels away front
object as calf muscles become more flexible.

Side Lunger spread legs as far apart as pos-
sible: bend left knee, keep righl leg slraighl.
ants- stretchliiside of right thigh: reverse and
stretch inside of left Ihigh allernale lo left
and right several limes.

Forward Lungerplace one leg in from and
pater lo Ihe rear in a forward stride posilion;
bend from knee. keep rear leg straighl, and
slrelch hack of rear (high; reverse fronl and
rear legs and slrelch miler !high.

Ground Hurdlersil on ground with one leg
slra.thl in from of body and luck paler leg
so heel is light under bullocks; bend. slrelch
forward, and !ouch forehead (nose, chin.
chess) 10 emended knee (ground beside ex-
!ended kneel; lean hack and louch head 10
ground (back flat on grounds; reverse posilion
of legs and repeal 10 olher side; luck boat
legs under bullocks, bend back and !ouch head
10 ground.

Reverse push-uplake posilion with hands on
ground near shoulders, head touching ground,
knees benl. feel NI on ground; push up as
high as possible into an inverted bridge; re-
turn 10 starling posilion and repeal several
limes; increase repelitions as youngster gets
into better condition.

o.
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RUNNING FORM

General Considerations

Improve running form and skill by much cor-
rect runningrunning is a learned, not a nat-
ural, skill.

Ilzwe lop a style of running that is appropriate
to the eventevery event has requirements
all its own with form unique and peculiar to
it.

Develop efficient and effective form in which
all energy is expended in the race and not
wasted through lost motion incorrect form

. wastes valuable energy.

Basic Considerations

Relax hands, wrists, jaw, and facial muscles
smiling requires less energy than frowning:
relaxation is a key to good running.
Learn and master all types of running form
since different events require a runner to ad-
just form at various stages of the race.
Practice makes perfectgood running is an
accumulation of a lot of running!
Listen while you runa good runner should
not hear himself regardless of event.

FOOT PLANT

Land with toes pointed straight ahead, not
turned in or out.

Develop explosive drive from the track, espe-
cially in short, fast sprints.
Use plastic heel cups if runner lands on heels
or has tender/bruised heels.

50 Yard Dash and 440 Yard Relay

Land high on ball of foot heel should
not touch ground.

Land low on bull of fool, drop to
heel, and then push off ball of foot
so that there is a definite ball - heel -
ball action.
Prevent heel from slapping or hitting
first: this is poor form, jars the
runner's entire body. and tends to lire
the legs.

300 Yard.Run

One Mile Run
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Land lower on ball of foot than in
50 yard dashheel should not touch
ground.



KNEE ACTION

Basic Considerations

Remember. the shorter the distance. the longer
the stride!

Do not overstride in any event; overstriding.
the cardinal sin of runners.. occurs when they
overreach.

Concentrate on forward knee lift: be con-
cerned with rear kick only when it is too high.
out of line. or creates other problems: gen-
erally. appropriate forward knee lift provides
the right amount of rear kick: generally the
higher the forward .knee lift. the lower the
rear kick.

50 Yard Dash and 440 Yard Relay

Lift knee high and straight forward
to develop a long powerful stride.
Use high forward knee action to ob-
tain maximum speed and accelera-
tion: very little rear kick.

300 Yard Run

One Mile Run

Lift knee slightly but not as high as in
either of shorter distances: runners
with small thighs can develop a higher
knee action than those with heavy.
thick thighs: sligfoly more rear kick
than in 300 yerci run.
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Lift knee consciously but not as high
as in 50 yard dash: stride is shorter
than that of sprinter but longer than
that of miler.
Use slightly lower knee action
through middle portion of race: initial
sprint_and final kick are sprints in
every sense of the word: slightly more
rear kick than sprinter and slightly
less than miler.

Develop a float during middle portion
of race in which runner consciously
relaxes and reaches with legs slightly
more than in all out sprint. Runner
should not slow down during float
which is like an accelerating car that
maintains speed when suddenly
shifted to neutral.



BODY ANGLE AND HEAD POSITION

Basic Considerations

Lean from ground so whole body. not just hips
and waist. is involved.
Keep head in line with rest of body since
head alignment often controls body lean: 'do
not over or under extend neck.

Focus eyes about 12 to 15 yards in front; some
sprinters may find it necessary to focus slight-
ly closer to body.
Use appropriate knee action for specific
events to help attain proper body angle.
Glance over shoulder if runner must look
aroundnever turn body to look.

50 Yard Dash and 440 Yard Relay

Lean between 25 and 30 degrees
about 1 o'clock.

Lean about 10 degreesabout one-
third of way between 12 and 1 o'clock.
Be conscious of tendency to ride
hack or run too straight when tired
when this happens. runner actually
fights himself and reduces forward
speed and momentum.
Do not look at feet of an opponent
just ahead so as not to fall into his
stride and cadence: focus eyes on
hack of opponent's neck in these
situations.

300 Yard Run

Lean between 15 and 18 degrees
about half way between 12 and 1
o'clock.

Reduce body angle and forward lean
slightly during middle or float portion
of race.

One Mile Run
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ARM ACTION

Basic Considerations

Swing arms from shoulders think of a pin
driven through shoulder with swing from this

backswing is generally to a point
about even with plane of the back.

/Keep hands cupped, fists unclenched, and
/ either little fingers touching palms of hands or

thumbs and index fingers together.
Bend elbows to about a right angle:-keep el-
bows fixed throughout race: milers may carry
arms further down than runners in shorter

racesexperiment to find best arm position
for each runner.

Swing arms relatively- straight rather than
across body except around turns where inside
arm and shoulder are dropped and outside
arm goes across body: make greater adjust-
ments on short. sharp. tight turns so as to run
as close to inside of lane as possible.
Use appropriate arm action to hell) overall
speed. drive. and running effectiveness and
efficiency.

50 Yard Dash and 440 Yard Relay

Pump arms vigorously with hands
reaching eye level or slightly higher.

Swing arms naturally, rhythmically.
evenly, and relaxed to about shoul-
der level.

Drop arms vertically along sides and
let them hang from shoulders for a
few strides to relax and reduce arm
fatigue.

300-Yord-liun

One Mile Run
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Use slightly less vigorous arm-action
with hands coming appioximately to
chin level.
Lower arms and consciously relax
during float or middle portion of race:
compare float to a car that maintains
speed when thrust into neutral after
building up inertia.



Running Drills and Practice Activities

There is no short cut to success in trackthe
only formula for success is hard work. Therefore.
coaches and assistants must select challenging
drills and motivating practice activities that are
designed for specific purposes and at the same
time are fun for youngsters. Informal activities
especially fleeing and chasing games such as Red
Rover, Uncle Sam. and Crows and Cranes tai;
activities, and relays can be effectively used in
practice sessions. Some youngsters may lack con-
fidence and experience in running so even in
informal activities someone may have to take
them by the hands and run with them. On the
other hand. some may think it fun to chase an-
other. especially the coach: others may want to be
chased: stiil others may want to run with another
person. Devise games. drills. and other approaches
to make youngsters want to practice and to help
individuals improve form. speed. and endurance:
encourage youngsters to create their own running
drills and practice activities. USe whatever ap-
proach is ,needed to get youngsters to run and
have fun while running. Coaches and assistants
are reminded to

Teach youngsters to think- f one, and only
on,e, aspect of form at a time: teach only one
fundamental at a timespend a few minutes
on knee action, a few minutes on arm action.
and a few minutes on foot plant rather than
trying to concentrate on all aFonce.
Make sure each youngster spends sometime
every practice session on running form:
strive to make good running form automatic
and a habit.
Use movies, films, pictures. and other visual
aids to help youngsters see elements of good
running form: demonstrate yourself and let
other members of the squad serve as models.
Use a variety of running drills and practice
activities to emphasize a single element of
running form: this is an effective approach to
keep repetition from becoming boring.
13e sure an ample amount of running is done
in a clockwise direction so that an equal bal-
ante is maintained between right and left
legs: this is especially important for miters
who must go around turns.
A variety of specific running drills and prac-

tice activities can be used effectively. The follow-
ing chart contains a number of drills and activities
for specific aspects of running form and funda-
mentals.

Run tall assume appropriate body angle with
arms extended and hands against a wall: run
in place: start slowly to get feel of correct
knee action and gradually increase speed:
exaggerate knee lift as a vairiation to drill.
Hill workrun up short (15-20 yards). steep
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(45-00 degrees) hills or flights of steps to de-
velop body lean. driving arm action. knee lift.
appropriate foot plant. and endurance. Run
down long (25-30 yards). gradual (20-30 de-
grees) hills to attain faster leg action and
rhythm than can he developed on flat sur-
faces.
Form runningmove at quarter. half, or three-
quarter speed. concentrating on specific as-
pects of running form: have youngster think
about individual elements of form as you ob-
serve and assist him. Start slowly and gradu-
ally increase speed.
Back-to-frontdivide youngsters into groups
of five to seven: each group jogs in single file.
Last runner sprints past teammates to front
of line:- when he has taken his place as
leader, new last man sprints to front of line:
continue this pattern for a specified: time or
given number of laps.
Speed repeatsrun as many 25. 50. or 100
yard dashes as possible in a spe'cified time-
5. 10. or 15 minutes: a larger number of repeti-
tions shows increased speed or decreasird rest
interval. both indicators of progress.
Tire pull get in a bicycle tire with coach or
teammate holding back part of tire: lean to ap-
propriate angle against front part of tire. Get
feel of this position, initiate arm action and
then leg movements while still remaining in
place: move down track or field, across gym
or playfield while continuing vigorous sprint
action. Throughout, coach or partner encour-
ages youngster to run harder and suggests
ways of improving sprinting form. During
moving stages resistance is added and sprin
ter's forward speed is controlled by coach
or partner who simply leans hack.
Fall drill stand tall with feet together and
arms against sides: fall forward from this po-
sition. 'preventing an actual fall by moving in-
to a running position at last possible moment:
maintain the angle of this position while run-
ning easily and relaxed; gradually increase
speed of sprint maintaining appropriate angle.
Arm exercisesstand tall %vith one foot slight-
ly in front of the other, bend elbows to appro-
priate angle for specific event; make appro-
priate arm movements. gradually increasing
tempo and vigorousness of motion. Introduce
these same arm movements as individual.
walks, jogs, and runs at increasing speeds:
progresS to the next level as performance war-
rants and use these -different approaches to
develop efficient arm action; carry weights
in hands to develop greater arm and shoulder
strength and endurance.
Arm acceleratarsynchronize arm and leg
movements while running with a partner: ac-



RUNNING DRILLS AND PRACTICE ACTIVITIES

Drill/Activity Page
Foot
Plant

Knee
Action

Body
Angle

Arm
Action

Speed/
Leg

Power Float Pace

Endur-
ance

Run tall 69 X X

Hill work-up 69 X X X X X X

Hill work-down 69 X

Form running 69 X X X X

Back-to-front 69 X X X X X X

Speed repeats 69 X X

Tire pull 69 X X X X X X

Fall drill 69 X

Arm exercises 69 X

Arm accelerator 69 X

Bouncers 71 X

Wind sprints 71 . X X

In-and-but or curves
and straights 71 X X X X X

Squat jumps 71 X

Overdistance 71 X X

Pyramid 71 X X

Go-man-go 71 X X

Superduper 71 X X

Neutral- man - neutral 71 X

Shift gears , 71 X X

Bicycle riding X X X

I

Jump rope' X

Roadwork 35 X X X X X X X

Inverted bicycle 26 X

Partner push 25 X X

711
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celeratf: arm action with no thought of increas-
ing leg speed: leg speed increases through
faster arm action; partner consciously accele-
rates arm action to catch up: continue for pre-
determined distance and continue procedure
with runners taking turns initiating action.
Bouncersstand on one foot and bounce so
that foot lands on ground in appropriate posi-
tion for specific event: vary by bouncing on
both feet simultaneously.

Wind sprints -run all out sprintiukspeed
various distances-20, 25, 30. 40 yards, main-
taining speed and relaxed form: walk, jog
slowly, or run easily between sprints; repeat
sprintS designated number-of-times or for pre-
scribed time; vary by sprinting stipulated dis-
tance. return immediately to finish line, and
sprint back to start, take brief rest before
starting next pair of sprints: continue j.itern
for designated repetitions or time.
In-and-out or curves and straightsrun or
sprint curves (in) and walk or jog straight-
aways (out) emphasizing various aspects of
form; for variation reverse and run or sprint
straightaways and walk or jog curves.

Squat jumpsstand with one foot in front of
the other: jump into the air and reverse posi-
tions of feet being careful not to go beyond a
half-squat position; add challenge and dif-
ficulty by holding weights in hands or across
shoulders.

k
Overdistance run 440 yards at speeds no
more than four seconds slower than pace for
300. Use such workouts in early cycles, no
more than once a week, and usually early in"
practice week. Generally, workout patterns
get shorter and faster as week progresses.

Pyramid run distances of -55, 110, 165, 220,
165. 110, and 55 yArdi with rest intervals of
1-2-3-3-2r1 minutes or slowly jog distance
juSt run. Pyramid workouts may or may not be
timed; distances and rest intervals may vary
according to individual condition and ability.
Some youngsters may have to start with a
pyramid 'pattern of 55. 100, and 55 yards. As
youngsters get in better condition, pyramids
can be repeated several times.
Go man gorun 220 yards two to three sec-
onds faster than race pace; wait no more than
two minutes and then, sprint 110 yards all out.
When repeating in the same practice session.
let youngster recover almost fully before next

/ repetition.
Superduperrun 300 yards two to three sec-/
onds slower than race pace and continue to a
point 30 to 50 yards further: make conscious----
effort to sprint all out and maintain good form
for the extra yards.
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Neutral-man-neutral sprint to a predeter-
mined point-60 to 125 yards depending upon
individual ability and conditionat which
time whistle is blown or some other signal
given to indicate where to start float; continue
float for 25 or 30 yards; a mark on or near
track may also be used to indicate where to
start float.
Shift gearsrun a segment of total race-150,
200. 220 yardsas in competitionsprint ini-
tial stage and float to end of practice segment.

Various other activities and exercises can be
used as specific running. drills or for practice.

Problem

Coaching Tips

Possible Solution

Knee action too low. Ride bicycle, especially
up hills.
Run up short, steep hills
or steps.

Use exercises such as
inverted bicycle.
Run in place with ex-
aggerated knee_action
touch knees to palms
held at increasing
heights, starting at waist.

Running on heels. Jump rope.
Run up short, steep hills
or steps.
Use a variety of jump-
ing and hopping activi-
ties, including games
and confidence/obstacle
courses.

Introduce bounce drills
on one foot and two feet
to emphasize staying
on balls of feet.
Run on balls of feet
starting in place and
moving gradually into
short runs at increasing
speeds and for longer
distances.

Feet turn out or in. Adapt activities listed
above with emphasis on
placing feet straight
ahead.

Swinging arms across Run in place, then walk,
body or without jog, run, and sprint, em-
vigor. phasing proper arm ac-

tion.
Run with baton or small
weight bar.

?g



Bicycle riding. rope jumping. roadwork. and exer-
cises such as partner push and inverted bicycle
can add variety.,Challenge. and fun to track prac-
tice sessions. Develop your own drills and activiti-
ties and encourage youngsters to devise their own
ways of improving their running form. speed. en-
durance. and concepts of pace.

Track Special Fundamentals and Teaching Activities

Start
Special Olympics rules prohibit use of spiked

shoes or starting blocks. Therefore. teach a semi-
upright start as a safety precaution and to improve
performances. This is important because Special
Olympics runners do nut have the sure footing
provided by spikes. and without starting blocks
they have nothing to drive against. Do not teach u
crouch start.

Starting commands are: Take your marks. Set.
and when all runners are steady and motionless.
the gun is fired. Always use a gun or Scotch gun to
start runners in practice to accustom them to the
kind of sound used to start all running events.
Never use a whistle or the word go to start runners
in practiceget them used to the sound of the gun.

Fundamentals .

Take your markstake a comfortable stride
position with toes of the front foot just behind the
starting line: stand relaxed and breathe easily.
Helpful Hint:

Place stronger foot toward: 'determine this
by having youngster run and jump Iron one
foot: have him hop and perform other activi-
ties to help determine his stronger foot.

Set _Bong!
Keep weight on the
ball of the front foot:
put rear foot com-
fortably behind
front foot.
Bend both knees
slightly for balance.

Bend forivard from
waist. Thrust front arm

vKeep arm opposite igorouSly hack and
front foot forward rear arm forward;

continue to ioveand other arm bark continue
in usual running arms vigorously
position. back and forth.

Look at point just in Accelerate into
front of starling regular sprint stride
line to keep neck as quickly as
relaxed. possible.

Drive front fool
forcefully against
ground..

Bring rear foot
quickly forward
onto the track
ahead of starting
line.
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Teaching Activities
Incorporate fast starting techniques in a vari-
ety of relays. fleeing and chasing games, shut-
tle activities, tag games: use innovations such
as stopping and starting on various signals to
help improve reactions and starting
mechanics.
Practice starting form: emphasize each seg-
ment at different times.
Time 15. 20. 25 yard dashes to show youngster
his impfovement and how start influences
times for short distances: record times on bul-
letin hoard to chart progress.
Include stop and go starts in which youngster
starts. sprints a predetermined distance.
stops. starts again. and continues in this pat-
tern for a designated time or number of starts
or laps.

Include reaction starts in which youngster
develops reaction to sound of any type: con-
centrate on initial movements of start and re-
acting to starting sound: use loud sounds ini-
tially and gradually reduce to sharpen re-
action to sound.
Include all outfull speed practice starts as
part of each runner's practice regimen.

Ifelt)ful !lints:
Use blank cartridges or extremely loud clap
of Scotch gun: use a blank chamber or quiet
clap to determine whether youngster is listen-
ing for gun or actually reacting to any sound.
Introduce all out starts only after youngster
has trained for several weeks awl his legs are
in good enough condition to withstand stress
of all out starts.
Be sure youngster has warmed up thoroughly
before practicing all out starts.

Work on all out starts early in a practice ses-
sion to reduce chances. of youngster pulling
a muscle or suffering another injury due to
fatigue.
Restrict all out starts to one practice session
a week and limit all out effort to 8 or 10 starts.
Vary cadence when giving starting commands
to reduce chance of youngster guessing or
starting in a set rhythm.

Practice starts individually and then with one
or more teammates.

Incorporate staggered starts in different sec-
tions of practice sessions such as running ac-
tivities. form work. starts: practice starts where
300 yard run and 440 yard relay actually begin.

Develop your own devices and activities for
practicing starting mechanics, fundamentals,
and procedures: encourage youngsters to
develop their own approaches and activities.



Finish

The finish is an important but overlooked, part
of all running events. Teach runners to keep going
at full speed through the tape and well past finish
line.

Fundamentals

:

Take a breath about
20 yards frOm actual
finish line.
Tuck chin to chest.
Start actual lean or
lunge about 5 yards
from tape.
Maintain same run-
ning form and foot
action: -

Thrust arms about a
foot behind body:
when arms are too
far behind bod..
desired action is
impeded.

it.

Accentuate body
Iti an naturally so
that lean comes
from hips and waist.
Drive through tape
as if actual finish
is 10 yards further
down track.
Remember, a run-
ner hasn't finished
until his torso
body minus head.
arms, and legs
crosses the line: a
runner who falls
before crossing
finish line is not
considered to have
finished until his
entire body is' across
line.

SUMMARY OF SPECIAL OLYMPICS
ONE\ MILE RUN RULES

This event is..open only to boys 16 and older.
Written certificates must be submitted by
coaches to show that each competitor is well
trained for the mile run: how long each has
trained and the type and amount of training
each has done should be included.
Entrants in the mile may compete in one ad-
ditional track or field event other than the 300
yard run.
Competitors may not run two one mile races
on the same day or on two consecutive days:
heats or other trial procedures are not possible
in meets lasting less than three days.
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Teaching Activities

Introduce concept of fast finishes through re-
lays. shuttle activities, fleeing and chasing
games. -low organized activities, tag games.
Incorporate fast finishes and breaking tape in
speCially devised shuttle relay in which two
youngsters hold finish yarn for each team:
outgoing runner may not start until incoming
youngster breaks tape.
Combine finishing practice with running in
lanes: place string or yarn at various places so'
youngsters get used to breaking tape.
Practice finishes at end of different drills and
various running activities.
Provide time and opportunities for youngsters
to practice finishing form: do this ,slowly at
first and gradually increase speed as skill and
confidence improve.
Place colorful markers. bleach li ittles. milk
cartons, traffic cones, howling pins, Coat-hang-
ers with colored cloth, string, or rope some
distance beyond actual finish line tql help
youngsters develop concept and idea of run-
ning through or past actual finish line.

Use specific drills to develop a strong, fast.
and efficient finish-

' Plus 10 have two or three youngsters fin-
ish together seeing who can break the tape
with all continuing ten yards further to a
second mark, teammate, or coach.

$' Finisherstart two sprinters 10. 15. or 20
yards from finish line and have them run
together through finish: make this competi-
tive seci who breaks tape first.

.' Finish accelerator synchron'ze arm and
leg movements while runnin with a part-
ner with jyr-conscious thou 0 of acceler-
ating, see who can break tape vhile empha-
sizing good finish form.

helpful Hint:

Take cover off an old baseball and use twine
for finish yarn. .

SUMMARY OF SPECIAL OLYMPICS
50 YARD DASH AND 300 YARD RUN RULES

The 50 yard dash is run on a track straight-
away: grass infields should be, used only if
absolutely necessary. The 300 yard run is held

. on an oval trari,in lanes from staggered starts.
All runners must start behind the starting
line. A runner completes a race when his
torsotrunk minus head, neck, and arms
crosses the finish line.



'Lanes

All Special Olympics track events except the
mile are run in lanes from start to finish. Some
youngsters will have to he taught to slay in lanes
throughout their events; all will have to practice
so that they run in that part of a lane that is best
for them. Basic .fundamentals and planned teach-
ing progressions can help all youngsters run in
lanes.

Fundamentals

Stay in middle of lane in events run on
straightaway such as 50 yard dash and por-
tions of each leg of 440 yard relay.

*Stay as close to inside of lane as possible
when going around turns as in 300 yard run
and portions of each leg of 440 yard relay;
modify arm action (p. 681 to help take turns
efficiently and effectively;

*Practice all events in different lanes so young-
sters get Used to running in inside. middle.
and outside lanes.

Teaching Activities

Follow straight lines on playground. in gym7
nasium. and in other play areas when partici:-
pacing in various fleeing and chasing games,

. low organized activities, relays, shuttle ac-
tivities. and tag games.

Introduce concept of moving-walk, jog, run,
jump, hop, skip. slide, gallop. prince -in
straight lines with and without guidelines on
floor or outside' area; gradually increase
speed of movement through marked areas or
lanes.

0.1.Ise objects such as bleach bottles, milk car-
tons, traffic cones; colored markers, painted
lines, bowling pins, coat hangers with colored
cloth, string or, rope to mark lanes for a vari-
ety of fun actklities and for marking lanes on
track. asphalt, or other running areas to help
youngsters develop ability to stay in a speci-
fied space while moving; make these wide
and .gradually reduce width as youngster's
ability and confidence improve.
Run short distances in lanes made by placing
ropes between standards; gradually lower
ropes until full distance from start to finish
can bviin in lane.

GUIDE FOR TIMING INTERVAL, RHYTHM, AND PACE WORKOUTS
FOR 50 YARD DASH, 300 YARD RUN, 440 YARD RELAY

Goals Practice Times

50 Yd. Dash 300 Yd. Run 55 Yds. 110 Yds. 220 Yds. 330 Yds. 440 Yds.

5.0 30.0 5.5 11.0 22.0 33.0

5.2 31.4 5.75 11.5 23.0 34.5 46.0

5.5 32.8 6.0 12.0 24.0 36.0 48.0

5.9 35.5 6.5 13.0 26.0 39.0 52.0

6.4 38.1 7.0 14.0 28.0 42.0 56.0

6.8 40.9 7.5 15.0 30.0 45.0 60.0

7.3 43.6 8.0 16.0 32.0 48.0 64.0

7.7 46.4 8.5 17.0 34.0 51.0 '68.0

8.2 49.1 9.0 18.0 .36.0 54.0 . 72.0

8.6 51.9 9.5 19.0 38.0 57.0 76.0

9.1 54.5 10.0 20.D 40.0 60.0 80.0.

9.5 57.3 10.5 21.0 42.0 63.0 84.0

10.0 60.0 11.0 22.0 44.0 66.0 88.0

10.5 62.7 11.5 23.0 46.0 69.0 92.0

10.9 F5.5 12.0 24.0 48.0 72.0 96.0

11.4 68.2 12.5 25.0 50.0 75.0 100.0

Times expressed in seconds.
Times based on even pace: to obtain additional goal or practice times -

For every 1 second added to 110 times. add For every .1 to.15 seconds added to 50 times. add
.4 - .5 sec. to 50 2 sec. to 220 .7 sec. to 300 .5 sec. to 220

2.6 - 2.7 sec. to 300 3 sec. to 330 .125 sec. to 55 .75 sec. to 330
.5 sec. to 55 4 sec. to 440 .25 sec. to .110 1 sec. to 440
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ONE MILE RUN

\tilers ,need to practice at least five days a
week for a inini'mum of 10 weeks before compet-
ing in Special Olympics; each practice,. session
should he at least 70 minutes, with 90 minutes pre-
ferred. in addition, milers should work out ft-Mr
to six weeks before starting these cycles. Precycle
comb tiinang activities are for developing
ante. stamina, a love of running, and should in-
clude a variety of running activities (pp. 69-71)
as well as emphasizing fitness and conditioning
(pp. 6-40).

Practice cycles for milers .are included with
cycles for other -track and field events (pp. 45-
63). Cycles 2-9 detail special practice plans for
milers. Cycle 1 is exploratory in nature to help
determine a youngster's best event. However,
once an individual is identified as a miler, con-
1.:entrate on mile workouts. Additional informa-
tion pertaining to /neet day warm -up activities,
exact pace work. rid final preparations for com-
petition is included later in this section.

Mile
Time

Average ,
440 yard
Time

Frid y limo 6 00 90 sec.
Ne goal 5.48 I 87.sec.

/ Friday time 5 28 82 sec
New ,goal 5 16 . 79 sec

Friday limo 5 00 75 sec.
New goat 4 48 72 sec

Rules of Thumb Run each
440 at
same
speed

EMphasis in the early part of the season
should he upon amount or quantity of running,

later in the season it should be upon speed
and quality of running.

Weeklypractice patterns should generally
emphasize-

Overdistance and continuous running for en-
durance -L-'14 °ride y

Interval training, for endurance, pace, or
speed-Tuesday
Pace work at various distances-Wednesday
Rhythm workouts for endurance or pace-
Thursday

Time trials intra6quad meets, play days, nov-
elty workouts. oar actual competition-Friday

Performances in/ time trials or related activi-
ties serve as a basis for the next week's practice.
Plan a youngster's practice sessions for the next
week or until he reaches the new goal as outlined
below-

Times for practice intervals of

440
yards

880
yards

3/4

mile

89 sec. 3:00 - 4:30
86 sec. 2:54 4:21

81 sec. 2:44 4;06
78 sec. 2:38 3:57

74 sec. 2:30 3:45
71 sec. 2:24 3:36 '

Run interval 440's 4
sec. faster than average
440 time in previous
Friday's timed mile
this will be 1 sec. faster
than average 440 time
for new goal.

The way in which a youngster paces himself
in Friday's time trials or competitive mile is also
important to the next week's practice pattern. Any
appreciable deviation from even pace for any seg-
ment of a race-even halves as well as even quar-
ters-provides the basis for practice .the following
week. For'exarnple. if

first half rriiljr is considerably faster than sec-
ond half mile, emphasize pace and endurance.

Run interval 880's and 34 miles so that each 440
is 3-sec. faster than average 440 in previous
Friday's timed mile.

first half mile is considerably slower than
second half mile, emphasize pace.
last quarter mile is considerably slower than
each of first 'three quarterS and/or runner
fades in final stretch, emphasiie endurance
and speed.

times for quarter miles are extremely uneven,
emphasize pace.
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PACE GOALS

Mile Goal 3. Mile 880 Yards 440 Yards 220 Yards 110 Yards 55 Yards

8:00 6:00 4:00 2:00 60 30.0 15.0

7:44 5:48 3:52 1:56 58 29.0 14.5

7:28 5:36 3:44 1:52 56 28.0 14.0

7:12 5:24 3:36 1:48 54 27.0 13.5

6:56 5:12 3:28 1:44 52 26.0 13.0

6.40 5:00 3:20 1:40 50 25.0 12.5

.6:24 4:48 3:12 :96 48 24.0 12.0

6:08 4:36 3:04 :92 46 23.0 11.5

6:00 4:30 3:00 :90 45 22.5 11.25

5:52 4:24 2:56 :88 44 22.0 11.0

5:36 4:12 2:48 :84 42 21.0 10.5

5:20 4.: 00 :80 40 20.0 10.02:40

5:04 3:48 2:32 38 19.0 9.5:76

4:48 3:36 2:24 :72 36 18.0 9.0

4:32 3:24 2:16 :68 34- 17.0 8.5

4:16 3:12 2:08 :64 32 16.0 -011

Times expressed in seconds or minutes and sec-
onds.

Rule of thumb-run 3/4 mile slower than pace. 880
yards at pace, and all shorter distances faster than
pace (note example for 5:20 miler): apply this
principle to other distance combinations accord-
ing to needs and condition of individual runners.

Strategy and Tactics

Strategy and tactics are more important in the
mile run than in any other Special Olympics track
or field event. Milers run long enough to have
time to plan and think during the race. Help every
miler prepare a phin for every race and learn ba-
sic mile strategy and tactics.

Start
. .

Move from starting line quickly and settle
into race pace: review starting fundamentals and
teaching activities (p. 72).

Lanes

Run as close to inside of track or pole as pos-
sible: run on right shoulder of runner in front to
avoid being boxed by or caught behind others: re-
mind younOters that miler who runs shortest dis-
Lance has best chance to win-if he runs in.second
lane. he runs 18 yards more than_a-miler Remem-
ber-milers are not required to run in designated
lanes.

Passing

Maintain contact with opponents so they
don't get too far ahead-the closer to the finish
line, the more important contact becomes: know

how many runners are ahead and how much fur-
ther it is to finish line: listen for opponents' foot-
steps and breathing as they come from behind:
ward off passing opponent liy consciously lifting
knees and using more vigorous arm action to
lengthen stride without changing basic running
rhythm: pass at any time and any place on track
so as not to shorten stride and fall into opponent's
pace; pass quickly and suddenly to surprise oppo-
nett!: try to open up some distance after passing
opponent to discourage him from trying to repass.

Finish

Accelerate gradually through last lap-440
yards-trying to sprint last 100 to 125 yards; re-
view sprint ftirm, fundamentals, and teaching ac-

,
tivities (pp. 65-71), and finish fundamentals and

..teaching activities (p. 73).,

Consider occasional surprise practice sessions
in which youngsters play ?olleyball, participate in
volleyball field days (pp; 000-000), play softball,
take a bike hike. participate in other track and
field events. or do their own thing to avoid physi-
cal, mental, psychological. and emotional fatigue.
Change pace of practice sessions to reduce possi-
bility of youngsters becoming stale, losing inter-
est, and regressing.
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440 YARD RELAY

The Special Olympics 440 yard relay consists
of four legs.of 110 yards. Fundamentals of running
are the same as for the 50 yard dash (pp. 65-681:
lead-off man starts in conventional semi-upright
position (p. 721. A team that learns to pass and
receive a baton effectively can often gain enough
yardage to win a close race even when opposing
teams have faster runners! Organizing a relay
team to make best use of each runner's talents is
vital to the success of a team.

Relay Strategy

Consider each runner's speed. condition. and
ability to work with other youngsters in de-
termining order in which team members run.
For example

Lead-offbest starter. often second best
runner.

Secondslowest or least experienced run-
ner particularly if he works well wi h lead-
off man.
Third gullies! runner who is most likely
to come from behind: often third fastest
runner.
Anchorfastest runner and best finisher.

Consider other possibilities in setting up re-
. lay teams such as

Lead-off slowest man, followed by next
slowest second, second fastest third, and
fastest anchor.

Lead-of! %islest man followed by next fast-
est second, second slowest third, and slow-
est anchor.

Lead off fastest man and anchor second
fastest particularly if he is strong finisher.
run fastest man in second position so that
he often runs :loins! slowest members of
other teams.

Run on a man -to -man basis when abilities
and %,eaknesses of other teams are known
so that specific men are matched against
each other.

A perfect pass occurs when both runners are
,traveling at the same rule of speed at the
time of exchange: it utilizes

speed of both runners
full length of both runner's arms
full length of baton
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Running with Baton

Use same running form -as for 50 yard dash
(pp. 65-681.

Maintain good arm action at all limes: if
baton hinders arm action. practice running
carrying baton.

Keep a firm grip on baton when carrying it:
however. grip should not be tight since this.
causes arm muscles to tense up and leads to
general tieing up throughout body.

Carry baton at back end with forwaid end
sticking out between ,thumb and index finger.

Pick-up a dropped baton as quicklyas possible
and continue race; if baton is

may

in an
exchange zone, either runner may pick it, up:
if dropped outside an exchange zone. runner
who dropped it must pick it up. .

SUMMARY OF SPECIAL OLYMPICS
. 440 YARD RELAY RULES

This is an open event with one race for girls
and one for boys: ability and speed. not age.
determine composition of each relay team.
Each of four competitors runs logs of 110
yards.

Relay begins in lanes from a staggered start:
members of all teams must remain in their
assigned lanes throughout race.

Take-over or baton passing zone is 22 yards:
actual; exchange of baton Milst fake place in
this zone.

Baton must be handed, not thrown, to next
runner: throwing baton is a violation and re-
sults in disqualification.
Dropped baton must be .retrieved by team
member who drops it unless both runners are
in passing zone in which case either runner
may retrieve baton.



Passing Baton

Fundamentals

Carry baton in right hand and place it in left
hand of outgoing runner.

Continue vigorous arm action until about two
Isteps before passing baton; pass baton up with
an underhand snap into outgoing runner's
hand.

Focus eyes on V between outgoing runner's
thumb and index finger.

Allow outgoing runner to take baton: continue
to run hard so as not to lose valuable time
during actual exchange. .

Run to inside of own lane throughout race and
especially during actual exchange. .

Stay in own lane so as not to interfere with
any other runners: move to get off track when
lanes are clear of other runners.

Call or yell to outgoing runner if he is moving
away so fast that pass cannot be completed in
exchange zone: use wait, slow down, easy or
other prearranged words for this purpose
this is only time runners should use verbal
signals.
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Teaching Activities

Carry baton during conditioning and specific
running portions of practice.

Introduce relay concepts through a variety of
line and shuttle relays.

Use cross-field relays to reinforce relay con-
cepts, mechanics, and techniques.

Introduce relay concepts in activities where
passing, carrying; or transferring objects are
not necessary; add various objects to relay
activities as youngsters gain skill, ability. and
confidence.
Divide youngsters into groups of five with
numbers 1 and 5 at the starting point; position
numbers 2, 3, and one-quarter. one-half, and
three-quarters of way around track or impro-
vised running oval-1 passes to 2, 2 to 3:3 to, to 5, 5 to /I: continue this pattern until
baton has.gone,5, 10 or 15 laps: this is an ex-
cellent activity to use at end of practice.
Plan intrasquad relay meets to include regu-
lar and medley relays with legs of varying
distances.
Use hand touch or slap instead of baton to
introduce relays on track or around oval.
Work on fundamentals of carrying, passing,
and receiving baton: increase speed and tempo
of exchanges to race speed as youngsters gain
experience and achieve timing. rhythm, and
continuity.
Have some relay work in every practice ses-
sion especially in fun ways at end of work-
outs.
Plan specific ophortunities for competitive
relay teams to work together to perfect timing
and help youngsters become aware of each
.other's moves:. master mechanics and timing
orexchange; establish trigger or starting point
for each outgoing runner: adjust trigger points
according to weather conditions and individ-
ual! runners.

Helpful Hints:
Consider blind or nonvisual pass for teams
that/ can master these more difficult tech-
niques and mechanics: refer to any good book
on track and field for information on this
pass.

Consider alternating passes fur teams that
can handle this more difficult procedure
where same hand is used to receive. carry.
and pass baton: for examplelead-off runner
carries and passes baton with right hand;
second runner receives, carries. and passes
with left hand; third runner receives, carries,
and passes with right hand; anchor runner re-
ceives and carries with left hand; less flexi-
bility is afforded positioning runners when
this approach is used.



Receiving Baton

.

Take position with left fool and
heel just inside restrainingline: point
toes straight down track.

Place right foot forward with heel
slightly in front of toes of left foot;
point toes straight down track.

Take a semicrouch position as if
bending over to pick up a stone or
other object.
Look,over left shoulder and watch
incoming runner as he approaches
exchange zone.

Move left fool forward first much like
starting any running event (p. 721:
work to deVelop a semicrouch posi-
tion that will ensure a quick start.

Extend left arni back with elbow and
wrist straight.
Position palm of hand so it faces
incoming runner.
Place thumb and fingers of left hand
diagonally down with !hum!) toward
outside edge of track.

Form V with thumb and fingers of
left hand, keeping four fingers to-
gether.

Keep wrist straight with V belt high.
Hold hand, wrist, and arm steady as
target for incoming runner.

Continue to watch incoming runner
until he passes prearranged or trigger
point on track when outgoing runner
starts to run. accelerating as quickly
as possible.

Grasp baton securely and take it from
incoming runner never grub baton.
Continue 10 look al incoming runner
and baton until having secure and
sole possession of baton: turn head
forward and go-man-go!

'Time pass so actual exchange takes
place between 19 and 20 yards from
incoming restraining line in a 2:: yard
zone.

Change baton from left to right hand
on first step.

Slow down only if beyond 15 yard
mark in passing zone and incoming
runner cannot complete exchange in
zone: ease up and wail it's better to
wait than foul and be disqualified.

t.

Upon the fields of friendly 'strife are sown seeds
thot in other days, in other fields will bear fruits
of victory.

Douglas MacArthur
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Standing Long Jump Fundamentals

Preliminary

Place feet several inches apart
with toes pointed straight
ahead and just behiml takeoff
line.

Select an object such as a
corner of a classroom, light.
spot on a wall, limb of a tree,
corner of a swing set, or piece
of playground apparatus as a
visual target to aid jumping at
45 degree angle.
Keep head down to relaX neck.
fiend and stretch kneessev-
eral times while swinging
arms back and forth.
Bend knees, extend arms
hack, and shift weight to
lower part of balls of feet.

Keep shoulders square with
takeoff line; point toes straight
ahead so as not to lose dis-
tance by toeing in or out.
Push-off vigorously from take-
off mat: swing arms to gain
power and propel body up-
ward and into space; raise
eyes and look at target jump
at a 45 degree angle.
Use every part of body in
lift thrust arms vigorously
up, lift head anti chest high.
keep chin up, and arch back. \
to aid in lifting hips.

Landing

82

In Air

Tuck legs aad move feet for-
ward when they are com-
pletely off ground; continue
to tuck legs as midflight is
reachedlet feet trail body at
height of jump.
Extend arms forward, curve
back. spread feet apart, bend
knees slightly, and start to
move legs forward al height
of jump.

Use movement or action in air
to promote aerial balance, add
in lifting feet, and facilitate a
better landingonce a jumper
is in air, nothing can increase
his power or lift.

Stay in air as long as pos-
siblethe longer the flight the
better the jump.
Extend legs to keep entire
body from dropping too soon.
Drop chin to chest, bend
knees, thrust arms down and
back, and keep buttocks low;
keep entire body behind feet
as they contact ground.
Land with feet parallel and
as high on toes as possible,
don't lose distance by turn-
ing while landing or by land-
ing with one foot forward and
one back.



STANDING LONG JUMP TEACHING ACTIVITIES

Prelim- Take- In La nd.
inary off Air ing

../
Hold )nanbags, bowling pins, batons. bleach bottles. or similar objects in both hands and
swig arms back and forth: see how many times and at what cadence (fast. slow. rhythm-
ical y) objects can be swung: swing arms back and forth in preliminary long jump movements. XI
Stand and swing arms back and forth in preliminary long jump movements. X

Swing arms and bend knees while leaning forward and placing weight on balls of feet.

Jump and bounce on both feet: hop on one foot and then the other.

Assume half knee bend or squat position and bound up and out swinging arms: use animal
imitation activities such as bunny hop. kangaroo jump, frog hop: include fun activities such
as leap frog. X

Jump on tires. bounce boards, inverted life raft. springboard, trampoline to develop leg power. X

Jump with weight belt or jacket. carry weights in hands. X

Jump without using arms: do single jump, series of four or five jumps. X

Do vertical jump and jump and reach activities (pp. 24-26): jump and touch top of head
to basketball net or get head (eyes. chest) above mark on wall, or specific object such as
swing set bar. X

Perform standing high jump over bar or rope in long jump position.

Tie a balloon, fluff ball, or finish yarn to high jump standards or in some other way over long
jump areatouch object or break yarn with head or chest.

Jump over arms of another youngster or yarn,, rope. or poles held by others at various heights
and distances from takeoff: jump from one tir9 to another gradually increasing distance be-
tween them: jump over different objects pla-Ced at various distances trOm takeoff. X

X X X

Stand near basketball backboard and throw volleyball lightly offback4ard line two or three
youngsters up one behind another and have them take turns jumping high as they can to
hit ball: make a game of it to see who can hit ball most times.

Have two persons hold jumper under arms while he goes through arm and leg movements.

X

X

Hang onto parallel, horizontal, or stall bars. or similar apparatus to go thougtt arm, leg. and
body movements. X

Jump from boxes, chairs. benches, springboards.

Jump emphasizing formstress one aspect of each of basic components of form at a time,/
Work on it for a few minutes or certain number of jumps and then change to another aspect'
of the same or another component. X X X X

X X

Develop abdominal strength with sit-ups. V-ups. curls (pp. 18.20).

Adapt basic jumping activities (p. 81) according to interest, age. and 'abilities of
youngsters.

t

Devise races, relays, and games involving specific aspects of each of basic components
or total jumping action. For example, jump from one point or object to another in fewest
jumps. See which teat% can cover greatest distances with each youngster taking one (two,
three) jumpls) each youngster jumps from point previous youngster lands. Use jumping in-

, stead of running in fleeing-chasing games, tap, and similar activities.

X X X

X X X
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Approach bar between 30 and 45 degrees. al-
ways along same line. and straight from start-
ing point to takeoff.
Develop a seven-step approach one long
enough to generate'sufficient speed yet not
so long as to adversely affect speed and
timing.

Increase speed of approach gradually as con-
fidence and skill improve: control speed so as
to convert as much forward motion as pos-
sible upward.
Run relaxed with a bouncy stride that ac-
celerates from start to finish.

Lengthen final two or three strides so last step
is very long. towers center of gravity to gather
(dip' or prepare body for upward explosion.
and brings jumper down on his heel: bang
heel hard against ground and keep in line
with run.
Keep head and chest up and back arched
during run: keep shoulders perpendicular to
line of run: focus eye:: over a tree, building.
corner of room, light. or similar object to help
lifting action.
Prevent heel bruises by wearing plastic heel
cups inside socks.

Teaching Activities

_ -

Center jumpput bar (hold rope' on grotind or at
low height: line group up in front of bar, have
each youngster run straight to bar. and jump over
it. :taking off on one foot; observe and note foot
each youngster uses for takeoff; repeat several
times so each youngster will be successful and to
make sure each takes off from same- foot con-
sistently.

Side jumpsend all youngsters who takeoff on
left foot to left side of bar (rope) and all who take-
off on right foot to right side of bar; have each
youngster run to bar and jump over it emphasizing
takeoff, from inside foot left for those coming
from left side and right for those coming. from
right side: use chalk, tape, or draw line to help
with direction and approach angle.

Jump and twistperform same jumping move-
ments as in side jump while in mid air twist or
turn to land facing original starting point. -

/
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Pick-upperform same jumping movements as in
jump and twist.r. reach for and pick up handker-
chief, coin, or similar object placed on floor, in
pit, or on mat six inches beyond bar.

High kickerperform same jumping movements
as in side jumpstress vigorous kick of lead leg;
combine various jumping movements at increasing
heights emphasizing good jumping form and
mechanics.



Takeoff pointstand next to bar with fingers of
inside hand extended: use knuckles of closed fist
if arms are extremely long: mark takeoff point and
kick lead leg to make sure point is correct make
slight adjustments as necessary.

Starting pointget takeoff point. turn arouml at
this point and run seven steps. exactly same way
as if approaching bar: continue past seventh step
so as not .to. make an abrupt stop: mark spot of
seventh step: practice approach adjusting to
weather conditions. type of takeoff, condition of
jumper. time of season.

Up and Over

11

Fundamentals

Wall jumpingmark angle of awe Ind dis-
tance from starting point to takeoff n h wall:
take regular or shortened run (1. 2, 7. .ceps) and
approach wall obtain maximum vertical takeoff
lift so as not to hit wall.
Form approach practice complete approach and
run emphasizing such things as run, accelerated
and lengthened steps, gather (dipj of body, heel
plant, position of arms, head position, and coordi-
nated approach from start to finish. -
Step checks practice completeapproach and run.
stress hitting takeoff point: make this is much like
actual jumping as possible without attempting to

-.clear bar.

Kick lead leg upward not forWard in di.
rection of far standird so it is nearly parallel
to bar: kick as high us possible before rear
leg actually leaves nd.

Use powerful rocker motion from heel to ball
of foot: drive hard and explode from plant
foot get every available ounce of lift.
Use lead leg. arms, head. and eyes to aid
total lift: get hips and waist at belly button
level as high in air as possible.

Thrust arms vigorously upward tip aid lift:
move inside arm straight up.

Start to turn body only after head and shoul-
ders have gone above bar. ideally at peak
of jump.
Keep athn and elbow nearer bar close to body
sous not to catch bar between arm antibody.
Turn head and look toward starting point to
help keep body away from bar.
Rotate outside shoulder toward bar to help
raise hips and aid clearance of trail leg. .

Point toe of trail foot to sky or ceil ng for con-
ventional landing. or rotate body 180 degrees
to carry trail leg away from bar for landing
on back or in Seated position. Note:lhis is not
an active kick or thrust.
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Teaching Activities

Punterkick lead leg over head: hold hands to-
gether in front of body at shoulder level (chin.
nose. eye, head, fully extended over head( and
kick lead leg vigorously and forcibly to touch
hands.

Loose shoe drillloosen laces of lead foot shoe
and kick: observe angle at which shoe leaves foot
which indicates direction and angle of kick: the
closer to 12 o'clock, the better the kick.
Belt buckle springapproach bar with regular or
shortened run and use regular takeoff. Get belt
buckle as high above bar as possible.
Handkerchief drill =tie handkerchief to middle of
bar; approach, bar with regular or- shortened run
and use regular takeofftouch toes of lead foot
to handkerchief m\get heel high above this
level as possible. --

Vertical jumps or jump and reach see. pp. 24-
26.

-ea

Cross 'bar clearanceplace one end of bar three
feet off ground and lay other end on ground:
straddle bar with both feet on ground and practice

various methods of getting trail leg over bar.
Standing long jumpemphasize forward thrust
of arms in standing long jump to develop. im-
prove, and refine use alums in high jump: jump
without using arms to develop leg spring and
power.
One-two-three jumpstart one, two, or three steps
from takeoff emphasize various aspects of take-
off, lift, and action in air.
Form jumpinguse entire jumping motion and ac-
tion at lower, easier heightsconcentrate on spe-
cific aspects of form.
High bar drillraise bar two or three inches
higher on side trail leg will clear right side of
bar when approaching from left jump repeatedly
with one standard higher than other.



Landing

Fundamentals

Land on one or two hands and one foot except
jumpers who land on back or in seated po-
sition.

Relax. fall into pit. and give with landing re-
gardless of style to reduce jarring.

Cover as little distance as possible from take-
off to landingbest high jumps provide maxi-
mum height and minimum length; emphasize
propelling body up not out for distance as in
long jum p.

Teaching Activities

Alligator pitjump from a ladder, chair, box, or
similar object onto foam rubber or mats or into
sawdust; jump from increasingly greater heights;
place ladder or other object at jumping pit.
Sand bug drilllie on sand bags around jumping
pit. on floor, mats, or at edge of pit; extend trail
leg vertically so toe points to ceiling or sky; move
from layout position through pointing stage and
into pit.
Goal posthold onto a football goal post or place
hands against a wall or "fence. or take another
youngster's handextend trail leg backward and
upward/as far as possible to develop flexibility in
trail leg; perform dril? holding onto post of bed.

Activities for Total Jump

Inverted jumping place bar. four inches higher than hest previous successful jump
jump to clear this height; take three trials at this height and then move bar down one inch
at a tine taking three trials at each new height.
Time trial jumpingplace bar low enough to be easily cleared; raise bar one inch at a
time until maximum height is reached; continue one or two inches above-height at which
three misses occur.
Form jumping practice complete pimp emphasizing smooth, coordinated, and rhythmic
action; place bar low enough for jumper to concentrate on form. /,

Competitive preparationtake regular premeet warm;up including easy running, much
bending and stretching, lots of high kicking, and actual practice jumps; place bar at start-
ing height for coming meet; jump as in competition, moving.bar up in same pattern as for
coming meet and under actual rules governing successful and unsuccessful trials; practice
two or three inches under height at which three misses occur; have two or more youngsters
jump against each other as in actual competition.

Helpful Hints:

lace bar six toeight inches above best previous successful jump during warm-up and
!for certain drills and practice activities so competitive heights ,seem even lower.
Inorporate interesting. motivating. and challenging modifications of drills and inn-
lice activities such as jumping a specific number of times, successful or not, at desig-
nated heights, taking as many jumps as possible within a specified time.
Finish every jumping practice session with one or two successful jumps.
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HIGH JUMP DRILLS AND PRACTICE ACTIVITIES

Drill/Activity Page
- Leg

Power
Ap-

mach
Take-

off
Foot
Plant

Lead

Leg

`Arm
Action

Over
Bar

Trail
Leg

Land-

ing
Iota
JumP

Center jump 85

Side jump 85 X X

Jump twist 85 . . X

85 X X

_

N,.

High kicker 85 .X

Takeoff point 86 X

Starting point 86 X X

Wall lumping 86 X X X X X

Form approach 86 X X

Step checks 86 X X X

Punter 86 X (-

Loose shoe drill 86 X

Belt buckle spring 86 X X X

Handkerchief drill 86 X X

Vertical jumps 24 4 X .t-
Cross bar clearance 86 X X X

Jump and reach 24 X X

Standing long jump 86 X X

One-two-three jump 86 X X X X X X X

Form jumping 86 X X X X X X X X X

High bar drill 86 X X

Alligator pit 87 X

Sand bag drill 87 X

Goal post 87 7 X

Inverted jumping 87 X

Time trial jumping 87 X

Competitive preparation 87 X
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Problem

Approach loo long. short,
proper angle.

Drill;, to Correct Common Errors

fast, slow, or at im-

Takeoff too close or far from bar.

Drills

Remeasue seven steps, (p. 861; 'Practice approach
so jumper controls speed throughout run; experi-
ment further with angle; use wall jumping, form
approach, step checks, (p. 861.

Foot plant not in line with run; failure to bang
heel an foot plant.

Lead leg kick offline or not high enough.

Failure to use arms'in lift.

Insufficient height, lift, power.

Trail leg not clearing bar.

Check takeoff point, (p. 86); recheck approach,
(see above).

Concentrate on foot plant in drills; check ap-
proach and takeoff point; use well jumping and
one-two-three jump, (p. 86), emphasizing plant.
Use wall jumping and high kicker. (p. 851, punter
or loose shoe drill, belt buckle spring. handker-
chief drill, vertical jumps, jump and reach,. one-
two-three jump, form jumping (p.861.
Use vertical jumps, jump and reach, standing long
jump, one-tWo-three jump. form jumping (p. 861.
We wall jumping, (p. 861, belt buckle spring,
hnadkerchief drill, vertical jumps, jump and
reach, one-two-three jump (p. 861.

Use high bar drill, cross bar clearance, (p. 116).
sand bag drill, goal post, (p. 87), and (win jumping
at low heights.

SOFTBALL THROW

The softball throw for distance requires arm
and shoulder power and coordination of arm, kg
and body movements. Therefore, it is important
to condition youngsters before introducing them
to activities involving, all out throwing. Review
section on cmitlitioning and fitness (pp. 6-40).
especially activities dealing with muscular en-
durance of arms and shoulders and leg power.
Some youngsters may be completely unfamiliar
with throwing activities so that bull familiariza-
tion activities in the volbiyball section (pp. 97 -
109 l will be appropriate for them. This explora-
tory approach can he expanded to give youngsters
opportunities to experiment and explore addition-
al movement problems with balls. beanbags, fluff
balls. Different questions can be asked and ninny
problems posed to determine a youngster's ability
to handle and throw a ball:

What can you do with a ball?

I-low many ways can you throw (roll) a ball?
Can you roll the ball, run around it, and pick
it up?

How high can you toss the ball? Can you loss
the ball high and catch it high (low, near the
ankles)?

. I-low ninny times can you bounce the ball
without missing?
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Can you bounce it with one hand? In a tire?
Can you stand in a tire (on a balance beam)
and bounce the ball?
Can you toss (throw) the ball off the wall and
catch it? Move further back and still catch it?
Still further?
Can you bounce the ball over a line? To a
partner?
Can you toss (throw) the ball back and forth
with a partner?
Can you bounce the ball on the floor to a part-
ner and have him catch it? Can you make it
bounce twice before it reaches him?
Can you step with your right foot aml throw
with rout right hand? Step with your left foot
and throw .with your left hand? Step with your

. left foot and throw with your right hand?
Which is easiest for you?
Can you throw the ball to the fence (wall. tree,
barrel, target)? Ilow can you make tbe.bail go
further?
Can you throw the ball over. the football goal
post (wall. tree. target)? What happens when
you throw it.higher?
Can.you throw the ball and hit that target?



Use games. relays, and fun activities that in-
volve handling, throwing. and catching balls.
Dodge games, activities involving throwing at tar-
gets or objects, over and under relays, and impro-
vised games (see garbage man. p. 99) are helpful
in introducing ball and.throwing activities. Devise
your own questions. problems. games, relays, and
fun activities according to needs of youngsters
with whom you work.

Consider these factors when teaching the soft -
ball. throw:

Work youngsters up to the competitive throw-
ing stage slowly.

Do not ever permit youngsters to throw hard
or fur before they are completely warmed up.

Throw beanbags, Cuff halls, and tither light
objects easily and never hard throwing these
hard could cause, arm strain.

Throwing Grip

Use simple and fun activities for warm-up

Throw a ball against a wall and catch it
start a feW feet from the wall arid gradually
move back.

' Play catch with a partnerthrow easilyund
gradually move back.

The rest of this section deals-with fundamen-
tals and teaching activities for throwing grip, pre-
paring to throw, and throwing. Considerationsler_
competitive preparation are also included. Re-
gardless of a youngster's ability, there are activi-
ties, niethods, and approaches suitable for him. A
final reminderover throwing in practice can
lead to a tired or injured arm; softball throwers
need to be \fresh; their arms require lots of whip
and zip.

Descriptions are for right handed throwers
reverse for left handers.

Fundamentals

Place first and s'j:ond fingersthose nearest
thumbon top of ball and spread them slight-
ly; put thumb under ball; place third and
fourth fingers on side of ball.

Hold ball on fingertips, not in palm of hand.

Helpful Hint:

Realize that youngsters with small hands may
place all four fingers on top of ball, thumb to
one side, and ho!d ball in palm of hand.
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Teaching Activities

Grip beanbags, fluff balls, tennis balls, various
size playground balls, and regulation softballs
for practice; experiment with differeht balls
to strengthen fingers, develop finger dex-
terity, get feel of conventional grip, and deter-
mine most effective grip for each individual.
Place ball in front of youngster, have him
pick it up, and grip it as quickly as possible;
make it a game, relay, or other fun activity.
Squeeze soft rubber ball, tennis ball, hand
grips, or similar objects to develop finger,
hand, and wrist strength.

Mark finger positions on softballs with can-
tact paper or washable paint as a guide to
finger placement.
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SUMMARY OF SPECIAL OLYMPICS
SOFTBALL THROW RULES

A 12 inch softball is used.

Any type of throw may be used.

Throws may be made from a standing posi-
tion or after a short run within a six foot re:-
straining area. .

The best of three throws is recorded in com-
petition.

Measurement is from spot ball lands to inside
edge of front restraining line.

Fouls occur when competitors step over re-
straining or foul line; fouls are not measured
but count as trials.



Preparation for Throw

Descriptions are for right handed Throwers=
reverse for left handers.

Fundamentals

The prerequisite of a good leacher is a
sense of humorif he knows anything
else l is alright too!

Stand near back restraining line facing direc-
tion of throw; space feel comfortably apart
some youngsters stand with feel tegelher,
others place them various distances apart.

Get an effective throwingrip; hold ball in
one or Iwo hands depending upon which is
more natural and comfortableyoungsters
with small hands :day have to support ball in
front of body with nonthrowing hand.
Take an average step forward with left foot;
lake a Shorter step with right foot, turning il
10 the right.

Teaching Activities

Develop step pattern described with following
progression

.' Take side position with feel togetherstep
will lefl.foot and throw.
Take side position with feel spread abgni
shoulder width apart bring right fool lo
left fool, step with left fool, and throw.
Take side position with feel togetherstep
with left foot, bring right foot to left row.
step again with left fool, and throw.
Face direction of throw pivot on both feet
10 right. step with left fool, and throw.
Face direction of throw piyol on 1)0111 feet
to right. step with left foot; bring right fool
10 left fool, step again.- with_lefl fool, and
throw.

Helpful Flint:

Mark footprints on floor or blacktop area to
help youngsters develop slop pallerns; use
different colors for right and left feel with
arrows. if necessary. to guide movement from
one step to the next.

.4..
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Bend 'rear !cnee so as to lower body into a
powerful throwing position; rotate hips and
pivot (turn) left fool so entire body now faces
to the right: continue to bring right arm back
into throwing position, with ball behind right
ear and bent right elbow leading (in front of)
hand.

bend left elbow and point it at a 45 degree
angle to help guide direction of throw; look
over a tree, corner of a building, piece of
apparatus, or similar object in line of throw
to help achievepropefthi-owing angle:

?g

Use imitative throwing in which youngster
steps and simulates throwing action to devel-
op form, rhythm, flow, and sequence of move-
ments.

Concentrate on throwing form by stepping
and throwing ball easily; emphasize smooth
and coordinated action.

Include games. relays, and other .fun activi-
ties which emphasize specific aspects of
throwing form. Use activities like

Hail to the chief divide youngsters into
group& of four with Chief in front; salute
chief, then -step and throw salute to him:
salute with beanbag, fluff ball, or other type
of ball then throw this salute to chief who
catches il and returns to another youngster;
continue pattern and give everyone a chance
to be chief.

Partner throwplay catch with a partner
emphasize specific aspects of throwing
form; use beanbag. fluff ball, or other type
of ball; increase distance as throwing ability
improves.



Throw and elease

Descrij lions are for right handed throwers
reverse forilefi handers.

Fundamentals

When the going gets tough,' the lough
gel tougher.

Step straight ahead with left footkeep right
hip back and low and right arm bent with ball
still behind ear and elbow leading.
Start throwing motion by pushing hard with
right foot against ground; straighten right knee
and rotate hips as throwing action moves up-
ward and forward across hips to straight left
leg; keep head and chest up, in line with di-
rection of throw, and eyes focused on target;
keep ball behind right ear and elbow leading.
Use left arm as power whipmove it vigor-
ously to rear to increase speed of right arm
as it begins the last phase of the throwing
action; develop a throw in which body leads
and arm trails.

Extend right arm fully forward: complete re-
lease by snapping wrist release ball at 45
degree angle.

Follow through by bringing hand-completely
down and right foot forward to front restrain-s,

ing line.

No man is so tall but what he can stretch;
no man so short but what he can sloop.

Teaching Activities

Under no circumstances practice or compe-
titionshould a youngster throw hard or far be-
fore he, has warmed up thoroughly.

Use imitative throwing in which youngster
steps and simulates throwing action to devel-
op form, rhythm, flow, and sequence of throw-
ing moveweras.

Throw, emphasizing formstress one aspect
of form at a lime; work on it for a few minutes
or certain number of throws and then change
to another aspect of form. Include a sufficient
number of form throws at increasing distances
in preparation for all out throws in practice
or competition.

Practice throwing over objects plactal at dif-
ferent distances from restraining line to gel
proper release angle and throwing arc; use
football goal posts, improvised targets made
from bamboo. poles; wooden dowels, broom
sticks, and string, or adapt other devices to
practice, releasing ball at 45 degree angle.

Devise special exercises and activities for spe-
cific aspects of throwing action. For example,
takebasic position just prior to start of throw-
ing motion with right leg bent and right hip
back and lowstraighten right knee forcibly,
rotate hips, and simulate twisting action of
hips which is vital in throwing. Use other ac-
tivities \vhich emphasize these hip movements
swing a baseball bat, tennis or badminton
racquet; throw a discus, or put a shot.
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Include games, relays, and other fun activi-
ties which emphasize specific aspects of
,throwing form. Use activities like

V flail to the chief (p. 911.
Partner throw (p.

.1 Disiande relaydivide yoUngsters
groups of two, three, or foul' with each group
at opposite ends of a marked throwing.
distance between groups is determided by
ability of youngsters. Firit, youngster in one
group throws as far as possibleother team
lots ball hit ground, retrieves it, and its first
man throWs ball from point where it struck
ground. Continue this pattern until every-
one has thrown once (twice, three, five, ten
times winner is determined by where ball
lands on last throwif in front of line of,'
team that made first throw, it is the winnei-;
if behind this line, opponents win. This t;41
be scored on, an individuatbasis a member
of each team throws and a point is scored

after each set of throws; temp score is based
on cumulative points. This can be an indi-
vidual activity in which one youngst.er con-
tinuously throws against another.,

NOTE: Throughout these activities emphasize
throw, release, and follow through.

ti

Helpful Hints: .

Emphasize form, rhydini,:flow, and sequence
of movementsthe key to-iocrd performance
is maximum controlled speed. so gradually
increase speed.

Jlave youngsters who tend to foul concentrate
on bringing right foot to but not over restrain-
ing line on follow through; some may have to
shorten length of steps so that follow through
does not cause them to go over restraining
line. If necessary, begin with lines more than
six feet apart so youngsters get used to throw-
ing within a Confined area; gradually reduce
distance to regulation six feet.

Competitive Preparation

Under no circumstancespractice or competi-
tionshould a youngster throw hard or far before
he has warmed up thoroughlyinclude a suffi-
cient number of form throws at increasing dis-
tances in preparation for all out throws in prac-
tice or competition.

Helpful Hint:
Mark throwing area with arcs at five foot in-
tervals to make measuring, noting distances,
and improvement easier. Caution: Under-

, stand that when practice is conducted in a
marked area, youngsters tend to emphasize
distance rather than form.

Set up throwing area with several sets of six
foot restraining lines; divide youngsters into
groups of two with one from each group at
each end of throwing area; give each group
three softballs. First youngster makes three
throws; his partner retrieves, and after final
throw takes his throws. Continue this pattern
for designated time or number of throws.
Caution: Be sure sufficient distance is allowed
between each throwing area.

Make an all out throwtake three (5, 10, 15,
20. 30) additional throws and see how many
surpass initial effort.

Determine when each youngster obtains his
best throw. The number of throws in competi-
tion does not permit most throwers to achieve
their best performancesthey must. work up
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to best throws through all out practice throws;
determine this as follows:

Take 20 - 25 all out throws.
Record, chart, or graph each throw in terms
of actual distance or how much each throw
increases or decreases comptired with first
effort note pattern and when best throw
occurs.

Repeat this procedure several timesnever
more than once a Weekuntil pattern is
established whereby best throw occurs
within one or two throws.
Plan premeet practice so best throw occurs
on second of three competitive throws. For
example, if a youngster's best throw occurs
on his 16th effort, he should take 14 all out
practice throws before his first competitive
throw; in this way his 16th all out effort is
his second in competition.

Develop premeet warm-up pattern that in-
cludes easy running, some bending and
stretching, special arm and shoulder exer-
cises (beware of push-ups, pull-ups and simi-
lar strengthening-endurance activities on

\ meet days), some easy throwing, and the
needed number of all out practice throws.

Compete against other members of the squad
or class or in practice meets against other
teams or schools; make intrasquad or practice
meets as similar to actual competition as
possible. .



PENTATHLON

The Special Olympics pentathlon is a ,test of
endurance, speed, agility, and overall athletic.
ability. It consists of standing long jump, 50 yard:.
dash, softball throw, high jump, and 300 yard run
held in the order listed. Pentathlon competition is
separate from cumpelition in the individual track
and field events. Participation is limited. to boys
and girls 13 and over, who may not take part in.
any other Special Olympics events.

Many youngsters who perform at champ and
super champ levels should be considered for the
pentathlon. However, don't overlook gutty. highly
competitive youngsters who may haVe the special
skills needed for success in the pentathlon even
though their fitness and conditioning levels are
not at champ or super champ levels. The pentath-
lon is a tremendous; challenge since each young-
ster competes in every individual event except the
mile and therefore must develop the speed, pow-
er, endurance, coordination, and skills needed
to succeed in these activities:

Since youngsters are preparing to compete in
five events, there is little chance for specializa-
tion. Practice daily, using drills, warm-ups, funda-
mentals, and activities described under individual
eventsstanding long jump, pp. 82-84; 50 yard
dash, pp. 65-74; softball throw, pp. 89-93; high
jump, pp.84-89; 300 yard run, pp. 65-74. Some gen-
eral guidelines-

Work on one track and one field event each
day; emphasize aspects of each event in
which youngster is weakform, endurance,
speed, start, finish, approach.

Do not practice. standing long jump and high
jump on same day except during time trials,
intrasquad competition, or practice meets ;
when youngsters compete in all events.
Pick one day, preferably Friday, for time
trials, intrasquad competition, or practice
meets in . all five events. This helps develop
the kind of endurance needed to compete in
the pentathlon.
Emphasize weak events by having youngsters
perform all five events as in competition and
then spend rest of day's practice time equally
on two weakest events.

Use following chart for guidance in deter-
mining a youngster's comparative ability in
each event.

Pentathlon Scoring

Youngsters receive points in each event based
on the order in which they finish:. all events carry
the same point value with respect to total penta-
thlon score. For example, if there are 30 competi-
tors and a youngster finishes first in all five events,
he scores 150 points-5 x 30; a youngster finishing

last in all events scores five jioints-5 x 1. The
youngster with the highest number of points for
the five events wins.

With this scoring system it is logical to con-
centrate on a youngster's weakest events, empha-
size fair events, and maintain performance levels
in strong eventsdon't let him slip. The reason for.
this approach is simplethe more a youngster im-
proves weak events, the better his chances of.
improving his relative position in competition.

Another consideration is the youngster's'
potential for improvement in each event. For ex-
ample, a youngster who has run a great deal but
jumped very little will usually improve more in
jumping events than in running activities. Simi-
larly, the characteristics of the 300 vard run and
softball throw are such that more rapid and greater
improvement can be realized than in the other
three events. Further, events like the high jump,
standing long jump, and 50 yard dash are subject
to performance plateaus or leveling off. Planning'
pentathlon practice sessions is aicomplicated and
complex procedure in which each competitor's
performance patterns, experience, and abilities
must be considered. The following chart is in-
cluded simply as a guide and aid in developing
and organizing a one week /pentathlon practice
routine. .

The pentathlon is a demanding eventfive
activities in one day, It is not easy la get competi-
tors in condition for competition While making
training and practice fun, interesting, exciting, and
challenging. Use games,/relays,' activities, drills,
described for individual events and motivational
device's discussed in the introduction to the track
and field section to stimulate youngsters to pe.:,,k
performances. /

SELECTED TRACK AND
FIELD REFERENCES

/Canham, Don. Fie d Techniques Illustrated. New York:
A. S. Barnes and Company. 1952.

Canham. Don (Cionsultant). How to Improve Your Truck
and Field. ChlcagO: The Athletic Institute (805 Mer-
chandise Mar 11, 1956. (Filmstrip with same title comple-
mentsinents public. tion.1

Canham. Don. Truck Techniques Illustrated. New York:/A. S. Barn/ s and Company. 1952.

Dodd, I. .1. lumping. (A Know the Game BookCoach7Yoursel Series.) Great Britain: Dixon and Stell Limited
(Cross lills near Keighley, Yorkshire). 1962./
Luke/Brother G. Coaching High School Truck and field.

?En wood Cliffs. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall. Inc.;',948.
41q iler, Lloyd. So You Want .To Be A High 'limper. Sun
ltancisco. California; Fearon Publishers, 1958.

/Winter, Lloyd. So You Want To Be A Sprinter. San
/ Francisco. California: Fearon Publishers, 1956.
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PENTATHLON EVENT EVALUATION CHARTt

I

Standing
50 Yard Dash 300 Yard Run Long Jump Softball Throw High Jump

r

13 to 15 16 Years 13 to 1.5 16 Years 13 to 15 16 Years 13 to 15 16 Years 13 to 15 16 Years
Years Up Years Up . Years Up Years Up Years Up

Boys
Good 5.8 sec. 5.9 sec. 43 sec. 40 sec. 8'2" 8'5" 229' 250' 4'11" 5'2"

Fair 7.1 sec. 6.1 sec. 56 sec. 49 sec. 6'4" 7'5" 181' 204' 4'5" 4'10"

Weak 7.4 sec. G 3 sec. 60 sec. 51 sec. 5'11" 77" 142' 176' 4'0" 4'6"

Girls
Good

...

'6.4 sec. 6.2 sec. 54 sec. 43 sec. . 7'2" 87" 131' 137' 3'11" 4'2".,

Fair 7.8 sec. 7.9 sec. 66 sec. .70 sec. 5'6" 5'8" 95' 98' 3'5" 310"

Weak 8.0 sec. 8.2 sf!c. 72 sec. 73 sec. 5'1" 5'3". 86' 81' 3'0" 3'6"

This chart gives an indication of a youngster's comparative ability in each pentathlon event. Use this as
a guide in planning practice sessions so that participants emphasize weak events. strengthen fair events.
and retain performance levels in good events. While there are three competitive age categories 13 to
15. 16 to 18. and 19 and over only two age breakdowns are provided: use 16 years up for.both older
groups.

SUMMARY OF SPECIAL OLYMPICS
PENTATHLON RULES

Competitors must be 13 or over to participate
in She pentathlon.

Pentathlon participants may not enter any
other Special Olympics events.
Events are conducted in the following order
standing long jump, 50 /Yard dash, softball
throw. high jump. and 300 yard run. Partici-
pants compete against each other in separate
pentathlon heats. sectiVns. or events, and not
against those taking pert in individual Spe-
cial Olympics events.

All events are weighted equally and a com-
petitor's score is batsed on how he ranks in
each event. For example. with 10 participants.
the winner of each pentathlon event receives
10 points. the last or tenth place finisher earns
one point, with the rest earning between two
and nine points depending on where they fin-
ish. If two youngsters tie for a position. points
are split: with ten participants, each of two
tied for first receives 91/2 points: each of three
9 points. A competitor's total score is the sum
of points earned in all,five events.
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Sample Pentathlon Practice Plan Fourth or Fifth Week

Monday Tuesday Wednesday

with rest of squad.
procedures and

.

[
Thursday

group. or class. Individuals
routines outlined in track

Friday .

not
and field

.

Warm-up

o

All pentathlon
part of group
practice cycles.

participants' warm-up
programs follow warm-up
pp. 45-63.

Special
Exercises
and
Drills

All pentathlon
in trace and field
these exercises
sizes pentathlon

.

participants do Flextrle
practice cycles.

and drills. Remainder
events.

Five and other special
pp. 45-63. Stay with

of practice routine

drills and activities
lest of squad. group.
for pentathlon participants

.

outlined \or class for
empha-

Track
:vent

10 min.-30
yd. wind sprints
ip. 71).

10 min.-100
yd. speed repeats
(p. 69).

5 min. -u-finishing
drills (p. 73).

Run one pyramid
(p. 71).

Use remaining time
to run on hill (p.
69). work on form
(p. 69), or tire pull.
(p 69).

Practice starts
as follows

10 min.form
starts (p. 72)

6 to 8 reaction
starts (p. 72):
use 300 yd. run
starting area

Run four all out
110's with maxi-
mum 1 min. rest
interval

Special emphasis
on sprint form as
follows-5 min.
run tall (p. 69):
5 min.form run-
ning (p. 69);
5 min. exer-
cises and arm .

accelerator (p. 69):

10 min.divide
between neutral-
,man - neutral
Ip. 711' and shift
gears (p. 71).

Participate
tice pentathlon
through all
events exactly
competition.
completing
events, divide
maining practice
time between
weakest events

Note: Do
tice complete
tathlon before
of fourth
week of special
training.

V

in prac-
go

five
as in

After
all five

re-

two

not prac-
pen-
end

or fifth

Field
Event

High Jump Softball. Throw High Jump
Standing Long

Jump'

10 min.check
high jump stops
(p. 86).

10 min.form
jumping 6 in.
under best height
(p. 86).

.

10 min.form
trrowing; empha-
sizing rhythm,
flow, and sequence
of movements (pp.
90-92).

Take as many all
out throws as pos-
Bible in 10 min.
chart increase or, !
decrease of each
throw in comparison
with first throw
(p. 93).

Divide time be-
tween drills empha-
sizing lead leg
(p. 86). and trail
leg (p. 87).

Divide time equally
spend 5 min. on

preliminary e .3s
(p: 83), 5 on
take off drills
(p. 83). 5 On
in air dri!ls
1p 83). and 5
on landing drills
(p 83).

Warm
Down and
Fun
Actimi-
ties

All pentathlon
Individuals not
running. jogging.
and/or some type

participants complete
part of group program

walking. and/or
of individual fun activities.

I

practice sessions with rest of squad. group,
complete practicti sessions with some type

slow/rhythmical bending /stretching /flexibility

I I

or class.
of easy

activities.

I

rj
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Volleyball
Ten lesson cycles have been designed to help

you coach a successful Olympics volley-
ball team. A youngster must devi:.:3p three funda-
mentals to enjoI,,vull(*ball and to achieve a cer-
tain amon441Kerspnal success.

Hit or bat the ball
Serve the ball
Know when and-how to rotate

These skills and concepts muit be developed
and reinforced for individuals and teams to be
successful in Special Olympics volleyball. For
purposes of these lesson cycles

But or hit mean to strike the ball.
Puss means to bat, or hit the ball to a team-
mate.

Volley means to hit or bat the ball two or
more times which may or may not include one
or more passes and a hit over the net.

Net means net or net substitutes, such as rope.
string, or ragS hung between trees or high
jump standards. With youngsters use the word
not only when referring to an actual net.

Lesson cycles have been developed to provide
individual, partner, small and large group, and
team activities. These cycles contain all informa-
tion needed to teach individual and team skills
cram basic fundamentals through advanced play
for Special Olympics competition. Cycles Provide
realistic progressions and variations in hitting.
passing. volleying, and serving. Basic techniques
are introduced and more difficult activities sug-
gested to help talented youngsters learn skills they
can use in volleyball. For example. youngsters can
learn to put English or a curve on the serve by
using.a variety of wrist and elbow movements and
by hitting the ball above, below. left, or right of
center. They can increase accuracy in passing or
serving by aim! at targets of various sizes an.
shapes on the fi. 1r or wall. As youngs;.ers
greater skill. reduce the size of the targets and/or
put tires. contact p..per, masking tape. hoops:or
similar items on the floor to restrict movement.

When working on individual skills. be sure to
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provide each youngster with a ball or balloon
interest is kept high and disciplinary problems
low when each child is doing something he likes.
Demonstrate and feu children play and move as
much as possible keep talk and explanations to a
minimum. Make this an action program in which
kids learn by doing.

Suggest volleyball fun activities for home prac-
tice that promote family or ward group together-
ness. Invite parents and ward attendants to one or
two meetings where volleyball activities they can
encourage and load are discussed and demon-
strated. Pfeville opportunities for parents to prac-
tice. to learn skills, and to play the game.

How an individual coach uses these lesson
cycles will vary according to the ability of the
youngsters. number of participants. number of
volunteer helpers, length and frequency of prac-
tice sessions. In first practice session find out
where each youngster is in terms of learned or
natural volleyball skills and proceed from there.
Some youngsters will be able to bypass familiari-
zation and exploration activities emphasized in
Cycles 1 and 2. Others may need much work on
these activities even before moving to beginning
and intermediate volleyball skills. Some young-
sters will be able to start using a regulation volley-
ball immediately while others will need to prac-
tice patiently and diligently with balloons, beach
halls;plasiic balls, rubber balls. or partially de-
flated volleyballs before using a regulation ball.
Be flexible and aware of individual needs as you'
use the cycles. How long you spend on each cycle
depends on your individual siituition.

While mentally retarded boys and girls have
...learned such advanced skills as the dig pass.
blocking at the net and playing the ball off the
nets these skills have 'not been included in the
cycles so more time can be spent on beginning and
intermediate individual and team skills. Spiking
and the overhand serve are not included because
Special Olympics rules prohibit their use.

Reminder

Before starting skill building activities in each
session be surdlo spend a minimum of len minutes
on conditioning and fitness activities (pp. (i -40).



CYCLE 1
(Howdy Doody Mr. Ball)

BALL FAMILIARIZATION ACTIVITIES

Ilelpful Hint:

As youngsters perform various skills, move-
ments. and patterns, note performance levels
of each: For example, some youngsters may
use volleyballs adequately for some activities
but may have to use partially deflated volley-
balls, rubber playground balls, plastic balls,
beach balls, or balloons for other activities
such as batting or hitting.

Move ball around various parts of the body
neck, head, chest, waist, thighs, knees, ankles,
feet, arms, hands, legs.

Move hall around parts of the body of al part-
ne.

'Balance bull on various parts of the body
head, shoulder, hand, back of hand, arm, foot.
Toss bull from ha nd-t o-h a nd; to various
heights; with two hands and catch it in one
hand; with one hand and catch it in same
(opposite) hand; clap hands (once, twice,
many times' before catching ball; turn around
before catching ball; catch ball near floor
(ankles, knees, waist, chest, head': let, ball
bounce once (any number of times' before
catching it; in various ways to a partner.

Bounce hall with two hands to various heights
and catchuse. two hands, one hand, other

.hand, left (right ) hand to bounce ball and per-
form movements from listing above; bounce
ball continuously with both hands (one hand,
other hand(; bounce ball to a partner; bounce
ball so it bounces twice before reaching
partner.

Toss bull against a wall, let it bounce\and
catch it with two hands (one hand, other
hand(; bounce ball off the floor, hit the wall,
and catch it on fly: toss ball off wall and catch
it; substitute a partner for wall.

Roll bull at specific targets on a wall; stand
close to the wall, roll the ball, and then bat it
back and forth (still rolling' with both hands;
roll ball back and forth with a partner.
Stand close to wall and as ball back and
forth at target like basketball chest pass; add
variations by changing distance from (size,
shape, position of( target; bat ball over a line
drawn at various heights on the wall.
Hit ball with palms of hands, thumbs_ together,
when it is tossed.
Hit ball into air with..open palm (closed fist,
end of closed fist(. Devise other.actiVities and
approaches for youngsters to use
ually, with partners, and in small groups to
explore and experiment in handling a ball so
as to become more familiar with it. Encourage
each child to discover his own Ways of han-
dling, hitting, rolling, tossing, and bouncing
a ballmake and keep it fun..

Helpful Hint:

When working with youngsters who have dif-
ficulty in communicating verbally, devise
your own approaches to overcome this prob-
lem. For example, use a tetherball with its at-
tached rope or attach a whiffle or other kind
of ball to a string to encourage a youngster
hit the ball. Dangle the ball in front of a child
so he must reach t9 hit it. Move the ball slow-
ly past him so he 'must hit a moving target;
have him kick the ball, hit it with his knee,
head, or other parts of the body. Start with
the child sitting on the floor and then follow
the same procedure while he kneels, sits in a
chair, and finally stands. With many of these
youngsters 'simply holding or moving the ball
near them results in action; others will follow
the leader or another child.

CYCLE 2
(And What Can You Do With A Ball?)

BALL EXPLORATION

Helpful Hint:
Use volleyball, partially deflated volleyball.
rubber playground ball, plastic ball, beach
ball, or balloon as appropriate -for each
youngster.

Continue on an exploratory basis many ball
familiarization activities introduced in Cycle -I
give youngsters opportunities to experiment and
explore through solving movement problems in-
volving balls. Ask such questions as:
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What can you do with a ball?

Can yOu roll the ball, run around it, and catch
it?

How high can you toss the ball? Can you toss
the ball high and catch it low?

How high can you hit the ball?

How many times can you bounce the kill
without missing?

Can you bounce it with one hand? In a tire?
Can you stand in a tire (on a balance beam)
and bounce the ball?'

Can you toss the ball off the wall and catch it?



Can you bat the ball against the wall two
(three, five, 50) limes?

Can yoa bounce the billl over a line? To a
partner?
Can yon toss the ball back and forth with a
partner?
Can you bat the ball back and forth with a
partner?
Can you bounce the ball on the floor to a part-
ner and have him catch it? Can von make it
bounce twice before he catches it?

Can you bat the ball off the floor to your part-
ner after he bounces it to you?

Devise your own questions and problems ac-
cordfng to deficiencies and strengths youngsters
show in performing skills, patterns, and move-
ments.

CYCLE 3
(Up-Up-Up-And Over)

I lelpful lint

For each youngster, it is of utmost Ouportance
that you select and use the appropriate ball
%olle.111 partially deflated volleyball, rub-
ber playground ball, plastic ball, beach ball,

. balloon.

Overlhe Net .

Partners volley ball back and 'forth over the
net to each other. Provide individual challenges
for each pair such as:

Can you hit the ball back and forth over the
net with your partner?:
How many times can you and your partner
hit the ball without missing?
Can yon hit the ball high over the net?
Can you hit the ball so it just gets over the net?

Can you hit the ball to your partner so he can
hit it without moving his feet?
Can you hit the ball so your partner 'has to
move to-his right (left) to reach and hit it?

Self Volley

Give each youngster a ball have him ketn.p it
in the air as long as he can. To add interest see
who can hit the ball the Iong61- period of time or
make the greatest number of consecutive hits with-
out missing.

Line Volley

Divide into groups of four or five with one
youngster eight feel or more in front of the others
who are in a straight line about four feet apart.
Player in front (point man) hits ball to end man

c-1

Garbage Man

Divide group into two equal teams; place one
team on each side of net or net substitute. use
beanbags and balls of all sizeson signal all throw
beanbags and balls over the net into other team's
court. As balls come into a team's court, players
recover and throw them backtry to keep own
side as clean and clear of balls as possible. Team
with fewest balls on' its sides after stipulated
time wins.

11011401 r tint

Continue, expand, or review ball handling ac-
tivities from Cycle 1 at appropriate times dur-
ing Cycle 2.

r
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who returns it to point man who hits to the next
man, continuing in this wa until the ball reaches
the player at the far end or returns to the first
player in line; change poiuit man and continue
until all have had a chance in front. In some in-
stances, the coach may have to start as point man
in which case the activity can be called Coach's
Bull. .

Wall Volley

Draw a line on the wall at net height or lower
if necessary. Give each youngster a ball and have
him volley the ball against the wall as in self vol-
ley above. Gradually increase distance the young-
ster stands from the wall and the height of the
line as skill and confidence increase.

Circle Volley

Divide into groups of four or five with each
forming a circle. Have youngsters keep the ball in
the air by volleying back and forth. To a7 inter-
est have competition between groups to see which
one can keep the ball in the air the longest with-
out missing. Have youngsters count the number of
hits they make or time them.

Variations:

Place one or more youngsters in middle. of a
circle; give each of these youngsters a ball; pass
ball from middleman to player on circle in front

/0 (p
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CYCLE 5
(Be Good Be Better Be Best)

Circle Volley (Cycle 3)

Circle Serve

One youngster gets in the middle of a circle.
}lave him\ serve the ball to rplayer on the circle
who catches and serves the hall back. Continue
until the middleman has served to everyone in the
group: rotate so that every youngster has a turn in
the middle. Include same variations and adapla-
tions,as outlined for circle volley (Cycle 3).

T&Im'Format ion

Introthice team formation according to the
rules under which the team will play. Play up and
ever (Cycle 3) with player in 'serving position
serving the_ball; continue to play with unlimited
hits. Give each youngster a chance .to serve by
having server and teammates exchange positions.

can score and that arrLindividual and learn con-
tinue

concepts the serving team

tinue to serve until ,Ite-Y lose the volley or play.
I lelpful Flint:

I lave :a cc et man start about an arm's
lengt from tbe, net 'so that he can turn and
face the back lines when the ball is hit deep'
and pivdt to face the other side of the net
as he or a teammate hits the ball..

Wall or Door Volley

Give each youngster a ball and have him
valley ;.t against the .vall (Cycle 3) or over a door:

Wall or Door Serve

Give each youngster a ball and have him
serve it against the wall or over a door.

Wall or Door Serve and Volley

. Give each youngster a ball and have him serve
and then volley three (five, ten) .times against
the wallor over a door.

Review
Individual skill's .a lone:

-Self Volley (Cycle 3)

Wall Volley.(Cycle 3)
7

Individual skills with a partner
or in small groups.:

Over the Not (Cycle 3)

Line Volley (Cyril° 3).
Circle Volley (Cycle 3)
Zig Zag Volley (Cycle 9)

Individual skills in te activities:
Up and Over (Cycle
Garbage Man.Serve (Cycle 4)

\.

CYCLE 6
(Again And Again And Again)

Up and Over

Play up and over as in Cycle 5. Introduce the
concept of rotation and practice it in fun ways
such as rotate .on signal, to music, as a maze with
lines to follow, as a part of original games. Play
up and over using proper rotation.

* * *

*
LINE DRILL

*

NET

Three and Over Volleyball

Require youngsters to volley, the ball three
times on their side of the net before hitting it over .

the net. This develops team play and the idea of
moving the ball to the best pohsibldposition before
hitting it over the net. Have players count hits
one! two! three! over!

Rotation PractiCe

Practice rotation as in up and over.

* * *
CIRCLE DRILL'* *

SCRIMMAGE'

Have youngsters not actually scrimmaging at
any one time work on individual, partner. or small
group activities.
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. Special Olympics Volleyball Scrimmage

Divitle youngsters into regulation. Special
Olympics volleyball teams for scrimmage or prac-
tice games. During these games look for strengths
and weaknesses of individual players and for
combinations of players Who work especially well
together. Use scrimmages as a basis for individ-

SMALL GROUP
ACTIVITIES

ual. partner. group, and team activities in future
practice sessions. Encourage yOuingsters to work
at home-on skills in which they need extra prac-
tice.

Keep all youngsters active during scrimmage
sessions. Facilities will determine how you do
this.

*
,

*
* * *

* * * *
* * * *
* ** *

*
*

GAME 1

Arrange court so that two or more scrimmages
are in progress.

Be sure that all youngsters take part in every
scrimmage.

May a day never end without a plan for
tomorrow.

GAME 2

NET
INDIVIDUAL
ACTIVITIES

Individual Practice

Have youngsters practice individual skills in
which they need the most work. Include such ac-
tivities as self volley, wall volley, partner volley,
over the net, wall or door serve, partner serve.

Extra time spent on serving is a wise invest-
ment

Exploratory Serve (Cycle 4)

Garbage Man Serve (Cydr:1)
Circle Serve (Cycle 5)

Wall/Door Serve (Cycle 5)

CYCLE 7
(Putting It AN Together)

Shuttle Serve

O

O

O O

O
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Use a shuttle formation and divide squad into
groups of three to five players. First player in one
line serves to the first player in the opposite line
on the other side of the net who lets the ball
bounce, picks it up and serves to the second player
(now first) in other line. After a player serves he
runs to the back of the opposite (same) line.

/09



Accuracy Serve

Divide the court into areas and ask youngsters
to serve the ball into designated areas to improve
serving accuracy.

Variations:

Place various size objects such as bicycle tires,
automobile tires, boxes,- waste baskets, hoops,
floor targets, contact paper shapes at different
places on the court.

Place a rope three (two, one) feet above the
net so that the serve must go over the net- and
under .the rope. Combine this with other accuracy
serve approaches.

..

Underhand Hit

Three and Over Volleyball (Cycle (1)

Special Olympics Volleyball Scrimmage (Cycle 6)

The only difference between CHAMP
and CHUMP IS U! PRACTICE! COACH!
MOTIVATE! REVIEW!
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Divide youngsters into groups of Iwo. One
partner tosses the ball. and the other hits it. The
tosser throws the ball lowbelow the waistso
that his partner must hit it in an underhand mo-
tion. Alternate so that each youngster has a
chance to practice the underhand hit.

Individual Skills

Overhand hittingundethand hittingserv-
ing (by yourself, with partners, in small groups
as a teem).

Team Skills

Rotatingworking together.



CYCLE 8
(There Is No Team Without Work,
Together They Mean Teamwork)

Around the Horn

Set up four or five stations for _self volley.
.partner volley. wall volley, wall or door serve,
accuracy serve. Divide youngsters equally and
assign them to stations. In most cases all young-
sters at each station participate simullaneOusly.

WALL
VOLLEY

diffeffince is a difference only if it
makes a difference.

I-lave them practice designated skill at each sta-
tion for indicated length of time after which they
move from station to station in predetermined
order. Hove youngsters move on whistle or other
signal.

PARTNER VOLLEY

SELF VOLLEY 10 8 10

6 4 6 WALL SERVE
2 1 2

ACCURACY SERVE

Note: Set up more than one
station for each activity.

Teamwork

_Divide squad into teams as for scrimmage.
Have one player on front line toss the ball to a
teammate on the hack line: this player hits ball to
a teammate on the middle line who in turn hits it
to a teammate on the.front line who in turn sets it
up for a front line Itiar,mate who hits the hall
over the net. Players rotaa,so all have it chance to
practice in all positions.

Helpful Flint:
Have hack or middle line players loft ball
with a soft easy to handle pais two to three.
feet higher than net so net man can place
the ball where he wants it to go.

Three and Over Volleyball (Cycle 6)

Special Olympics Volleyball Scrimmage (Cycle 6)

Emphasize using all hits' and moving the ball
into good position.

Keep the FUN in FUNDAMENTALS with a
volleyball field day:

Self volley
Wall volley
Partner volley
Line volley
Circle volley
Zig zag volley
Accuracy serve
Add your own events

Have players devise events
Develop a fun scoring system

CYCLE 9
(We've Come A Long Way Together Baby)

Teamwork (Cycle 8)

Exploratory Serving

Line players-up on both hack lines of the court
for accuracy serve (Cycle 7). After a few minutes.
ask what happens

If the wrist is twisted or turned as the hand
or fist contacts the ball?
If the hand is ,pulled back as it contacts the
hall?
If the ball is hit above (below) the middle?
If the ball is hit left (rigbi) of the middle?
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If the ball is hit above (below) and left (right)
of the middle?
If the ball is contacted with the knuckleS?
if the ball is hit with the back of the hand?
If the ball is hit on the wrist?

Use your observations as at basis for providing
each youngster with additional ways to serve. !

I lelpf ul Writs:

Players can learn I( Tut English or a curve on
either an open palm\or fist serve to make it
break. float, spin, dip.\cTd difficult to return.
These advanced technic-ies should not he
introduced until a player, can consistently
control serves without spin.
To apply spin for it ball that breaks to the left,
simply hit the ball below its center and to the
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right side with a twisting motion of fingers,
wrist, and elbow. Reverse spin for a hall that
breaks to the right is applied by twisting wrist
and elbow so that contact is on the left side
of the hall. By quickly pulling the hand and
arm hack as contact is made, the hall will
float and act like a knuckle ball in baseball.

Shuttle Serve (Cycle 7)

Special Olympics Volleyball Scrimmage (Cycle 6)

Around the Horn (Cycle 8).

Now is the time to polish and refine all that
has goni: behind.

CYCLE 10
(Rivalry And Competition Stimulate

A Youth's Ambition)

Pregame Procedures

Provide youngsters with Opportunities to pre-
pare for game competition and tournament play.
Use warm-up activities that include all skills re-
quired in actual play:

Individual ball handlingself volley,
wall volley

Partner and /or small group ball handling
partner volley, line volley, circle volley,
zig zag volley

Servingshuttle serve, accuracy Serve
Team playteamwork. three and over

Team Tournament

Divide youngsters into competitive teams. If
necessary, divi'le playing area into courts that are
smaller than rt gulation size so that all.teams can
play at the senile time. If this is not possible, while
two teams others should continue warm-up
activities and lither drills to sharpen skills. Ways
to set up four sr six team tournaments are shown
below. Use th six-team approach with five teams
each team p 7actices or works on various drills
when not inv dyed in competition. By limiting
each game to a .given number of minutes, a tourna-
ment can be ..ompleted in One practice session.
Tournament liay can continue from day-to-day
with one or more rounds scheduled over the
course of soveal days.

NOTE: Team 1 always plays on the same
court all other teams rotate one
court clockwise for each succeeding
round.

A winner never quits: a quitter never wins.
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Net

Round

Six Team Tournament

1 2 3

6 5 4

1 1 vs 6

2 vs 5

3 vs 4

2 1 vs 2

3 vs 6
4 vs 5

3 1 vs 3

4 vs 2
5 vs 6.

Net

Round

4 1 vs 4

5 vs 3
6 vs 2

5 1 vs 5

6 vs 4
2 vs 3

Four Team Tournament

1 2

4 3

Round

1 1 vs 4
2 vs 3

2 1 vs 3
4 vs 2

3 1 vs 2

3 vs 4



Volleyball Fundamental's

TwO Hand Overhand Pass

The two hand overhand pass is the fundamen-
tal and preferred volleyball pass.

Take forward
stride Oosition with
either leg forward,
knees bent and body
crouched slightly.

Hold hands high,
palms forward,
fingers spread, tilted
back, and slightly
curved.

Keep elbows
away from
body.

Contact ball with fleshy part of fingersnot
palms.
Contact ball above shoulder level.
Straighten elbows and knees at time of 'contact.
Hit ball sharply upward with vigorous use of
fingers.

Follow ball upward with eyes, hands, and
body as wrists flick or snap forward.
Stress the importance of keeping eyes on the
ball at all times; when a. ball is high, raise

Look up at the ball
through the window
formed by the thumbs
and first fingers;
move the window
right or left but
continue to look up
at the ball through
this window.

hands above head and look under hands; when
a ball is lower, look over hands.
Pass ball forward to a teammate or to a desig
noted spot along the net in front of a net man
or hit it over the net.
Use two hands whenever possibleone hand
is a last resort.
Drop down to hit low balls with overhand mo-
tion whenever possibleunderhand is less
effective.

Coaching Tips
Problem

Hit into net.
Problem Possible Solution

Contact with palms. Keep fingers widely
spread; curl fingers
slightly forward; devel-
op greater, finger
strength. Keep elbows
away from body; con-
tinue to vIo/ok through
the window'

Possible Solution
Assume crouch position
with fingers tilted and
palms facing upward;
drop to knees when hit-
ting; extend arms and
body upward when con-
tacting ball; exaggerate
height; follow through
to ceiling..
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Open Palm Serve

The open palm serve is the basic serve. (Di-
rections for right handers,reverse for left
handers,)

Take position with front of
body racing net: bend from

'waist slightly.
Place feet in stride position
with left foot forwardmake
sure both feet remain in
serving circle until after
contact is made.

Hold ball in left hand about.
waist high, in front of and
slightly to the right and clear
of the body.

Take a step with left foot
to start serve, obtain
momentum, and gain power.
Use a pendulum motion:
elbow straight and wrist firm.
Coordinate or time body
swing and arm movement so
they are simultaneous.

Keep eye on back of ball.

Strike ball at base of palm
with hand open and fingers
cupped slightly.

Follow through naturally and
completelyreach forward
with right hand and arm in
direction ball is to go,
straightening knees and
extending body.

Problem

Insufficient force.

Coaching Tips.

Possible Solution

Hit ball harder: increase
body movement: em-
phasize initial step:
follow through com-
pletelyreach for, ceil-
ing: exaggerate height,
depth, and distance.

Problem

Poor direction.

Insufficient height.

Possible Solution

Follow through in di-
rection ball is to go: em-
phasize initial step: use
motivating targets.
Contact underside of
ball; emphasize follow
throughhand to ceil-
ing: exaggerate height
hit .ceiling: generate
more power.

Fist Serve
The fist serve is basically the same as the

open palm serve except-

Close hand to make a full fist.

Hit ball with knuckles, heel of hand, or thumb
side of fist.
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Two Hand Underhand Pass

The two hand underhand pass is used when
the ball is below a player's waist to get it in a bet-
ter position for a teammate or as a last resort to
hit the ball over the net.

Place feet a comfortable distance apart with
knees slightly bentrise to meet ball, straight-
ening legs on contact.

Cup hands with palms up, fingers pointed
down, and little fingers together.
Hit ball with lifting motion with elbows bent
slightlycombine 'strength of legs and for-
ward thrust of hips to provide power and lift
to ball.

Hit ball with control so that it leaves fingers
on contact avoid catching/throwing ball.
Contact ball with fingersnot palms.
Follow through by stepping in direction of
hit swing arms upWard to get sufficient
height to get ball dyer the net or to a team-
mate.

Use two hands whenever possibleone
hand is a last resort.

Problem

Lack of force.

Coaching Tips

Possible Solution

Get under ball and hit it
harder and higher; use
legs and hips to obtain
power; follow through
to ceiling.

Poor direction. Follow through in direc-
. Lion ball is to go; check

feet position with re-
spect to direction ball
is to go; turn body in
direction ball is to go.

Insufficient height. Get under 'ball; drop to
knees when hitting; ex-
aggerate height; empha-
size follow through
palms to ceiling.
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SUMMARY OF SPECIAL OLYMPICS
VOLLEYBALL RULES

Yon must know and leach the squad the
Special Olympics Volleyball linleS. Emphasize
these as individual and team skills are introduced
in various cycles.

No spiking permitted: ball must go over net
in :i looping manner.
Ball must be served with an underhand mo-.
lion from the serving circle in the middle of
the court and must go over the net in an arch.
Ball may not be served more than twice in
succession to the same player on receiving
team. If this occurs on an otherwise legal
serve, ball must be served again.

First serve must clear the net and land in re-
ceiving team's court to 'avoid loss of serve.
Ball -must be batted; throwing and catching are
illegal'.

Players may not reach over net to strike ball
nor may they follow through from a striking
motion and go over net.

Ball may be hit three limes before going 'over
net must go over on fourth hit.
Net is a maximum of eight feel high but may
be lower by mutual agreement.

Court may be either 20 by 40 feel or 30 by 60
feet, There are seven players on a team when
the smaller court is used and ten when the
larger court is used.

Coeducational volleyball is permitted if indi-
vidual tournament committees agree. In co-
educational competition, three players of a
seven - member -learn must be girls; five play-
ers of a ten-member team must be girls.

A back line player may not come to the front
line to hit the ball over the net,

Helpful Hint:

Plan regular strategy sessions with the le;, n
to be sure players know and understand rn?

1

SELECTED VOLLEYBALL REFERENCES

Egstrom, Glen H. and Schaafsma, Frances. Volleyball.
Dubuque\ Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Company Publishers.
1966.

Emery, Curtis Ray. Modern Volleyball. New York. New
York: The Macmillan Co., 1953.

Laveaga. Robert E. (Consultant). How to Improve Your
%/olleyboll. Chicago. Illinois: Athletic Institute 13115

Merchandise Nlartl: (Filmstrip with same title comple-
ments publication.)

Laveaga, Robert E. Volleyball. New York. New York:
A. S. Barnes and Company. 1942.

Odeneal. William T. and Wilson. Harry E. Beginning
Volleyball: Belmont, California. Wadsworth Publishing
Company. Inc., 1962.

Welch. ). Edmund (Editor.). How to Play and Teach Vol-
leyball. New York, New York: Association Press. 1960.

We can say wit,' some assurance that although
children may be the victims of fate, they will not
be the victims of our neglect.

John F. Kennedy
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Swimming
The Special Olympics swimming program is

designed for boys and girls who know how to
swim. It is not intended to teach nonswimmers
to swim.' but rather to provide opportunities for
swimmers to learn 10 swim faster and better and
to give them a chance to participate in organized
competition.

A major factor in successful competitive
swimming is a high level of physical condition.
Youngsters must get into good physical condition
and practice regularly and often. A coach who
makes swimming fun and uses a variety of ap-
proaches to stimulate youngsters to work Lard
to get into and stay in good condition is on the way
to developing a beneficial program for all.

Practice Cycles

Ten practice cycles contain activities to help
condition swimmers and teaCh them basic funda-
mentals necessary for success in competitive
swimming. Cycles provide necessary information
for. organizingpractice sessions efficiently to
meet the individual needs of each swimmer.
Cycles are based on practice sessions lasting
from 35 to 60 minutes, excluding out-of-pool
warm-up. When less time is allocated for prac-
tice, adjust cycles so proportionate lime is spent
on each major component. Regardless of length
of practice, make sure each activity listed under
stroke work and special fundamentals (Cycles 1-
7) and event workouts (Cycles 8-10) is included.
This adjustment will be necessary when swim-
mers require more than suggested rest and relaxa-

'tien time between action activities.

Cycles are divided into five segments:

Warm-up-4 to 8 minutes

Conditioning-5 to 10 minutes

Stroke work-15 to 20 minutes
Special fundamentals-10 to 20 minutes

Fun activities-5 to 10 minutes

Warm-down, a method of gradually easing
out of a vigorous period of exercise with a slow
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decrease_jin the \intensity of activity, is as im-
portanrlo safety and 'condition as proper warm-
up; specific attention must be given to warm-.
down in every practice session. Cycles 1-7
incorporate warm-down in fun activities such as
relays, games, and novelty approaches. In.Cycles
8-10 warm-down is accomplished through slow,
easy, and relaxing swimming or aquatic activity
such as floating, gliding, easy bobbing, rhythmic
breathing, or .form swimming. 1:4

Landlubber's Loosen-up is an out-of-pool
.warm -up stressing loosening up activities includ-
ing bending and stretching, flexibility, and ab-
dominal endurance. Warm-up time should not
take away from actual time in the pool.

Five FathoMs .is an in-pool conditioning pro-
gram designed to develop and increase, endur-
ance, coordination, balance, agility, and .flexi-
bility. Basic aquatic activities with variations
are provided to encourage youngsters to work
hard to increase fitness. In addition to fitness
activities described for each practice session,
information about nonstop rhythmical aquatic
routines (p. 136), interval training (p. 128), and
circuit training (p. 130), is included. Encourage
swimmers to engage in non-pool conditioning ac-
tivities after practice and to participate in activi-
ties at home, on the ward, or in the cottage to
develop general strength, endurance, speed, and
power. For additional information on condition-
ing and fitness, see pp. 6-40.

Stroke work is designed to improve arm ac-
tion, leg action, breath control, and the total
stroke. For purposes of this guide, crawl refers
to a stroke, and freestyle to an event. For each
event, an analysis of the components of each
stroke is presented in terms of basic fundamen-
tals, teaching progressions, and helpful hints.

Special fundamentals include tactics and
strategies necessary to participate in competi-
tive swimming. Descriptions of mechanics, teach-
ing progressions, and helpful hints for starting,

'To obtain assistance for teaching nonswimmers to swim. re-
view A Practical Guide for Teaching the Mentally Retarded to
Swim. Washington. D.C.: AAI1PER (1201 - 16th Street. W.W.I.
1969. $2.00.
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finishing, turning. _swimming in lanes. and start-
and finishing relays are provided.

Fun activities create enthusiasm, make prac-
tice fun, and allow youngsters to swim in less for-
mal situations. Conclude each practice session
with five to ten minutes of games and relayssee
that all youngsters participate. In Cycles 1-7 in-
corporate warm-down. as a part of fun activities.
In Cycles 040 warm-down is provided through a
relaxed swim, float, glide, easy bobbing, or
rhythmic breathing. Do not confine fun activities
to the end of practice; be flexible and use them as
a change of pace and to help individual swimmers.

Cycles 1-7 are basic in nature and include infor-
mation and activities designed to help youngsters
learn and master fundamentals of competitive
swimming. In early practice sessions, encourage
youngsters to participate in both crawl and back-
stroke activities to determineor help them de-
terminetheir best stroke and event. In Cycles 8
and 9 swimmers concentrate on specific events;
all continue to practice the relay..Cycle 10 pro-
vides helpful hints for final practice sessions be-
fore actual competition and includes suggestions
for premeet procedures and warm-up activities.
workouts stressing speed and quality of .perfor-
mance, and simulated competitive activities; relay
teams practice as units to perfect touch-offs and
timing.

In using the cycles.

Work individually with each youngster every
practice session to develop a pleasant rela-
tionship and show each youngster that you
are interested in him.
Make mental and written notes on strengths
and weaknesses of individual swimmers as
you observe each in practice.

Review all cycles before meeting swimmers
for the first time to obtain insights into pro-
gressions, sequenceS, methods, procedures,
and relationships between successive cycles.
Strive to develop team spirit and together-
ness from the very first practice session. Al-
though most swimming events are contested/
among individuals, coaches who fail to capil
talize on team aspects of this sport are losing
one of the most effective ways to build esprit
de corps. Provide opportunities for swim-
mers to work together. to help each other,
and to root for one another in practice, simu-
lated competition, and actual meets. Develop
a spirit of comradeship and togetherness to
promote friendships that will endure long
after youngsters are through with competitive
swimming.

Try a variety of approaches to encourage
swimmers to practice hard-
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Post latest times for each swimmer in each
event; emphasize improvement and illustrate
with 'charts, graphs, and pictures.

Award patches, certificates, ribbons al appro-
priate times for significant improvement.

. Place pictures of youngsters who make great-
est improvement each week or month on bul-
letin board.
Post names of winners of each event in inlra-
squad competition on bulletin board.
Set up squad distance swimming goals such as
swimming the distance from Cleveland to
Detroit or New York to Los Angeles; put a
map on the bulletin board and chart progress.
Keep records of number of miles each young-
ster swims for 10, 50, or even 100 mile clubs.
Establish a weekly or monthly honor roll of
swimmers who make outstanding progress or
reach specified goals during the week or
month.

Set up a Hall of Fame for superlative perfor-
mances such as setting new Special Olympics
records, winning local, stale, or national
championships, or placing in two events. .

Recognize individuals whose sportsmanship.
behavior, and conduct exemplify the highest
ideals of the Olympic tradition.

Most successful coaches are good swimmers
and constantly strive to improve their own swim-
ming ability. A qualified lifeguard, one fully certi-
fied in first aid,. should be at pool site whenever
the team practices. All coaches and assistants
should know the basic principles of lifesaving
and first aid including mouth-to-mouth resusci-
tation..

Landlubber's Loosen-up Warm-up

Helpful Hints

Start every practice session for all swimmers
with planned warm-up activities.
Arrange practice sessions so that timeused
for Landlubber's Loosen-up does not take
away from actual pool time.

Complete warm-up activities before swim-
mers enter the water.
Use warm-up activities to prepare each swim-
mer for vigorous activity when he enters the
water.

Include at least one activity from each of the
three listed categories in every practice ses-
sion.

Follow suggested sequences and incorpo-
rate appropriate variations for these activities
(pp. 10-20).



Bending andAtretching

Move the trunk and upper body forward.
backward. or sid ewer&

Wing Stretcher (p. 10)
Body Bender (p. 10)
Trunk Twister (p. 11)
Wood Chopper (p. 11)
Standing Elbow Knee Touch (p. 12)

Flexibility

Stretch the front and back of the thighs.

Touchdown (p. 12)
Windmill (p. 13)
Sitting Windmill (p. 13)
Sitting Crossover (p. 14)
Inverted Bridge/Arch (p. 15)

Abdominal Endurance

Use abdominal muscles over linger periods
of time.

See Saw (p. 19)
Sit-Ups (p. 19)
Bent Leg Sit-Ups (p. 20)
Curl (p. 20)
V-Up (p. 20)

Five Fathoms Conditioning

A good swimmer must be in excellent physi-
cal condition. He must develop and. maintain high
levels of endurance. strength, speed, power, co-
ordination, balance, agility. and flexibility. Hard
work and stick-to-itiveness are needed for contin-
uous improvement in these basic components of
fitnesi. (Conditioning exercises and activities are
described and discussed in detail in the section
on conditioning and fitness, pp. 6-40). A special
.aquatic routine, Five Fathoms, has been designed
specifically to help condition and prepare swim-
mers for competition: each of the exercises is
done in the water as described below.

ARM CIRCLES

Stand in Water at shoulder level.

Extend arms to each side just below surface of
water.

Make small vigorous circles with arms.
Move arms forward and then backward.

Variations:

Stand in water at chest level with hands against
sides of legs.

Swing one arm forward and one backward in a
continuing alternate manner; bring each arm just
to surface of water; keep elbows straight.

or
Bring both arms forward to shoulder level and
back.

Stand in water at chest level with hands against
sides of legs.

Extend arms from sides to surface of water at
shoulder level.

Bring hands back to sides and continue pattern.
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Stand in water at chest level.

Windmill both arms alternately through
the water imitating a swimmer doing a
crawl (back) stroke.



FLEXIBILITY

Stand in water al shoulder level and put one
shoulder or ihe back against a side of the pool...
13alance.on one foot and bring the opposite knee
toward the chest..
Grasp elevated leg just below the knee with both
hands and pull 11 gently into itie chest stretching
muscles of hip, thigh, and back.

Release and rePeal..with otherpg:

Variation:

Lift the leg a given number of limes before repeal-
ing with other leg.

KICKING

Hold onto the edge.of pool with both hands and
extend both legs behind.

Mdve legs alternately without bending knees
Mutter kick); each fool traVels only 12 lo 18
inches.

Variation:

Kick while on the back.

STROKING

Hook toes into gutter (overflow) and assume
front glide (prone, stomach down) position.

Nlove'arms alternately itnitatingii swimmer doing
a crawl stroke.

Variation's:

Hook toes over pool or lane divider or have a
partner hold legs.
Move arms while on back.

BOBBING

-.04-1/4...00

Stand'in chest-deep water.
Take a breath and submerge..
Squat and exhale while on bottom of pool.

Straighten legs, regain standing position, and
repeal pattern.

Helpful Flints:

Challenge swimmers to work hard to become physically fit and aqua-conditioned so
Thal they will be better swimmers. Add interesting variations to each of the Five Fathoms:

Do more repetitions of each aclivily in a specific lime.
Increase intensity and--speed al which each aclivily is done.

Provide resistance for swimmer to overcome as he performs various activities. Use
weight cuffs on ankles, legsr.wrists, or arms; have youngster wear a weighted vest
or weight bell of some type; kick against an object such as a partner's hand or a
tightly held pool divider.
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Warm-up

Cycle 1

Spend 1 min. on each phase of Land Lubber's
Loosenup (pp. 111- 112).

Run in place 1 min.

Cycle 2

Spend 1 mina 15 sec. on each phase of Land
Lubber's Loosen-up (pp. 111-112).

Run in place 1' min. 15 sec.

Conditioning Spend 30 sec. on each' exercise of Five Fathoms
(pp. 112.113).

Relax 2 min.

Repeat each of Five Fathoms 30 sec.

Spend 45 sec. on each exercise. of Five Fathoms
(pp. 112- 113).

Relax 11/2-min.

Repeat each exercise of Five Fathoms 45 sec.

Stroke work
and
Special
Fundamentals

Swim and Show

Give each youngster an opportunity to show how
well he can swim to determine strengths and
weaknesses. Remember, each youngster in this
program can swim. Avoid competition at this
point let youngsters do their thing. get to know
you, and have fun as you see what each can do.
Look for indications that some youngsters may
be better suited for crawl and others for back-
stroke. .

Games (pp. 137-138).

Use gaMes and other fun activities to give
youngsters a chance to swim and show.

Relays (pp. 137 -138).

Use regular, conventional, novelty, original relays,
and drills made into relays to give youngsters
additional chances to swim and show.

Divide time so
one-third is spent
on arm work one-
third on leg work,
and one-third on
breathing activi-
ties. Select drills, activities, and approaches
according to ability levels. strengths. and weak-
nesses of each'swimmer. At this 'stage, be sure
each youngster practices both,strokes:

Crawl Backstroke

p.'120 , p. 125
p. 121 p. 126

p. 122 p. 127

Emphasize swimming in lanes (p. 128). No fur-
ther mention, or special attention will be given '
to swimming in lanesstress swimming in lanes
in every practice session.

Use remaining time for swimming lengths in
lanes; emphasize good form.

Swim one all out (full speed) length in stroke of
choice.

Fun Activities Flutter, Fin, and Form

Swim widths of pool, kick widths, swim widths
using arms only: time widths involving entire
stroke, arms or legs only. Use same activities and
approaches for lengths of pool: observe how
youngsters stay in lanes and swim in a straight
line.

Include games, relays. and other fun activities
at end of every practice session (pp. 137-138).
Be dOre final activity is slow, easy. and relaxing.

Inclupkrelays as one type of fun activity at the
end pf_ev§ry practice session so youngsters will
have 5ppOirtunities to deL'elop understanding of
concepts. mechanics, arid procedures of swim-
ming relays.

Some men preceve things as they are and say,
"Why." I dream things that never were and say,
"Why not?"

Robert Kennedy'
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Cycle 3

Spend 1 1/2 min. on each phase of Land Lubber's
Loosenup (pp. 111-112).

Run in place 1 1/2 min.'.

Cycle 4

Spend 1 min. 45 sec. on each phase of Land
Lubber's Loosen-up (pp. 111-112).

Run in place 1 min. 45 sec.

Conditioning Spend 1 mm. on each exercise of Five Fathoms
(pp. 112-113).

Relax 1 :4 min.

Repeat each exercise of Five Fathoms 45 sec.

Spend 1 'A min. on each exercise of Five
Fathoms (pp. 112-113).

Relax 30 sec.

Bob 2 min.

Stroke work
and
Special
Fundamentals

Swim length of Crawl Backstroke
pool stressing p. 119 pp. 123. 124
controlled speed
maintain good form with good speed. Return
to start (size of the pool will determine whether
swimmers stay in water and return in a rest lane
or get out of pool and walk back over the deck).
Continue this pattern swim a length and return
to start until each swimmer completes 6 swim-
ming lengths. Alternate swimming lengths so
each youngster completes three lengths using
each stroke.

.

Use additional Crawl
time to give
swimmers oppor- p. 120
tunities to work
on specific forM p 121
weaknesses in
both strokes rt. 122

arm drills, leg
drills. and breath-
ing activities.

Starts

Backstroke
Arms

p. 125
Legs

p. 126
Breathing

p. 127

pp. 129-132 p. 135

Work on the 'mechanics of geiting into the water
efficiently and effectively: stress progression.
not use of starting commands at this point.

Swim an all-out (full speed) length in stroke of
choice: return immediately to start and swim
another all out length using same stroke.

Work on refining Crawl
and improving all Arms
phases of stroke . p. 120
form: use drills Legs
and other specific p. 121 p. 126
activities for this Breathing
purpose. Spend p. 122 p. 127

/ some time stress-
ing arms, some on legs, and some on breathing.
Continue to include both strokes for all swim-
mers.

Swim as many lengths as possible in 10 min.:
swim is not continuous as yotingsters get out
of water and walk back to starting point or use
rest stroke or float in lane for this purpose de-
pending on size and type of pool. Emphasize form
and skill but strive to increase speed and tempo.
Let youngster swim stroke of choice.

Review mechanics Crawl Backstroke
of start. Introduce pp. 131-132 p. 135
starting com-
mands with whistle or gun. Divide time equally
between the two stokes.

Introduce turns. P. 133

Swim a timed 25 yds. or length in stroke of choice
at end-of each practice session in this cycle.

Introduce concept of swimming against another
youngster or youngsters by having two or more
swimmers race length of pool: keep competition
as even as possible by pairing youngsters of near
equal ability.

Backstroke

p. 125

Fun Activities Include games. relays. and other fun activities at
the end of every practice session (pp. 137-
138). Be sure final activity is slow, easy. and re-
laxing. Include relays as one type of fun activity,
at the end of every practice session so young-
sters have opportunities to develop understand-
ing of concepts. mechanics. and procedures of
swimming relays.

Use games. re- pp. 137-138
lays, and other
fun activities to end practice. Be sure final activity
is slow. easy and ridaitinifinclude relays as part
of fun activities in every practice session.
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Warm-up

Cycle 5

Spend 2 min. on each phase of Land Lubber's
Lonsenup (pp. 111-112).

Run in place 2 min.

Cycle 6

Spend 1 min on each phase of Land Lubbers
Loosen-up (pp. 111-112).

Run in place 1 -min.

Repeat pattern 1 min. of each phase of Land
Lubber's Loosen-up followed by 1 min. run in
place.

Conditioning Spend 2 min. on each exercise-of-Five Fathoms
(pp. 112-113).

Spend 2 min. on each exercise of Five Fathoms
(pp. 112-113).

Stroke work
and

Special
Fundamentals

Emphasize phase- Crawl
of stroke --
arms. legs. p. 120
breathing in
need of greatest p. 121
attention: spend
sometime on all p. 122
phases of stroke
of choice. p. 119

Arms
Backstroke

p. 125
Legs

p. 126
Breathing

p. 127
General Form

pp. 123-124

Swim 2 lengths; relax; continue patterntwo
lengths followed by rest until 5 repetitions
have been completed: continue using stroke of
choice. a*

Review starting mechanics and procedures in
stroke of choice. pp. 131-132 p. 135

Review turns (p. 133).

Introduce finish p. 132 p. 136
procedures and
techniques in both strokes.

Swim a timed 50 yds. crawl or 2 lengths at end
of each practiCe session in this cycle.

Have youngsters swim 50 yds. with 2 or more
swimming with or racing against each other; keep
competition as even as possible by pairing young-
sters of near equal ability.

Spend some-
..time on form
drills stressing p
individual need*
of each swim- p

met but includ-
ing all phases
of stroke __ci_f________
choica. p

-Swim as many
lengths as pos-
sible in 10 min.

emphasize
speed while Finish
maintaining good p. 132 p. 136
form in stroke Turns
of choice. p. 133

Swim an all-out (full speed) 50 yards or 2
lengths: relax for 2.3 min. and swim an all out
25 yds. or length: use stroke of choice.

Review and practice starts, finish, and turns.

Swim an all-out 50 yds. or 2 lengths: relax for
2-3 min. and swim an all out 25 yds. or 1
length: use stroke of choice.

Crawl Backstroke
Arms

.120 p. 125
Legs

. 121 p. 126
Breathing

. 122 p. 127
General Form

119 `pp. 123-124
Starts 's

pp. 129-132 p. 135

fun Activities Use games, relays, and other fun activities (pp
137-138) to end practice. Be sure fun activity
is slow, easy, and relaxing. Include relays as part
of fun activities in every practice session.

Use games. relays_ and other fun activities (pp
137-138) to end practice. Be sure final activity
is slow, easy, and relaxing. Include relays as
part of fun activities in every practice session.
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Warm -up

Cycle 7

Do Landlubber's I oosen.up and run in place
as follows

1 min. bend and stretch (p. 112).

1 min. run in place.

1 min. flexibility (p. 1121.

1 min. run in place.

1 min. abdominal endurance (p. 112).

1 min. run in place.

Conditioning

Stroke work
and
Special
Fundamentals

Spend 2 min. on each exerciFa of Five Fathoms
(pp. 112.113)

Cycle 8

Provide each swimmer with opportunities to de-
velop his own warm-up procedures for actual
competition: include all skills required for each
'youngster's competitive event: have initial warm
up activities out of water before moving into
pool: use specific activities for arms. legs, total
stroke. start, finish, turn, relay starts and finishes:
increase speed gradually and in final portions of
warm-up include all-out (full speed) swimming.

Entire workout in stroke of choice

Use special leg
drills.

Crawl Backstroke
p. 121 p. 126

Swim 50 yds. or 2 lengths: relax 2 to 3 min.
and swim another 50 yds. or 2 lengths.

Use special arm
drills.

p. 120 p. 125

Swim 25 yds. or
1 length: re- 0,119
lax for 1 min.
and repeat this pattern swim 25 yds. or 1
length followed by 1 min. relaxing 3 more
times.

Use special p. 122 p. 127
breathing drills.

Swim 50 yds. or 2 lengths: relax 2 or 3 min and
swim 25 yds. or 1 length.

pp. 123-124

Review start. Start
finish and turn pp. 129.132 p. 135
procedures and Finish
techniques. p. 132 p. 136

Swim continuous-
ly for 5 min.

Swim in all-out (full speed) 50 yds. or 2 lengths.

Swim an all-out 25 yds. or 1 length.

p. 133
Turn

25 yard freestyle zi

and 25 yard backstroke

Start from standing
(not regular starting
position) at one end of
pool: swim 25 yds. Of
1 length trying to
equal or better best
previous time or
time youngster hopes
to achieve in compe-
tition.

Relax with rest stroke.
float. bob. or tread
water for 5 min.

Repeat patternswim
25 yds. or 1 length as
above and relax 5 min.
do total of 4 times.

Relay

50 yard freestyle

Start from standing
position at one end of
pool: swim 25 yds. in
time equal to desired
time for first lap of
50 yd. swim; complete
turn and glide to stop.

Relax with rest stroke.
float, bob. or tread
water for 3.4 min.

Repeat patternswim
25 yds. as above and
relax 3.4 min.do
total of 6 to 8 times.

All youngsters, including backstroke swimmers. par-
ticipate.

Divide youngsters into teams ofd or 5 and
place as shown on diagram for continuous re-
lay swimming; continue relay until each young-
iter has completed 5 lengths.

Fun Activities
and Warm-down

Use games, relays. and other fun activities (pp
137 -138) to end practice. Be sure final activity
is slow. easy. and relaxing. Include relays as
part of fun activities in every practice session.

End practice with slow, easy. and relaxing swim-
ming or aquatic activity such as form swimming.
rhythmic breathing. easy bobbing. floating. or gliding.

0
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Warm -up

Cycle 9

Continue to experiment with individual warm-up routines so that each swimmer knows exactly what
to include in his premeet preparation: too little warm-up and a 'youngster will not be ready for peak
performance; too much warm -up and he loses speed and endurance needed for maximum performance:
time warm-up so youngster peaks and is ready for his event when it is called. not before or after. Recog-
nize each swimmer as an individual each requires different pattern, length, and intensity of warm -up.
Review Cycle 8 for additional suggestions regarding premeet warm-up.

Event
Workouts

25 yard freestyle and 1'

25 yard backstroke

Swim one -half length between 1/2 and 14 speed
sprint (full speed) rest of length: repeat as
many times as possible in 10 min.

Use regular start and sprint 14 length: continue
to end of pool maintaining maximum relaxed
speed; repeat as many times as possible in 10
min.

Practice gun or whistle starts 10 min.

Swim an all-out (full speed) 25 yd. sprint or
1 length: rest 1 min. and swim another all out 25
or 1 length.

50 yard freestyle

Swim 50 yds. 2.3 sec. slower than best
previous timeornme youngster hopes to achieve
in competition; complete turn and sprint (full
speed) an additional 'A to Vs length.---
Relax with rest stroke. float. bob, or tread water
5 min.

Swim 25 yds. 2-3 sec. slower than time de-
sired for first lap of 50 yd. swim: complete
turn and sprint second 25 yds.: rest: repeat this
pattern 3.4 times.

Practice gun or whistle starts 10 Min.

Swim an all-out (full speed) 25 yd. sprint or 1
length: rest 1 min. and swim another all-out 25
or 1 length; be sure to complete turn on each
length.

RelayAll youngsters. including backstroke swimmers. participate.

Place youngsters on relay teams making sure individuals who will likely swim together are placed on
same teams and in the order they will probably swim.

Practice tour...ioffs to perfect timing (p. 134).

Have relay competition among various teams: use head -start system (start teams at different times
according to ability) to give slower teams a chance and to challenge faster teams.

Warmdown End practice with slow. easy. and relaxing swimming or aquatic activity such as form swimming.
rhythmic breathing, easy bobbing. floating. or gliding.

Warm -up

Cycle 10

Have each youngster use premeet procedures and warm-up activities exactly as he will on meet days.
Only minor adjustments in routine developed through Cycles 8 and 9 should now be necessary. Tell
youngster time his event will be called and help him determine when to start warm-up so as to be com-
petitively sharp at the right moment.

Event
Workouts

Helpful Hints for Final Practice Sessions.

Stress speed and quality of performance rather than quantity of work have youngsters swim at speeds
equal to or better than competitive speeds.

Devote time as necessary to any aspect of form, tactics, or strategy needed by youngsters in their
competitive eventsselect appropriate activities, drills, and practice approaches frcim any of previous
cycles that will accomplish these purposes with individual swimmers.

Provide time for relay teams to practice as units*perfect touch-offs and timing.

Plan simulated competitive activities such as time trials, intrasquad meets, and practice meets with
other teams. Telegraphic or mail-a-graphic meets (each team swims in its own pool: times for each
youngster in every event are exchanged by telegram or letter) with teams in other parts of the country
can be used effectively. Be careful not to schedule too many competitive activities and guard against
holding them too close to meet days. Do not have two actual competitive activities in the same week
work to obtain maximum performances in actual competition not practice meets. Competitive activities
can also be used in earlier cycles to add interest, incentive, and to change practice routine and pace.

Warmdown Be sure each youngster warms-down after actual competition as well as after practice sessions; en-
courage each to use activities he likes and which are best suited for him.
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Crawl Stroke Fundamentals and Teaching Progressions

General Form

The crawl stroke requires coordination of
arm and leg movements and breath control. Both
the 25 and 50 yard freestyle events are sprints and
youngsters must be mentally and physically pre-
pared to go all out in each. Some youngsters may
have to approach the 50 yard freestyle as an en-
durance event until they are conditioned for an all
out effort. Regardless of how approachedas a
sprint or an endurance event the time for each
lap of the 5U yard freestyle should be approxi-
mately the same.

Fundamentals

Keep body as flat and horizontal as possible.
Turn head smoothly from forward position with
face in water, to side with face out of water. If
swimmer raises his head out of water, his legs
may sink and the body lose its horizontal position.
Keep eyes open while face. is under water.

Helpful Hints:

EmphaSize good total form at all times. espe-
cially when swimmers are tired and near the
end of practice sessions.
Increase speed of widths, lengths, and repeti-
tions in which form is emphasized:,controlled
speed is a key to developing good form.
Recognize that although several youngsters
may have similar difficulties, different steps
in a teaching progression may have to be used
with each individual. Know and be able to
apply each of these steps, but use and apply
only those necessary to reach a particular in-
dividual. Use different steps to provide the
variety, repetition, and review some individ-
uals will need to develop an efficient and
effective crawl stroke.

Teaching Progression

To develop strength and endurance, or to
practice general or specific components of form
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Use kick boards for sup-
port to practice kicking
or arm strokes.

Attach ropes or place
pool or lane dividers
so youngsters can use
them for support while
practicing kicking or
arm strokes.

Bracket against a pool
wall to practice either
kicking or arm strokes.

Make swim trainers or
platforms so youngsters
can practice swimming
movements on land to
develop skill, strength.
endurance, and the feel
of appropriate patterns.



Arm Action

The arm stroke is an alternating action in
which one arm propels or pulls as the other re-
covers. .

Fundamentals

Winning isn't everythingthe will to win
is everything

Bend elbow slightly so hand enters water finger-
tips first. If youngsters have difficulty keeping
fingers together, simply ask if they eat soup with
a spoon or fork!

Teaching Progression

To teach an individual swimmer appropriate
arm action, use methods and procedures from this
progression add your own steps or develop your
own progressions.

Use swim trainers or platforms on land so
youngsters get the feel of arm movements.
Guide youngster through crawl arm move-
ment so he feels the appropriate action; do
this in water or out of pool.
Stand in shallow water and move arms ap-
propriately.
Stand with shoulders beneath surface of
water and practice appropriate arm action.
Walk across pool making arm movements;
go from shallow to chest depth.
Walk, drag toes on bottom of pool, and do
crawl arm stroke.
Hook toes in gutter (overflow), assume front
glide (prone, stomach down) position, and do
crawl arm stroke.
Hook toes or place waist over pool or lane
divider and do crawl arm stroke.

Let hand break water and continue below sur-
face. A powerful underwater pull is downward
and backward in a direct line beneath body and
toward thigh.

Let elbow lead as it breaks surface of water. Many
swim sprinters gain speed by bringing arm through
flat with little bend in elbow as it breaks surface
of water.
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Have partner hold legs while swimmer does
arm stroke.
Support legs on kickboard or other flotation
device,and practice crawl arm movements.
Glide across pool using crawl arm movements.
Practice crawl arm movements with added re-
sistance such as arm cuff or partner pushing
against arms..

Helpful Hint:
Hold hands or some object in front of swim-
mer so that as he alternately reaches for them,
he approximates 'Crawl arm action.



Leg Action

Kicking invokes upward and downward
movements of the legs in which the heels just
break the surface of the water and then go 12 to
18 inches under water. The key to a strong Hot-
ter kick is power generated from the hips.

Fundamentals

Keep knees and legs straight for whip-like action.
Point toes throughout kick.
Ask a swimmer who tends to bend his knees ex-
cessively to keep his feet under water which gen-
erally results in the youngster straightening his
knees.

Humbly suggest nut judge wine
by barrel it is in!

Churls Chun

Teaching Progression

Various devices and teaching techniques can
be used to help swimmers develop efficient and
effective leg action. Activities can be conducted
out of the pool or in the water to enable young-
sters to generate more power through a vigorous
a.nd well-coordinated flutter kick.

'Lse swim trainers or platforms on land so
youngsters get the feel of appropriate leg
movements.
Practice kicking while lying or moving on
gym scooters.
Lie across a chair (bench, piano bench. stool,
bed) and practice kicking.
Guide youngster through crawl leg move-
ments so he feels appropriate action; do this
in water.
Bracket against a pool wall and practice kick-
i ng.

Hold onto or place waist over pool or lane
divider and kick.
Have partner hold hands while swimmer
kicks.

Support arms on kickboard or other flotation
device and practice kicking.
Glide across pool using leg movements.
Practice flutter kick with han6* held at sides;
make movement throughout water more dif-'
ficult and challenging by holding weighted
objects in hands.
Practice leg movements with added resistance
such as leg cuff or partner pushing against
legs.

... build a great cathedral of the spiriteach of us
raising it one stone at a time as he reaches to his
neighborhelping, caring, doing.

Richard M. Nixon
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Breathing Action

Breathing is accomplished by turning the face
to the left or right each time that arm comes out of-
the water; always breathe on the same side. In-
hale. :urn the face back into the water as that
arm comes forward, and then exhale under water.
Breathing should at all times be natural and nor-
mal: avoid gulping air or excessive exhaling.

Fundamentals

Turn head until mouth clears surface of water.
Inhale while mouth is abtive surface of water.
Breathe to side and not to sky.

Turn head opt of water on one side only.

Exhale while face is in %-:ifter.

Keep eyes open while face is under water.

Breathe in a rhythmical pattern.

t.

One understanding person con influence
a whole community's attitude.

Teaching Progression

Breathing techniques can be taught and rein-
forced in the following ways

Use wet -ears drill in which swimmer turns
his head to side. keeping ear on that sidb in
water. Bring face back into water and then
rotate head to other side, keeping that ear
in water; inhate when face and nose are out
of water. Note side on which breathing seems
to be easier and encourage youngster to
breathe on that side.

Stand with shoulders beneath water and
practice coordinated head and breathing
movements.

Stand with shoulders beneath water and co-
ordinate breathing and arm movements.
Walk across pool coordinating breathing and
arm movements; go from shallow to chest
depth.

%Valk, drag toes on bottom of pool. and co-
ordinate breathing and arm movements.

Support legs on kickboard or other flotation
. device while coordinating head and breathing

movements.

across pool coordinating head and
breathing movements.

Swim one (two, three, four) stroke(s) em-
phasizing coordinated breathing and arm
movements.

Swim for various distances emphasizing co-
ordinated breathing and arm movements for
longer periods of time, over greater distances,
and at faster paces.

Do not too much regard bumps on the forehead,
rough scratches, or bloody noses, even these have
their good influences. At worst, they affect only
the bark and not the system like the rust of in-
action.

Samuel Gridley Howe
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Backstroke Fundamentals and Teaching Progressions

General Form

Like the crawl, backstroke swimming requires
a strong. coordinated stroke and a powerful kick.
Since the face is up and the mouth always clear
of the water. breathing is less difficult and swim-
mers are less likely to swallow water than when
they use the crawl stroke. The 25 yard backstroke
is a sprint and swimmers must be prepared men-
tally and conditioned physically to go all out
through the entire race: maximum speed requires
good f oral

Teaching Progression

While every youngster in the program knows
how to swim, some may have had little if any ex-
perience with the backstroke. Therefore, it may
be necessary to introduce the beginning funda-
mentals of the backstroke.

Back Float

Stand in waist-deep water with feet 6 to 8 inches
apart.
Squat dowrias if to sit in a chair until shoulders
are below surface of water.
Keep hands under water and stretch them to sides
with palms up.
Tilt head back, keep ears in water, and look
directly at sky or ceiling.

Fundamentals
Maintain body in as flat and horizontal position
as possible.

Arch back slightly with belly button up.
Keep head pillowed back in a comfortable posi-
tion in water.
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Helpful Hint:

Stand in back of youngsters who have diffi-
culty so its to support their shoulders until
they actp;ire the confidence to float alone.

Raise hips as close to surface as possible and
move into a back float position.
Keep hips at surface: it makes little difference
if toes are above water.

Return to standing position by dropping chin
forward, drawing knees toward chest, and
bringing hands down and forward.



Back Glide

Ilelpful Hint:

Stress proper hip position since this is essen-
tial to success in the backstroke.

We judge ourselves by what we feel capa-
ble of doing. while others judge us by
what we have ulreadriiione.

ienry Wadsworth Longfellow

Place both feet against pool will or one foot
against wall and one on bottom of pool: stay in
shallow- vater until glide has been learned.
Bold deck, overflow.. or side with both hands:
place head hack with ears in water. Emphasize
correct head positionif it is tilted back too far.
water may wash over face.

Variations:

Squat down as if doing
a back float.

Push back hard with
head toward shallow
water.

Remove hands from deck, overflow, or side,
straighten knees slowly. and push away from
wall.

Keep hands against sides of thighs.

Devices and helpful hints described under
Teaching Progressions. Crawl Stroke Fundamen-
tals (pp. 119-122 can be adapted and applied to
backstroke.

Press stomach against
pool wall.

If you have a penny and I have a penny and we
exchange. we each have one penny; but if you
have an idea and I have an idea and we exchange.
we each have two ideas!
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Stand straight like a
soldier; extend arms
overhead, take a deep
breath, hold it. push
off bottom, and slide
back through water
lowering arms to sides
for balance.



Arm Action

The arm stroke consists of an alternating ac-
tion in which one arm enters the water as the
other recovers. Coordinated arm movements pro-
duce most of the power and generate a lot of the
speed in the backstroke.

Fundamentals

Lift left shoulder slightly over water; bring left
arm out of water and away from body over water
so water doesn't splash into face.
Put left hand in water in advance of head and
in line with or just wide of shoulder line at about
1 o'clock.

Keep hand and arm in line with pull.
Start movements of right shoulder and right arm
as left hand enters water; right hand enters water
at about 11 o'clock.

Pull in a semicircular sideward sweep. bringing
hand under water directly toward hips.

Turn hand as it approaches thigh so back of hand
leads out of water, little finger first.
Lift arm and move it back in a sideward semi-
circular motion to point where it enters water.
Coordinate so one hand enters water as other is
leaving it.
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Everything that is built for the future is built
in the present on the foundation of the past.

Teaching Progression

A variety of approaches and procedures can
be used with individual youngsters to help them
develop the mechanics of effective and efficient
backstroke arm action. Select steps from the fol-
lowing progression to fit needs of individual
swimmersadd your own steps or develop your
own progressions.

Guide youngster through backstroke arm
movements so he feels the appropriate action;
do this in water or out of pool.
Lie across a chair (bench, piano bench, stool,
bed) and practice arm action.
Stand in shallow water and move arms appro-
priately; move to increasing depths.
Walk across pool doing backstroke arm
movements; go from shallow to chest depth.
Walk. drag heels on bottom of pool. and per-
form backstroke arm movements.
Hold heels on gutter (overflow), assume back
glide (supine, stomach up). pcsition, and per-
form appropriate arm movements.
Hold heels or place small of back over pool
or lane divider and perform backstroke arm
action.
Have partner hold legs while swimmer does
arm stroke.
Support legs on kickboard or other flotation
device and practice backstroke arm move-
ments.
Add arm action to back float and back glide.
Nactice arm movements with added resis-
tance such as arm cuff or partner pushing
against arms.



Leg Action

Kicking involves upward and downward
movements of the legs in which the toes go to a
point just under surface of water and heels come
just to the surface. A strong flutter kick provides
speed; momentum, and helps a swimmer maintain
good balance and body position.

Fundamentals

'1/4----1/4.

Keep kick shallow and within depth of body.
Point toes throughout with feet turned in naturally.
Keep knees straight and kick from hips.

Build for tomorrow by doing today.

Teaching Progression

No single approach will guarantee that every
swimmer will successfully learn backstroke leg
action. An effective instructor uses many devices
to provide for individual differences and needs.
A variety of activities. drills. and techniques can
be used to help youngsters develop a strong, well-
coordinated backstroke flutter kick:

Practice kicking while lying or moving on
gym scooters.
Lie across a chair (bench. piano bench, box.
stool. bed) and practice kicking.
Guide youngster through backstroke leg
movement so he feels appropriate action: do
this. in water or out of pool.
Bracket against a pool wall and practice kick-
i ng.

Hold onto or place small of back over pool
or lane divider and kick.
Have partner hold hands while swimmer
kicks.
Support arms on kickboard or other floata-
tion device and practice kicking.
Hold flotation device to chest, scull, and flut-
ter kick.
Add flutter kick to back float and back glide.
Practice flutter kick with hands held at sides
or arms extended and held over head: make
movement through water more difficult and
challenging by holding weighted objects in
ha nds.
Practice leg movements with added resistance
such as leg cuff or partner pushing against
legs.

A teacher who makes little or no allowance for
individual differences in the classroom is an indi-
vidual who makes little or no difference in the
lives of his students. -0

William A. Ward
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Breathing Action

Breathing is less difficult in the backstroke
than in other sq-okes because the face is up and
the mouth always clear of the water. BreatFing
shoUld at all times be natural and normal; avoid
inhaling or exhaling excessive amounts of air:

Fundamentals

The greatest part in the art of living
is having the gracious art of giving.

Teaching Progression

Generally, little difficulty is encountered in
teaching breath control and breathing mechanics
for the backstroke. However, for youngsters who
have difficulty with backstroke .breathing, or to
provide additional opportunities to practice this
part of the stroke, some special attention may be
necessary.

Use elementary backstroke as means. of de-
veloping effective breath control and breath-
ing mechanics.
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Float on back, scull, and breathe naturally and
normally.

/
Glide on back, scull, and breathe naturally
and normally.
Front on back, flutter kick, and breathe nat-
urally and normally.

Glide on back, flutter kick, and breathe mit-
urally and normally.
Combine scull and flutter kick with natural
and normal breathing.



Swimming in Lanes

The shortest distance between two points is
a straight line! Both freestyle and backstroke
swimmers must learn to swim in a straight line
and to stay in lanes. Developing an understanding
of this concept and practicing the skills can be
incorporated into virtually every aspect oI each
practice session.

Keep lane dividers up during different phases
-of practice sessions.

Walk (run, hop, jump, gallop, skip, slide) in
straight lines and through a lane; vary the
direction so youngsters move forward, back-
ward. sideward.
Use exploratory activities and problem sift-
ing approaches; ask questions and pose prob-
lems such as:

' How fast can you move from one end of the
pool to the other? Can you move still faster?
Slower?

' How many different ways can you move
from one end (side) of the pool to the
other?

Can you move (glide, kick, arm stroke.
swim) from one end of the pool to the
other in'a straight line? Without getting out
of your lane? Can you go faster than the
last time? Slower?

Can you go underwater and stay in a
straight line? Stay in your own lane?
Can you go underwater from one side of
the pool to the other and stay in a straight
line? Can you go across and back under-
water and return to starting point?

Place objects on bottom of pool so youngster
must go in a straight line to retrieve them.
Use various games and relays (pp 137-138
in which youngsters must stay in lanes or
swim in straight lines; devise your own games
and relays for these purposes; encourage
youngsters to make -up activities.
Adapt various drills, swim training lengths,
and use other. practice activities to help im-
prove these skills.

Helpful Hints:

Use some object on pool deck or mark in the
pool as a beacon to help stay on course.
Use markings on bottom of pool to help stay
in a straight line and in the middle of.a lane
in crawl.
Select markings or objects such as lights on
ceiling, cloud formations, or other objects fn
the pool environment to help stay in a straight

. line and in the middle of a lane in backstroke.

Interval Training

Interval training can be used to fit the condi-
tion. objectives, and needs of individual swim-
mers by

Increasing number of repetitions.
Varying distances swamone width. two
ividths, one length, two lengths. 25 yds., 50
yds., 100 yds:

Regulating speed of swim.
Shortening rest intervals between swims.
Controlling action during rest or recovery in-
tervalwalk, float, bob, tread: discourage_--
sitting or lying down during-Test or-recovery
intervals.

Emphasis in interval training is upon swim-
ming speed and pace so timing widths, laps. and
recovery intervals can become an important part
of these activities. Examples of interval training
routines that might be done following a thorough
warm-up are:

Crawl stroke two laps.
Rest stroke one lap.
Bob two minutes.
Repeat pattern three or four
times.

Backstroke kick two laps.
,

Rest stroke one lap.
Backstroke arm stroke one
lap.
Tread water one minute.
Repeat pattern three or four
times.

Crawl stroke 50 Os. 2 sec.
slower than best or goal
time.
Float 'or rest stroke 2 min.
Repeat pattern three times.



Freestyle Tactics and Teaching Progressions

Dive

The start of 25 and 50 va rd freestyle races can
he either from in the water or by lying from the
deck. When youngsters dive, they ; ccelerate faster
and actually shorten the distance they-have to
swim. Basic Mechanics should b t stressed at all
steps and levels to teach the dive c ffectively.

Tactics__

Extend arms so they lead the body- and enter
water first.
Keep head between arms with hands together and
arms in line with ears.
Enter water with legs fully extended and in line
with rest of body.

Enter water from racingdive 4s flat and shallow
as possible.

Teaching Progression
(

There are many activities for teachiag a rac-
ing dive

Jump into water feet first.
Add variations such as tuck, one leg tuck, squat,
cannon ballwho can make the biggest splash?
pike, straddle, jump-turns, and other fun ways.

N
Introd,uce.seal dive where youngster takes prone
position near edge of pool and simply slides into
the water head first:

Slide into water-from a 2 x 8 plank.
Make taskeasier or more difficult, more or less

.0 challenging, by holding end of the plank at dif-
ferent heights.



Teaching Progression

Provide opportunities to enter waterindif-
ferent ways- feet first, head first, arms first:

Sit at edge of pool with head down, arms ex-
tended, and fall (dive) easily into pool head first.

Dive over outstretched arm of another squad
member to encourage full extension of the body
over water.
Concentrate on shallow entry into water by prac-
ticing racing dives.

Move to a semisquat (kneeling, semistanding,
standing) position and fall (dive) into pool head
first.

Helpful Hints:

Use wide pool stepsnot laddersas an in-
termediate progression between each of these
stages.

Use targets, such as tires, hoops, or inner
tubes to improve diving form antl.body con-
trol.
Place brightly -colored weighted objects on
bottom of pool ,as point's of focus to help im-
prove diving form.

Circuit Training

ing for weighted objects, diving, or stroking
(complete crawl or backstrOke); establish
stations to meet needs of individual squad
members.
Assign

1

each youngster to a group keep
groups.small, two or three ideally.
Assigh each group to a station for designated
activity.

Circuit training can be used for conditioning
or practicing general or specific aquatic skills.
Youngsters do a certain number of repetitions at
each station or perform for a stipulated time, 10,
15, 20, 30, 45, 60 seconds before moving to the
next station. Move in a set pattern on agiven sig-
nal. The mechanics are simple

Set-up stations for kicking, bobbing, treading,
bracketing and doing crawl arm stroke, div-
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Start

Starting commands are: "Swimmers take your
marks," followed by a gun or whistle. Devote
practice time to getting swimmers accustomed to
actual competitive situations. Use a gun or
whistle when practicing startsnever start with
the verbal command. "Go." Some youngsters

. Tactics

In preparing for competition. stress' that on
the command, "Take your marks." swimmers

may not react appropriately to the sound of a gun
or whistle in competition and others may be
frightened by the sound, especially in a confined
pool where shots may echo and reecho, if they
have not been taught to react to the appropriate
starting signal.

Assume a position with toes over edge of pool.
feet slightly apart. and knees moderately bent.

At the sound of the starting gun or whistle

"... Take your marks."

Bend trunk forward with head in a comfortable
position.

Let arms hang downw.ard or hold them slightly
hack, depending on individual preference.
Have whole body in relaxed state of readiness.

Swing arms forward.
Explode from edge of pool by
straightening knees and ankles
vigorously.

Continue to swing arms toward
until they are in line with rest of
body.

Keep head well down between
arms with upper arms touching
ears; thumbs may be locked on
impact with 'water.

Continue in flight as far out
offer water as possible.
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Make entry as shallow and flat
as possible.

Begin coordinated action of
stroking, kicking, and breath-
ing when body is completely
in water.



Teaching Progression

Assume and hold "Take your marks" posi-
tion: experiment to find best position for
each swimmer.
Dive on sound of gun or whistle; vary in-
tensity of sound so swimmer reacts to start-
ing signal automatically.

Dive for distanceget maximum distance
from starting (live.
Dive and glideget maximum distance from
starting dive and following glide.
Practice short swim sprints such as 5 or 10
yards, or up to pool length;
challenge swimmers to improve starts by tim-
ing these short distances and recording and

...posting times.

Have youngsters practice individually then
with one or more teammates.

Try dive competition across pool where
swimmers dive and glide one or more widths
without stroking.
Practice dive form coordinate action from
Clive to total stroke.

I ielpful I lints:

Encourage swimmers to concentrate on ini-
tial diving movement not on listening for start-
ing sound: the best start results from reflex
action.

Emphasize form and controlled speedwith
practice, skill, and confidence, speed of co-
ordinated action from dive to stroke will' im-
prove.

Finish

The finish is effective when swimmers go at
fall speed until they tuch the end of the pool.
Youngsters must practice so they don't slow down
a9 they approach the wallthis should become
automatic.

Tactics

Touch wall with fully extended arm.
Touch just 'above water level; touch below water
level rather than taking another stroke.

Touch at full speed without slowing down or
altering stroke.
Take another stroke rather than overreaching
for the wall: overreaching disrupts rhythm and
tends to make swimmer stop and glide into wall.
Develop ability to touch wall with either hand.

Teaching Progression

Many simple activities can be used to help
swimmers develop an effective finish.

Reach for the wall from a stand (walk, drag,
glide) without moving the head or other arm..
Coordinate reach for the wall with breathing
and 'arm movementsstand, walk, drag, glide.
Swim one (two, three, four) stroke(s)' as if it
were the last stroke in a race.

Swim at relaxed .pace on signal or when
reaching a specified point in pool, sprint for
wall; challenge swimmers to improve finish
by timing sprint distances and recording and
posting times.

I lave two or more youngsters practice finish-
ing together: follow same sequences outlined
for individuals.
Have two or more youngsters swim several
(10, 15) strokes concentrating on the finish.
Make sure youngsters practice touching at
finish with either hand since they never know
which arm will be forward when they reach
wall.
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Turns

The 50 yard freestyle is the only Special
Olympics swimming event that requires a turn.
In a basic turn

Tactics

Approach end
of pool and
grasp lop of
wall or gutter
with extended
hand:

Bring knees to
chest, place
both feet
against wall,
and turn head
and body away
from extended
arm follow
head.

Teaching Progression

A progression to practice and develop skill in
turning might include -

Stand and reach for end of pool with arm
complete turn.
Walk and reach for end of pool with arm
complete turn.

Glide aml reach for end of pool complete

Swini a . few strokes and reach for end of
pool complete turn.
Swim at relaxed paceon signal or when
reaching a specified point in pool, sprint for
wall, complete turn, sprint until next signal
or hack to original specified point, and then
revert to relaxed pace.

Swim at racing speed and practice complete
turn.

Have two or more youngsters practice turns
together: follow same sequences outlined for
individuals.

Try turn competition across pool where swim-
mers dive and glide a width making turn
without stroking; let youngsters sprint hack
to starting side after completing turn.
Have two or more youPgsters swim several
strokes and turnsee Who completes turn
first.

Make sure youngsters practice turning both
right and left since they never know which
arm will be forward when they reach end of
pool.

Explode from
end of pool by
extending
knees and
pushing feet
off wall.
Resume regular
swimming stroke
as quickly as
possible.
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Learning is best accomplished with
laughter, adventure, and a sense of triumph.



Relay Fundamentals and Teaching Progressions

Fundamentals

Most relay teams consist of -individuals who
participate in one ()film freestyle events as well
as those who swim only the relay. Training proce-
dures and techniques for individual events are
appropriate for relay specialists since all free-
style swimmers should spend time on relay
fundamentals in each practice session. However,
as time for actual competition approaches, addi-
tional and specific attention to relay funda-
mentals, techniques, and strategy must be incor-
porated into practice sessions. Coaches must teach
relay fundamentals as well as develop teamwork
since incoming and outgoing swimmers must func-
tion as coordinated units.

Set up relay teams keeping these points in
mind:

Swimmers must work well together; if two
or more youngsters are nearly equal in abil-
ity, select the one who gets along best with
other members of relay team.
Timing is essential so swimmers must learn to
work with teammates who proceed and suc-
ceed them.
Practice makes perfect so relay teams must
frequently practice together as units.
Backstroke swimmers should not be over-
looked as possible members of relay teams.

Coaches should be flexible in deterriritiiiig
who swims in what position on a.-reliiy team. A
possible order:

Lead-off -best starter; often second fastest
swimmer. ,
Second-slowest or most inexperienced
swimmer.
Third- gustiest swimmer-the one who can
come from behind.
Anchor- fastest swimmer-and best finisher.

Other combinations to consider in setting up
relay teams fnclude-

Swim the two fastest first and second to get
a big lead to in..pire better performances
from numbers thrc and four.
Swim the fastest first, particularly a good
starter, and anchor the second fastest.
Place the fastest 'second and he will often
compete against other teams' weakest swim-
mers.
Be flexible in setting up the order and experi-

ment to see which procedure provides the fastest
time and smoothest arrangement -for the team.

Teaching Progression

In practicing relays, make sure swimmers
don't start too soon or delay the takeoff on sec-
ond, third, and fourth legs. Some ways to practice
touch-offs include:

Have incoming swimmer touch the wall real
hard -slap it; coach outgoing swimmer to
look, listen, and react to sound of the slap.
Have outgoing swimmer focus his eyes on the
wall below him so he can see and react to in-
coming teammate's hand as it touches the
wall.
Have outgoing swimmer note when incoming
teammate is a few strokes from the end of The
pool in order to know when to take the ready
position.

Include additional diving and starting prac-
tice for members of relay teams. Set up a variety
of fun activities to practice relay skills:

Two man relays in which one and two swim
against three and four or two and three
against one and four.

-
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Three man continuous relays where two
-swimmees (1 and 3) start at one end of the
pool and a third (2) at the other. Relay con-
tinues as 1 touches off2, 2 touches off 3, 3
touches off 1, continuing in this manner for a
specified number of laps or time. This pattern
can be used with five or seven swimmers.
Cross pool relays involving teams of four, six,
or eight.

Intrasquad relays.
Age medley relays.

Don't le: the best you have ever done
be the standard for the rest of your life.



Backstroke Tactics and Teaching Progressions

Start
Tactics

The start of the backstroke is in the water
with swimmers facing and holding wall or starting
blocks; feet are placed firmly against the start-
ing wall. Starting commands are: "Swimmers take
your marks," followed by a gun or whistle. De-
vote practice time to get swimmers accustomed
to actual competitive situations. Use a. gun -or
whistle. when practicing startsnever star with
the verbal command. "Go." Sonie-youtig-sters may
not react appropriately to the sound of a gun
or whistle in competition and others may be
frightened by the sound, especiall4 in a con-
fined pool area %-vher shots ech i and reecho.
if they have not been taught to /act and rea
to the appropriate starting signal.

Practice Progression

lialg_ort gutter or overflow, place one foot
low on wall. keep other foot on bottom of
pool, and start; increase height of wall foot
as swimmer progresses.
Place both feet low on wall as above and
practice start: bring feet gradually higher on
wall to get swimmer in sultable.position.
Have a strong teammate act as human start-
ing blocks with swimmer using partner's
ankles for support.
Assume and hold "Take your marks" posi-
tion; experiment to find best position for each
swimmer.
Start on sound of gun or whistle; vary inten-
sity of sound so swimmer reacts to starting
signal automatically.
Start for distanceget maximum distance
from start to total stroke.
Emphasize form and controlled speedwith
practice. skill, and confidence, speed of
coordinated action from start to stroke will
increase.
Practice short swim sprints such as 5 or 10
yards or up to one-quarter pool length; chal-
lenge swimmers to improve starts by timing
these short distances and recording and post-
ing times.

Have youngsters practice individually, then
with one or more teammates.

Helpful Hint:

Encourage swimmers to concentrate on initial
starting movement not on listening for start-
ing sound; the best start results from reflex
action.

Teaching Progression

To start in the backstroke, simply push-off,
glide, and begin coordinated arm and leg action
before losing mementum obtained from the initial
push. If swimmers start the coordinated arm and
leg action too soon, they lose benefit of the ex--
plosive push; if too late, momentum decreases. /

Hold starting rail or wall with both hands
about shoulder width apart.
Place feet on wall; keep body in tuck position
with feet slightly apart. "...Take your marks."
Raise feet high enough on wall to obtain maxi-
mum thrustgo out, not down; rules require that
part of body must be in water.

Straighten legs against wall so as to make a back-
ward dive.
Throw both arms backward and stretch body out
over water for greater acceleration.
Explode from wall or blocks.
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Begin arm and leg action so as to gain maximum
benefit from coordinated starting movements.

PP/



Finish

Tactics

The finish is effective when swimmers go full
speed until they touch the end of the pool. This

. must be. practiced constantly, even when it be-
comes automatic. Rules require that a swimmer
be on his back when he touches. Work with
youngsters to develop the ability to finish fast
and reach for the wall on the final stroke. Make
haste slowly since some youngsters may be timid
and afraid of hitting their heads on the wall;
show them that their extended arm will hit first
and cushion the finish.

Touch wall with fully extended arm.
Concentrate on maintaining speed and rhythm
until the wall is touched.
Touch at full speed without slowing or alter-
ing stroke.

Take another stroke rather than overreaching
for wall; overreaching disrupts rhythm and
tends to make swimmer stop and glide into wall.

Develop ability to touch wall with either hand
at any point in stroke.

Teaching Progression

A variety of simple activities can he used to
help swimmers learn to finish effectively.

Face forward and reach for wall from a stand
(walk, drag, glide) without moving the head
or other arm; this is simply to get youngsters
used to reaching for and touching wall (other
freestyle approaches, p. 132, can be used for
this purpose).

Face away from and reach for wall from a
stand (walk, drag on heels, glide) without
moving the head or other arm.

Coordinate reach for wall with backstroke
arm movementsstand, walk, drag, glide.
Swim one (two. three, four) stroke(s) on. boa;
as if it were the last stroke in a race.
Swim at a relaxed paceon signal or when
reaching a specified point in pool, sprint
for wall; challenge swimmers to improve
finish by timing sprint distances and record-
ing and posting times.

Have two or more youngsters practice finish-
ing together: follow same sequence as out-
lined for individuals.
I lave two or more, youngsters swim several
(10, 15) strokes concentrating on the finish.
Make sure youngsters practice touching at
finish with either hand since they never
know which arm will be back when they
reach the wall.

Nonstop Rhythmical Aquatic Routines

Nonstop rhythmical aquatic routines involve
5, 10, 15, 30, or 45 minutes of continuous swim-
ming activities. As youngsters build themselves
up, gradually make practice .sessions more chal-
lenging by repeating more active phases of rou-
tine two, three, or more times. Add variety by
letting youngsters play such water games as fol-
low the leader and add on where each swimmer
repeats what those who went before did and adds
a new activity. A simple routine might include:

Kick across pool (and return).
Use arms only in crossing pool (and return).
Crawl stroke across pool (and return).
Kick on back across pool (and return).
Tread water using legs only for one (two)
minute(s).

Bob for one (two) minute(s).

Crawl stroke length of pool (and return).
Backstroke length of pool (and return).
Crawl stroke length of pool (backstroke re-
turn).
Backstroke length of pool (crawl stroke re-

turn).

Develop your own vigorous and progressive-
ly difficult routines by making new combinations,
increasing repetitions, or swimming more and
resting less. Emphasis in these routines is upon
continuous .activity for conditioning purposes
rather than developing speed, improving form, or.
acquiring a sense of pace. However. this approach
can be used to develop speed, irnprove form, and
acquire a sense of pace. When active parts of
routines are completed, ease out by floating and
gliding.
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Fun Activities

Swimming Games

Boys and girls love water games. Use this in-
terest and the challenge of fun and competition to
provide activities that will help youngsters devel-
op speed. endurance, and better swimming skills.

There is no limit to the number and variety of
games that can be used in water. Be creative and
devise your own games according to interests,
abilities, and needs of those you coach: encour-
age youngsters to create their own games and
teach them to teammates. Select play activities
with which youngsters are familiar so that the
only new factors are the pool and waler.; intro-
duce new games or play activities out or the pool.
Many helpful games and related activities are de-
scribed in A Practical Guide fort Teaching the
Mentally Returded to Swim, (1.11'l.:11: Wash-
ington, D.C., 1969).

Games described below rept!esent only a
small sample of those available. Specific games
can be used to develop speed, endurance. or the
concept of staying in lanes. To concearate on a
particular strokecrawl or backstijoke limit ac-
tion to that stroke; emphasize arrn or leg action
by confining activity to moving army or kicking.

Chinese tag It chases and tries to tag other
players. The person tagged becomes It and
must hold the spot tagged while he chases
others.
Plain tag It chases and tries to tag other
players who swim away to avoid being tagged.
Underwater togIt chases itnd tries to tag
other players when both are underwater. If
It and the person being tagged are not under-
water, then the same person remains It.
'Variation: A player is safe from being It if he
is completely underwater.
Cross togIt designates another perSon whom
he chases and tries to tag. If another person
swims between the player being chased and
It, We becomes the player to be chased.

Hill dill (Pom pom pull away) everyone but
It lines up on one side of the pool. When It
calls "hill dill" or "pom pom pull away"
everyone tries to swim to the other side of the
pool without being tagged or caught. Those
tagged become helpers for It and help catch
otherscontinue until all are caught.
Kitty in the waterall players are in the
water at the side of the pool; each player uses
his spot as a base. It is in the middle of the
pool and tries to tag players as they exchange
places with each other. First (last) player
tagged becomes It.

Follow the leaderone player serves as lead-
er and others follow him as he floats, dives,
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changes from hack to front or front to back
change leaders every few minutes.
Bobbing raceyoungsters bob width (length,
combinations) of the pool.
Kickboa rd race swimmers race width
(length) of the pool using a kickboard.
Gliding raceswimmers race width (length)
of the pool using only arm strokes.

Crocod racesquad is divided into teams
with a lual number of swimmers lined up
behind e h captain. Each participant places
his hands hips of swimmer in front of him.
All excep e first swimmer are confined to
kicking action. Place youngster with strongest
kick in back so as to keep line unbroken.
Variation: Have each youngster lock his legs
around waist of swimmer behind him so that
.e.ach swimmer uses only his arms in a crawl
stroke; only the last swimmer in each line
kicks.

Obstacle racetubes, hoops, and other ob-
stacles are put ,in the pool and swimmers are
instructed to -go under them, over them, or
around them.
Neptune saysthis is an aquatic version of
Simon says. It can be used to reinforce skills
in swimming and diving and to keep young-
sters alertswimmers petiorm only when
Neptune says to act. Use this game for par-
ticular dives, arm action, kicking, bobbing,
and other activities.

Relays

Relays can, be fun and provide youngsters
with chances to cooperate and work together.
They can also be used to teach basic concepts of
formal relay competition. Include relays as one
type of fun activity at the end of every practice
session.

Crawl-backstroke relayteams of equal num-
bers line up on each side of pool. Backstrokers
are in water on one side and crawl swimmers
are on the deck. Action starts with crawl
swimmers diving into water and swimming
across pool; they touch the wall and their
backstroke teammates take off. Continue as
long as desired.
Crawl-backstroke medley relayeach young-
ster swims across pool using crawl stroke and
returns swimming backstroke. Repeat pattern
twice (three or more times) before -touching
off teammates.

Crawl dive relayteams of equal numbers
line up at side of pool. On Go one player from
each team swims across pool and touches a
teammate who swims across pool and touches
a teammate who swims back. Have players



start on land to get practice in both diving and
stroke.

Coaches can use a variety of relays to help
youngsters develop speed, endurance, form, and
swimming skills while having fun. Include two
man relays, continuous relays for an odd number-
of swimmers, cross pool relays for an even num-
ber o swimmers, intrasquad relays and age med-
ley relays (for details on these activities, see p.
134).

SUMMARY OF SPECIAL OLYMPICS
SWIMMING RULES

25 and 50 Yard Freestyle

Starting commands are: "Swimmers take your
marks," followed by gun or whistle; starts are
from deep encl.
Any strokeeven an unorthodox onemay
be used.
On turns in 50 yard freestyle, some part of
swimmer's body must touch wall before he
changes direction.
A swimmer finishes when he touches end
wall of pool.
Standing on bottom is permitted but walking
is not allowed and is cause for disqualification.
Three false starts is cause for disqualification.

25 Yard Backstroke

Start is in water with swimmer holding on to
wall in accepted competitive manner; starts
are from deep end.
Starting commands are: "Swimmers take your
marks," followed by gun or whistle. .

Any strokeeven an unorthodox onemay
be used providing swimmer is on his back at
all times.
Three false starts is cause for disqualification.
Standing on bottom is permitted but walking
is not allowed and is cause for disqualification.
Swimmer must still be on his back when he
touches wall at finish.

100 Yard Freestyle Relay

Lead off man starts from a standing position
on deck unless he elects to start in water hold-
ing on to wall, in which case, he pushes off at
sound of gun.
Second, third, and fourth swimmers enter
water from a sitting or standing position on
edge of pool after any part of incoming swim-
mer's body has touched wall.
Standing on bottom is permitted but any mem-
ber of a relay team who walks causes his team
to be disqu'alified.
A team is disqualified if any member of the
team starts before his incoming teammate has
touched wall.
Three false starts by lead-off man disqualifies
his team.
A team finishes when its anchor main touches
wall to complete his leg.
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OTHER PUBLICATIONS ALSO AVAILABLE FROM AAHPER

THE BEST OF CHALLENGE

A compilation of the best articles from Challenge, AAHPER's
newsletter for persons working in the areas of physical education
and recreation for the mentally retarded and handicapped. The
book contains information on activities. approaches. and proce-
dures appropriate for severely and profoundly retarded as well as
trainable and educable of all ages. in any situation and regardless
of interests. abilities. and experience of leaders. Designed as a ba-
sic or supplementary text for college courses. and as a reference
for workshops. clinics, seminars, institutes. classes. and similar
in- service and pre-service programs. 1971.

224 pp. (245-25124) $2.50

SPECIAL FITNESS TEST MANUAL

Explains the development of the test. which was adapted from
the AAHPER Youth Fitness Test. and describes each of the seven
test items and tells how each is administered. National norms for
mentally retarded boys and girls. ages 8 to 18. are presented
along with standards of eligibility for each award. 1968.

56 pp. (242.07906) $1.00

RECREATION AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY FOR THE
MENTALLY RETARDED

Covers the obiectives of recreation, brief description of mental
retardation, what play can mean for the retarded, objectives and
desired outcomes of programs in physical activity, organization
and teaching, and suggested specific activities. Annotated bibliog-
raphy of source materials. 1966. 96 pp. (246-07726)52.00

GUIDE FOR PROGRAMS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED

Guidelines and suggestions for developing new programs or en
riching and expanding already existing programs. including a self-
evaluation procedure and format. 1968.

80 pp. (246.07972) S 1.25

PROGRAMING FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED
IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

Includes material on recreation and day care for the mentally re
tardec0 a community recreation team approach to programing:
play facilities and equipment: the role of motor activities in pro
grams for the retarded; and recreation programing for the adult
retardate. 1968. 144 pp. (245-07942) S3.00

MOTOR ACTIVITY AND PERCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT
SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATORS

The relationships between motor activity and perceptual develop-
ment. including an annotated bibliography on selected readings.
Reprinted from the JOHPER. 1968, 8 pp. (245.07932) 25c

PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR FOUNDATIONS:
A MULTIDISCIPLINARY CONCERN

Highlights major addresses by leading authorities in various
disciplines presented at the AAHPERsponsored Perceptual-Motor
Symposium. Describes action programs for developing zansory
and motor skills. personalizing early education. and providing
developmental activities. 1969. 160 pp. (245-08042) S3.00

PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED
(IDEAS FOR INSTRUCTION)

Instruction in .activities promoting fundamental motor develop
ment and the exploration of general areas of skill: designed for
use by physical education instructors. classroom teachers. par
ents, and recreation personnel. 1968.

137 pp. (245.07952) $2.00

PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR TEACHING
THE MENTALLY RETARDED TO SWIM

Designed to help professionals and volunteers teach the mentally
retarded to swim or to swim better. Sections deal with the in
structional staff. volunteers and aides, pre-service and inservice
training, community involvement, and include creative approaches
which have been used successfully in aquatic programs. 1969.

160 pp. (245.08078) $2.00

A RESOURCE GUIDE IN SEX EDUCATION
FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED

Ideas. suggestions. and materials representing a cross section of
the thinking of professionals. volunteers. and parents from many
organizations. agencies. 'and institutions. Prepared by a special
committee of AAHPER and the Sex Information and Education
Council of the United States. Includes materials applicable for
and appropriate to educable or trainable retarded of all ages
and developmental levels. with special sections to help parents
and parent substitutes use the guide more effectively. 1971.

56 pp. (244-25134) S2.00

APPROACHES TO PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR EXPERIENCES

An overview of programs relating perceptual -motor experiences to
movement education. motor abilities. reading readiness. and the
problem child. Reprinted from JOHPER. 1970.

24 pp. (245-25102)50c

FOUNDATIONS AND PRACTICES IN PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR
LEARNING: A QUEST FOR UNDERSTANDING

A report on the October 1970 conference on perceptualmotor
development. containing major speeches. seminars. and other
highlights. Detailed report6 of current programs and specific im
plementation recommendations for physical educators are includ
ed. 1971. 200 pp. 245-25120) 53.95

MOTOR ACTIVITY FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD

A series of articles and film list dealing with motor activity for
children ages 3.8. Reprinted from AAHPER publications. 197.1.

16 pp. (245.25152) 50c

CHALLENGE

Bimonthly newsletter dealing with all aspects of health edu
cation, physical education. and recreation for the mentally retard.
ed. It features information about activities. methods. research.
publications. facilities. equipment. supplies. legislation. problems.
and many other concerns of all personnel involved in these pro.
grams. $4.00.(5 issues per year).

Order from: AAHPER Publication Sales
1201 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036
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